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Abstract
The expeditious development of technology in the past decades re-
sulted in the introduction of concurrent systems that incorporate both
ubiquitous and pervasive computing, the ambient systems. These sys-
tems are named after their ability to be completely embedded in the
environment in which they operate and interact with the users, in
a silent and non distracting way, facilitating the completion of their
tasks.
Hence, there is a growing need to introduce and develop formal tech-
niques for computational models capable of faithfully modelling the
behaviour of these systems. One way of capturing the intricate be-
haviours of the ambient systems is to use Petri nets, which are a
modelling language that is used for the representation and analysis of
concurrent systems.
Within the domain of rigorous system design, verification of systems
effectively checks and guarantees the correctness of the examined mod-
els with respect to the specification.
This work investigates the modelling and the analysis of ambient sys-
tems using Petri nets. To examine the modelling of these systems,
their taxonomy into Ambient Guidance Systems and Ambient Infor-
mation Systems is carried out and a case study is used for the mod-
elling of each category.
To model ambient systems, the step-modelling approach and a vari-
ant class of Coloured Petri Nets, the Ambient Petri Nets (APNs), are
introduced. Step modelling approach focuses on the interaction be-
tween the system and the user and Ambient Petri Nets is a class of
nets with colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs that is used especially for the
structural and behavioural representation of ambient systems. For
the modelling of general ambient systems, the compositionality of the
Ambient Petri Nets is used.
To verify the correctness of the produced Ambient Petri Nets models,
the introduction of the Transformed Ambient Petri Nets class that
has no colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs is required since Charlie and
generally most of the existing verification tools do not support the
analysis of inhibitor nets. To address this problem, a construction is
defined to translate the Ambient Petri Nets into Transformed Ambient
Petri Nets. Afterwards, the Step Transition Systems are used to prove
the behavioural equivalence of the nets that are associated through
the construction.
Subsequently, the Transformed Ambient Petri Nets models of the cho-
sen case studies are verified against model checking and qualitative
properties. For the first category, Computation Tree Logic (CTL) is
used to check the models against important properties of the ambient
systems that are related to their features and their general function-
ing. Finally, qualitative properties consider fundamental structural
and behavioural properties of Petri nets that provide useful outcome
about the systems under consideration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is a growing need to introduce and develop formal techniques for computa-
tional models capable of faithfully modelling systems whose behaviour is of high
complexity and concurrent. Concurrent systems may vary according to the char-
acteristics and properties that influence or govern their behaviour. Examples of
such systems are: reactive systems [25], distributed systems [48], ambient systems
[23], etc. In this thesis, we address the modelling and analysis of the ambient
systems.
To examine and analyse these intricate systems thoroughly, we model both
their structure and behaviour. For that purpose, we use the formal methods
[68], which are techniques that are supported by a strong, rigorous and well
defined mathematical background. Formal methods are distinguished into several
different techniques that can be used for the modelling and verification of systems.
Some examples of such methods are VDM [10], pi-calculus [60], Petri nets [49],
etc.
VDM is a model-based method that is used for the description of sequential
systems [52]. The advantage of using VDM is that it provides a comprehensive
and precise system specification, which is based on the strong mathematical for-
malism of that method and that it is supported by several tools for the analysis
of the modelled systems. On the contrary, the main disadvantage of VDM lie in
the fact that this method does not support the effective modelling of concurrency
or timing aspects of systems. Furthermore, VDM produces system specifications
that are hard to be interpreted as the models are expressed in form of a textual
specification language. Another formalism is pi-calculus, which is used for the de-
scription of concurrent systems, and specifically for the modelling and analysing
properties of concurrent computation [64]. The advantage of pi-calculus is its
solid, powerful and very expressive formalism that has a quite simple syntax.
Furthermore, pi-calculus is extended to a range of classes that can be used for the
description of the different kinds of concurrent systems. On the other hand, pi-
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calculus uses a textual specification language to express the concurrent behaviour
of the system through processes that interact with each other making the inter-
pretation of the model very difficult, as with VDM. But, the major disadvantage
of pi-calculus is the lack of verification tools to support the extensive analysis
of the models. Finally, Petri nets are a graphical and mathematical modelling
language that can be used for the description of several kind of systems like con-
current, distributed or asynchronous systems [7]. Despite their graphical nature,
Petri nets are also supported by formal semantics that define the static and dy-
namic aspects of the models. Moreover, Petri nets have abundance of analysis
techniques and tools, which makes them a very powerful options for the modelling
and verification of systems.
In this work, the formal method that is used for the modelling and analysis
of the ambient systems is Petri nets. As was discussed above, this method pro-
vides graphical models that represent the structure and exhibit indirectly both
the sequential and concurrent behaviour of the systems under consideration. Ad-
ditionally, the graphical representation of the models makes the understanding of
system specification easier and the observation of the state changes more obvious
compared to the other two formalisms. To express the sequential or concurrent
behaviour of the Petri net models in a more comprehensible and clearer way, we
use the transition systems [46], which illustrate the state space of the models con-
sidering all the potential sequential or concurrent events that can occur within
the examined systems.
Finally, to explore the correctness of the systems’ models, formal verification
is applied to these models examining fundamental structural and behavioural
properties of Petri nets [56]. In addition, for further investigation of the models,
model-checking [17] is used in order to examine specific system properties of the
models that are related to the specification of the examined ambient systems.
1.1 Ambient Systems
An engaging and interesting subject of investigation in computing science are the
recently introduced ambient systems which were originally developed in the late
1990’s, and have already attracted the attention of the researchers. The tremen-
dous advance of technology has contributed to the construction of such systems,
which incorporate both ubiquitous and pervasive computing [4, 67] resulting in
their rapid proliferation.
The main purpose of introducing and developing the ambient systems was
the creation of systems that would interact with the users facilitating their daily
lives. The interactivity of ambient systems with the users is expressed through
the embedded technology that governs their architecture [6]. The application
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areas of ambient systems cover a wide spectrum of different domains, such as
public or private environments [5]. These environments usually refer to public
buildings like hospitals, libraries or universities and private properties like houses
or companies respectively.
The need of exhaustive understanding of the ambient systems resulted in the
deep and thorough study of the intricate architecture and behaviour of these
systems. For that reason, the researchers focused on several different aspects of
ambient systems, such as interactivity [26], mobility [14], context-awareness [40],
fault-tolerance [30], user’s experience [61], etc. All the above fields of investigation
derive from the fact that different definitions have been given to the ambient
systems throughout the past decades. These definitions may slightly differentiate
the ambient systems according to the point of view and the main interest of
research of each researcher, but all of them denote that these systems are governed
by common key features that are related to their architecture and behaviour
[14, 30, 41, 58].
Hence, to examine all the different aspects and features of the ambient sys-
tems, the researchers applied several formal methods and verification techniques,
which resulted in the development of different approaches for the analysis of the
these systems. For example, Luca Cardelli and Andrew Gordon [14] examine
the mobility of the ambient systems. In their approach, they capture notions
of locations, mobility and authorisation to move for ambient systems by using
pi-calculus concepts and techniques. On the other hand, Iliasov et al. [30] ex-
plore the fault-tolerance of the ambient system aiming to develop and describe
an approach that contributes to the easiest way to achieve the fault-tolerance in
ambient systems. They demonstrate their approach through a case scenario that
is modelled in B-method.
Finally, the approach that is introduced in this thesis for the modelling and the
analysis of ambient systems is based on the structural and behavioural represen-
tation of both the interactivity and the context-awareness of these systems using
Petri nets. For that reason, two case studies of ambient systems are modelled
and analysed in the rest of this work.
1.2 Modelling using Petri Nets
Petri nets are a modelling language that is used for the graphical representation
and analysis of real concurrent systems [56]. Since their introduction by Carl
Adam Petri [49], Petri nets have been widely used in various areas, such as
biology, software engineering and concurrent programming (see, e.g., [28, 13]).
Petri nets can be distinguished into two general categories, the low level Petri
nets [24] and the high level Petri nets [66]. The low level Petri nets consist of
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classes like Elementary nets or Condition/Event nets and Place/Transition nets.
Low level nets can usually represent the behaviour of systems with low or at
most medium complexity. This does not imply that a complex system cannot be
modelled with low level nets, but in such a case the complexity of the modelling
and the analysis of that system would be higher. On the other hand, high level
nets like Coloured Petri Nets, Stochastic Petri nets and Predicate/Transition
nets, can model the behaviour of more complex systems. The advantage of high
level nets over the low level nets is that they can depict the flow of different data
types, temporal specifications, etc. [21, 34].
Another way to distinguish the nets of Petri net classes is in context with
the use of non-ordinary arcs, such as the inhibitor arcs. In particular, general
Petri nets can be classified into inhibitor nets and non-inhibitor nets, where the
former category refers to nets with inhibitor arcs and the latter to nets with no
inhibitor arcs. The inhibitor arcs are special arcs that check the firing of net
transitions with respect to the absence of resources and are used to enhance the
expressiveness of the Petri net classes by both extending the kind of arcs and
changing the enabling rules of these Petri net classes [35]. Despite the enriched
expressiveness of the inhibitor nets, the introduction of the inhibitor arcs restrains
the verification of the produced nets as the reachability of the general Petri nets
cannot be generalised for the inhibitor nets due to the lack of monotonicity1[12].
For the modelling of ambient systems, a new class of coloured inhibitor nets
is defined, the Ambient Petri Nets (APNs). This class introduces a new type
of inhibitor arcs, the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs. These arcs work combining
the property of the ordinary inhibitor arcs with the different data types of the
resources, i.e., absence or presence of tokens in the inhibitor places and tokens
of different colours. Furthermore, this class of inhibitor nets is supported by
both its enabling and firing rules and its composition theory. The introduction of
Ambient Petri Nets intents to provide a high level Petri net class that captures
and reflects the key features and the functioning of the ambient systems in an
accurate and faithful way.
1.3 Petri Nets and Transition Systems
As was mentioned, Petri nets are used for the modelling of concurrent systems
providing their graphical representation. This representation usually depicts the
structure of the examined systems with respect to the system components and
features that are considered for their modelling. Specifically, the graphical repre-
1Monotonicity denotes that addition of tokens to the existing marking cannot disable al-
ready enabled transitions of that marking but only can enable other transitions that were not
previously enabled [65].
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sentation of the systems does not make the behaviour of the nets apparent, which
is actually described by the ‘semantics’ that determine both the initial marking
and the functioning (firing and enabling rules) of these nets [56].
A traditional way to capture the concurrent behaviour of the Petri net models
of real systems is the transition systems, which are a powerful mathematical
formalism that provides graphical behavioural models [47]. These models consist
of states and transitions, where states refer to the condition of the system before
or after an event and transitions represent the events that cause the state changes
of the system. In the graphs of transition systems, states are denoted by nodes
and transitions by labelled arcs1.
According to [46], transition systems can be distinguished into two general
categories, the sequential transition systems and the step transition systems. The
sequential transition systems consider only single events for the evolution of the
state changes (state space) of the system behaviour, which implies that concurrent
actions that may occur within the system are not considered. On the other
hand, the step transition systems exhibit both the sequential and the concurrent
behaviour of the systems, by depicting labelled arcs with either single or multiple
events respectively.
To construct the transition system of a Petri net model, we have to define the
states and the transitions of the transition system out of the respective elements
of the net starting with the initial state of the transition system, which is given
by the initial marking of the Petri net model. Then, examining the ‘token game’
2 by following the semantics (enabling and firing rules) of the Petri net model,
we detect all the possible actions that may occur in the net and draw them as
labelled arcs in the graph of the transition system. These arcs originate from the
initial state and end to new states that derive from the marking change of the
net. Afterwards, the same process is followed for each of the new states of the
transition system till the point where there are no other new states to visit or the
same states are revisited. In that case, the transition system of the net has been
completed reflecting the behaviour of the net of the system.
In the rest of this thesis, for the behavioural representation of the Petri net
models of ambient systems, we use the step transition systems and particularly
the concurrent reachability graphs in order to visualise their concurrent behaviour.
This fact derives from the concurrent nature of ambient systems, which implies
that the concurrent behaviour of these systems should be considered in their
modelling. On the contrary, the produced Petri net models of the ambient systems
are analysed with respect to their sequential semantics due to the fact that Charlie
1The label of each arc corresponds to the action(s) that take(s) place each time.
2 Token game refers to the circulation of tokens within a net by complying with the semantics
of that net.
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verification tool provides exhaustive sequential analysis but lacks in concurrent
analysis as it supports only maximal concurrency, which means that it does not
consider possible intermediate concurrent steps that may take place within the
examined models.
1.4 Formal Verification and Model Checking of
Concurrent Systems
Having modelled and exhibited the behaviour of concurrent systems like the ambi-
ent systems, through the modelling process, the primary concern of the designers
is to prove that the system models have been developed properly. To ensure
that, different techniques are available, such as formal verification[20] and syn-
thesis [51]. At this point, we should mention that the main discussion point
of this work as regards the ‘evaluation’ of the developed models is the formal
verification.
Formal verification is a widely used, effective and successful technique that
aims at the examination of the model correctness with respect to the system
specification. In other words, formal verification checks whether the produced
model of an examined system complies with the requirements of its specification.
The correctness of a model is usually related to potential design, reliability or
security errors that impair the system functioning. For example, a correct model
should guarantee that the system design satisfies the specification and works al-
ways reliably without its information being exploited by non-authorised parties.
In case that a model fails to adhere to the specification, it should be improved and
rechecked till it passes the verification successfully. Otherwise, the system’s mal-
functioning could result in unwanted situations that range from low cost effects
(loss of information) [19] to high cost effects (loss of lives) [42].
Therefore, the correctness of a model is checked with respect to the system
specification by examining a number of fundamental model properties, which are
usually related to the architecture (structure) and the functioning (behaviour) of
the developed model [24]. Afterwards, the results of these properties are trans-
lated into meaningful outcomes the examined system.
Apart from the fundamental properties mentioned above, specific system prop-
erties can be examined through the model checking [44], which is an automatic
verification approach that checks whether the model of an examined system sat-
isfies a number of properties that is expressed in form of temporal logic formulas.
Examples of the temporal logic are the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [59] and the
Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [16] that both examine if a logic preposition is
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satisfied within the state space of the system1. The result that derives from the
model checking of a logic formula is Boolean, i.e., either true or false, indicating
in that way that the examined property holds or fails respectively. It should be
noted that the result of the model checking can be interpreted in many different
ways depending on the kind of system or the type of property that is examined.
For example, a property that turns false does not necessarily imply that the sys-
tem is defective. Respectively, a property that turns true does not imply that the
system works properly.
The use of formal verification and, by extension, of all its approaches (e.g.,
model checking, theorem proving, etc.) contributes in an effective way to the
exhausting examination of a system model with respect to the specification. The
successful application of formal verification to the analysis of different types of
concurrent systems leads to the conclusion that it can check the correctness of
system models whose behaviours ranges from low to very high complexity and
concurrency, e.g., distributed systems [15], reactive systems [2], etc.
So far, the analysis of ambient systems using Petri nets has not been thor-
oughly examined yet, since these systems are newly introduced. Hence, we explore
this field by introducing a new approach that will efficiently cover the domain of
formal modelling and verification of ambient systems in relation to Petri nets.
1.5 Modelling Approach and Motivation
The modelling approach that is discussed in the thesis is concerned with the use
of formal modelling and verification techniques of interactive aspects of ambient
systems. As was mentioned earlier, there is already a substantial literature on the
role of formal methods in the modelling and evaluation of interactive systems [26,
27, 61], but not on the modelling and analysis of interaction of ambient systems
using Petri nets. Thus, one motivation for the introduction of this approach has
been to find instances of interactive behaviour that could be related to both the
functioning of the system and the misbehaviour of their users and also to examine
how these two factors influence the whole interactivity process. Typical properties
of interest for the analysis of these systems include availability of information to
both environment and users, leak of information to unauthorised users, context-
awareness of the system, initiative of users with respect to available actions,
response of environment to users’ actions, cost of ignoring system’s response and
examination of deadlock cases.
The models of this approach focus on key features of interaction in the ambient
systems. Consequently, a key feature of particular interest in these systems is the
1Model checking may suffer from the state space explosion problem [18]. In such a case,
model checking cannot be effectively applied to models with infinite state space.
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way that the users interact with the environment, as a result of both explicit
interaction with the system, and implicit interactions that arise through changes
of context. Here context could include location, or the steps that have to be taken
by a user to achieve some goal. Another key feature of the ambient systems is how
that interactivity of the environment with the users is expressed through system
components like sensors and output devices (e.g. public and private displays).
Therefore, the proposed modelling approach describes how models can be built
to represent the interaction between users, devices and services, as users move
within ambient environments.
The interactive nature of ambient systems is expressed, through that mod-
elling approach, using Petri nets notation, and more specifically using a subclass
of Coloured Petri Nets, the Ambient Petri Nets (APNs). The motivation behind
the definition of this class of Petri nets is to satisfy three basic requirements. The
first is to facilitate the modelling of real ambient systems through the composi-
tionality of a fundamental modular APN net (basic step net), which captures a
single interaction between the user and the environment. The second is to en-
hance the analysis of the ambient systems combining the qualitative reasoning of
Petri nets and the analysis of system properties through the use of model check-
ing. Finally, the last requirement is to enable the generic use of that class in the
modelling of ambient systems. Specifically, APN class through the composition-
ality and modularity of the basic step nets could be used for the modelling of
real systems focusing on different levels of abstraction of interactivity each time.
This is motivated by the fact that the interactivity of an ambient system can be
considered as a ‘collection’ of interactive single actions of users that are followed
by the response of the environment, which all together reflect and represent the
interactive behaviour of the systems. Thus, choosing an abstraction level, which
could range from very low to very high, for the modelling of the interactivity of
ambient systems, it could be represented by the APN nets produced through the
introduced modelling approach as far as every action of a user is followed by the
response of the system.
1.6 Contributions
In general, this work contributes to the modelling and verification of concurrent
systems, in particular the ambient systems. The main contributions of the thesis
are summarised as follows:
• A broaden definition of ambient systems that incorporates notions and char-
acteristics of ambient systems from several definitions given to these systems
up to date in available literature. (Chapter 2)
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• A taxonomy approach that is based on the new ambient systems’ definition
and distinguishes the ambient systems into two categories: the Ambient
Guidance Systems and the Ambient Information Systems. (Chapter 2)
• Definition of Ambient Petri Nets (APNs), which is a subclass of Coloured
Petri Nets with inhibitor arcs. This class introduces the colour-sensitive
inhibitor arcs and has its own enabling and firing rules that take into con-
sideration these inhibitor arcs. (Chapter 3)
• The step-modelling approach, which is used to build up in a compositional
way the behavioural models of the ambient systems out of building blocks
that represent single actions of a user and the response of the system to
these actions. (Chapter 4)
• Definitions of the forward composition and the backward composition of
APN nets. (Chapter 4)
• Definition of composite step nets, which are a subclass of the APN nets
that is obtained from the building blocks by applying forward and backward
compositions. (Chapter 4)
• Definition of the class of Transformed Ambient Petri Nets (T-APNs), which
is a subclass of Coloured Petri Nets without colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs.
(Chapter 5)
• Definition of a construction of the T-APN net associated with a given com-
posite step APN net. (Chapter 6)
• Proof of the behavioural equivalence of a composite step APN net and its
associated T-APN net. (Chapter 6)
• Verification of qualitative and model checking properties of T-APN models
of chosen case studies using Charlie verification tool [11]. (Chapter 7)
Some of the above contributions of this thesis were published as technical
reports [36, 38] and presented at the PhD session of an international conference
[37].
1.7 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, the remainder of the work is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the various definitions that have been given to the ambi-
ent systems up to date in the available literature, which are followed by our ‘new’
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definition about these systems. Afterwards, the existing taxonomy approaches
along with our newly defined taxonomy approach are presented. The last part of
this chapter describes two case studies of ambient systems, the selection of which
is based on the new taxonomy approach.
In chapter 3, the class of Ambient Petri Nets (APNs) that provides coloured
inhibitor nets is defined. This class is accompanied by the corresponding se-
mantics that determine the enabling and firing rules of these nets. Finally, the
behaviour of the APNs is captured through the step transition systems that are
defined in the last section of this chapter.
Chapter 4 discusses the step-modelling approach, which describes the mod-
elling of ambient systems by using building blocks of APNs with specific structure,
the basic step nets. In addition, nets like the root net and the composite step nets
are presented for the sake of the two APN compositions, which are discussed at
the second half of the chapter. These two compositions, the forward composition
and the backward composition, enable the gluing of the APNs on the net places.
Finally, we demonstrate how the APN models of the case studies can be created
by using the two compositions of the APNs1.
In chapter 5, a subclass of Coloured Petri Nets [9, 33], the Transformed Am-
bient Petri Nets (T-APNs), is defined. This class produces non-inhibitor nets.
As with APNs, T-APNs come with the corresponding semantics that define the
enabling and firing rules of these nets, as they are presented in the respective
section of this chapter. The last part of the chapter discusses the behaviour of
the APNs through the step transition systems.
Chapter 6 starts with a comparison between the nets of the APNs and the
T-APNs. Next, a construction that sets up the relation of the elements of the two
classes is defined. Afterwards, we illustrate the use of the construction through
a generic example and highlight the correct functioning of a T-APN net that is
constructed out of a given APN net. Furthermore, we describe the transformation
of the APN models of the case studies into the respective T-APN models by
applying the construction2. Finally, in this chapter, we prove that a constructed
T-APN net and its associated APN net are behaviourally equivalent by showing
that their sequential and step transition systems are isomorphic.
In chapter 7, we check the correctness of the produced T-APN models of the
case studies by performing qualitative and model checking analysis. The discus-
sion about the analysis of the T-APN models starts with the investigation of the
qualitative properties that consist of the structural and behavioural properties,
which examine fundamental static and dynamic properties of the T-APN nets
[33, 54]. The remaining sections discuss the analysis of the model checking prop-
1The APN models of the case studies are implemented using Snoopy modelling tool [29].
2The constructed T-APN models of the case studies are also implemented using Snoopy.
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erties that contain the ambient properties and the general properties, which are
related to the examination of the key features and the general behaviour of the
ambient systems respectively. At the end of the chapter, we discuss further veri-
fication aspects, such as path analysis of the reachability graphs of the models of
the case studies.
Finally, chapter 8 discusses the most important outcomes of this work and
suggests further improvements or additions that could be made in the future in
order to achieve better modelling and verification results.
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Chapter 2
Ambient Systems (AS)
The rapid development of ambient systems, which are increasingly related to the
use of advanced technology, leads more and more researchers to deal with these
complex environments. The need of exhaustive understanding of ambient systems
resulted in the creation of different definitions for these systems. Despite the
fact that the researchers, through their definitions, focus on different aspects of
ambient systems, they consist of certain characteristics (features) that dominate
their functionality.
To achieve a more comprehensive and easy understanding of what an ambient
system is, apart from the different definitions, we also present some taxonomy
approaches that will help us to become familiar with the notion of this kind of
systems.
The different definitions and taxonomy approaches, which are described in
sections 2.1.1 and 2.2 respectively, are used for the best possible study of ambient
systems. More specifically, all of them help towards the identification of those
elements of ambient systems that should be examined through the modelling of
representative examples of these systems. The selection of the case studies is
primarily based on our own taxonomy approach for the ambient systems (see
section 2.2.5), which is stemmed from the observation of the already available
definitions and taxonomies. Unlike the other approaches, this taxonomy approach
is more generic and intends to categorise the ambient systems in accordance with
the factors that affect their functioning and not with respect to the aesthetic,
technological or technical characteristics of these systems, such as the way that
the information is shown to the users, how fast that information is disseminated
to them, etc. The difference between the other approaches and ours becomes
apparent after the description of all the taxonomies.
Thereafter, two case studies of the ambient systems are presented in the rest
of this chapter. These case studies are used later on in the thesis for the modelling
and examination of the behaviour of the ambient systems using Petri nets. At
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the end of this chapter, two of the aforementioned taxonomies are compared by
taxonomizing the systems of the case studies. This comparison takes places to
show that these systems can be classified by any of the taxonomies regardless of
the fact that they have been selected according to the criteria of our proposed
taxonomy.
2.1 Ambient Systems
Nowadays, humans are looking for systems that make their lives easier and more
pleasant with respect to the fulfilment of their everyday obligations, transactions
or activities. As has already been mentioned, the tremendous advance of technol-
ogy has contributed to the construction of ambient systems, which incorporate
both ubiquitous and pervasive computing. Their main purpose is to serve their
users so that they will not be charged with additional or time-consuming tasks
in order to achieve their goals. In fact, the aim of these systems is to act in the
background in a silent way that will not distract or interrupt the users from their
goals, but will inform them only when is necessary. In addition, they usually
facilitate the users’ tasks by tracking down or predicting their potential actions.
Ambient systems are named after their ability to be completely embedded in the
environment in which they operate.
In the next section, we present the definitions that have been given to the am-
bient systems specifying both what these systems and their main characteristics
are. In the last paragraphs of the section, we provide a broaden definition of the
ambient systems that focuses on all those system components and features that
define the interactivity and the architecture of these systems. Finally, we refer to
some examples of examined ambient systems.
2.1.1 Defining Ambient Systems
Luca Cardelli and Andrew Gordon [14] define the ambient system as a bounded
place where computation happens, can be nested within other ambient systems,
can be moved as a whole, has a unique name and a collection of agents. The notion
of the boundary determines what is inside and what outside of an ambient. The
second characteristic allows an ambient to be used as part of another ambient.
The ‘move’ property implies that a device can be connected (disconnected) to
(from) a system automatically without causing problems to the system. Finally,
the name of the ambient is used to control the access to the systems and the
collection of agents characterises the ability of the system to run computations.
Iliasov et al in [30] define ambient systems as systems that have mobile el-
ements, need to be context-aware and are open. Mobile elements can be code,
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devices, data, services and users. Context-awareness mentions the ability of the
system to be adapted to the information changes and the openness refers to the
fact that system components can appear or disappear.
Kristensen et al in [41] define ambient systems as environments where “users
participate in several ongoing computations. Aspects as time and space are cen-
tral in the systems. The systems usually identify users, collaborate intelligently,
and support users in their ongoing activities. In ambient systems the partici-
pants can have the initiative. The goal is not to provide information per se, but
to support activities directly in the physical world.”
Russ et al [58] define ambient systems as: “An ambient information system is
a system which offers its user mobile and pervasive access (mediated by sensors
and effectors of their immediate environment) and which is capable of adapting
itself to the particular user needs and profiles.”
After the presentation of the available definitions of the ambient systems, we
provide our own definition that provides a more descriptive and comprehensive
description of the ambient systems. This definition incorporates both all the
characteristics/features that were defined in the above definitions and all those
system components that capture the interactivity of these systems. Thus:
An ambient system is defined as a system that acts in a silent way at
the background of the environment (i.e. allows the user to have the
initiative), does not distract the user from his goals, predicts or tracks
down the potential actions of the user, informs/alerts him periodically
or when is needed and has the following characteristics (features) and
components:
• Is context-aware, namely it adapts itself according to the infor-
mation changes. These changes can be change of location/position
of an object (device) or a subject (user), change of time, tem-
perature etc.
• Consists of output devices and mobile elements, such as private
displays (PDAs, mobiles, laptops) and public displays (boards,
screens), where the (updated) information is displayed,
• Has advanced technology, like robotic technology, sensors, effec-
tors etc., which makes it capable of identifying, tracking down
and interacting with the user or the system components/devices,
• Is a bounded place. The dissemination and use of the data/
information is restricted by the boundary of the system,
• The information is always available (depending on the access
level of the user). Each user has access only to the informa-
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tion that he is eligible for. In addition, the availability of the
information requires continuous connectivity to the system,
• Devices can be automatically and directly connected (discon-
nected) to (from) the system without affecting its functionality.
2.1.2 Related Work on Ambient Systems
In this part, we briefly present some examples of examined ambient systems,
which either guide the users to a specific place or inform them about important
tasks or sessions that they should follow.
Harrison and Massink [26] have modelled a Guidance system and an Out-
patient system. The first one aims to guide the visitors that are unfamiliar with
an office building to a particular location in it. The Out-patient system is similar
to the previous one but is located at a hospital. This system provides information
to the patients that is relevant to their appointment, the waiting times and finally
helps them through the guidance system to get to the suitable doctor or take the
appropriate exams.
Kray et al have developed an Airport model [27]. That system simulates the
steps of the airport system. In more details, it senses the location of the user
and informs him about his flight, the possible next steps that he has to do and
all the relating information. This model works by using sense that identifies the
user and his current location.
Finally, Luis Silva et al have implemented a system that simulates the func-
tionality of a smart Library [61]. This model informs the user of the books that
are in stock and then guides him to the place where the book that he wants is.
Firstly, the user requests a book through the library webpage and then goes to
the library entry gate where a display shows his request. He enters the library
and the guidance system of the library leads him to the shelf where the book is
located. The system points out the exact position of the book by a light of a
specific colour. The user picks up the book and then he can leave.
2.2 Taxonomy Approaches of Ambient Systems
The primary intention of the following paragraphs is to present briefly some of
the developed taxonomy approaches that refer to the classification of the ambient
systems with respect to criteria that are related to their features.
It is worth pointing that despite the rapid growth of the ambient systems
and their embodiment in our lives, their classification is yet in early stages. This
fact is justified by the difficulties that emerge during the development of such
a taxonomy approach. These difficulties refer to the motivations, the goals, the
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range of the examined dimensions, the efficiency of the approach etc. As has
been noticed, only a few different approaches have been developed or published
to date.
At the end of this section, we introduce a new taxonomy approach that classi-
fies the ambient systems into two general categories in accordance with the factors
that give rise to their functioning and generally their interactivity with the users.
2.2.1 Ames’ and Dey’s Taxonomy Approach
Ames and Dey introduce a classification for ambient information systems that
derives from their experience in developing such systems [1]. Their approach is
based on eleven system dimensions that are used to assess the quality of the
classified systems. These dimensions are: intrusiveness, notification, persistence,
temporal context, overview to detail, modality, level of abstraction, interactivity,
location, content and aesthetic.
The dimensions mentioned above are described in [1] as follows:
• Intrusiveness: displays do not demand attention, but provides information
with a level of intrusiveness appropriate to the information’s importance.
• Notification: devices display information constantly, but alert with a more
salient cue when a certain state is reached or when information changes -
they do not demand the same amount of attention all the time.
• Persistence: displays show information at an appropriate time scale and an
appropriate refresh rate.
• Temporal context: if comparison with past or prediction of future is impor-
tant, displays show it, reducing cognitive demands on user by not requiring
them to remember other states.
• Overview to detail: displays show the right amount of detail: get an
overview at a glance, and more detail if one pays attention.
• Modality: displays show information in a mode (that is, using a sense) that
is not already overloaded.
• Level of abstraction: displays do not show information directly, but rather
in an abstract or indirect manner. The method of displaying information
should be clearly linked to the nature of the information.
• Interactivity: displays are appropriately interactive (or not), without de-
manding too much from the user.
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• Location: displays reflect sensitivity to location and their surroundings in
general, such as a quiet room vs. a noisy public plaza.
• Content: displays show information that the user cares about, or are flexible
in content.
• Aesthetics: apart from being useful or valuable as information sources, the
displays are also pleasing.
2.2.2 Matthews et al. Taxonomy Approach
Matthews et al. have implemented a taxonomy that focuses on three basic di-
mensions for the evaluation of the ambient systems: notification level, transition
and abstraction [43]. The notification level refers to the importance of the data
that is disseminated within the system. Notification level is divided into five lev-
els that depict the importance of the data: Ignore, Change Blind, Make Aware,
Interrupt and Demand Attention. These levels are sorted in an ascending order
(from low to high). The dimension of transition represents the programmatic
changes to the displays that result from the data updates. Transition is assessed
using the following enumeration: interrupt, make aware and change blind. The
last dimension (abstraction) describes the process that transforms the input data
to any types of perceivable information that can be displayed on the screens of
the ambient systems (e.g. sign, picture, caricature, letters or numbers). The
abstraction is measured using two categories: feature abstraction or degradation.
2.2.3 Pousman’s and Stasko’s Taxonomy Approach
Pousman and Stasko define a new set of dimensions to analyse the ambient sys-
tems [53]. These dimensions are: information capacity, notification level, rep-
resentation fidelity and aesthetic emphasis. Information capacity refers to the
throughput of information that can be displayed by an ambient system. Informa-
tion capacity is rated using five levels: low, somewhat low, medium, somewhat
high and high. For instance, systems that depict only a single piece of informa-
tion are characterised by low information capacity and systems that display more
detailed information could belong to upper levers depending on the throughput
of information that they deal with. Notification level characterises the intrusive-
ness of the system. In more details, a system alerts the user according to the
importance of the information. At this point, Pousman and Stasko adopt, with
a slight difference, the levels that are defined by Matthews et al [43]. Pousman
and Stasko have changed the lower level from Ignore to user poll. Representation
fidelity deals with the different ways under which the information can be pre-
sented by the system. The display of the information calls for representational
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accuracy and easy perception of the meaning of the presented information. In
order to analyse these notions, Pousman and Stasko introduced the categories as
follows [53]:
• INDEXICAL: measuring instruments, maps, photographs, text
• ICONIC: drawings, doodles, caricatures
• ICONIC: Metaphors
• SYMBOLIC: language symbols (letters and numbers)
• SYMBOLIC: abstract symbols
These categories have been sorted from high (indexical) to low (symbolic).
Systems that cannot represent the information accurately and the user is not able
to comprehend the meaning of the information easily belong to the lower layers
of this categorisation. Finally, the last dimension that has been proposed is the
aesthetic emphasis. Aesthetic emphasis focuses on the intention of the developer
to produce a visually pleasing system. This dimension can be rated only in a
subjective way. This occurs due to the fact that the evaluators of a system may
have different opinion about what is aesthetically pleasing or not. The grading
scale that is used in this case is identical to that of the first dimension.
Pousman and Stasko also suggest four design patterns that aim to provide a
generic categorisation of the ambient information systems. These patterns derive
from four different combinations of the dimensions of their proposed taxonomy.
These four patterns are: Symbolic Sculptural Displays, Multiple-Information
Consolidators, Information Monitor Display and High Throughput Textual Dis-
play. Figure 2.1 shows the graphs of these patterns (adapted from [53]), which
are described thoroughly in the following paragraphs.
Symbolic Sculptural Displays : this pattern consists of ambient systems that
provide few information to the users and their information is displayed in an
abstract way.
Multiple-Information Consolidators : this pattern contains systems that can
supply the user with much more information than that of the Symbolic Sculptural
Displays. Finally, they make the users aware of the information changes and could
be characterised as aesthetically elegant systems.
Information Monitor Displays : this pattern includes ambient systems that
can provide too much information but in an iconic way (usually information
displayed by metaphors) and can notify the user of the context changes in an
efficient manner. As regards the aesthetic emphasis, these systems could be
classified either in the medium or in the somewhat low level.
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Figure 2.1: The four design patterns of Pousman and Stasko.
High Throughput Textual Display : this pattern consists of all those systems
that can deal with huge throughput of information and can represent it with
very simple graphics. Furthermore, the notification level of these systems can be
either user poll or change blind, which means that these systems are possessed
by low intrusiveness. Finally, their low aesthetic emphasis ranking proves that
the primary goal of the designers of these systems is not the elegancy.
At this point, it should be mentioned that these design patterns do not cover
all the ambient systems that can be analysed by this taxonomy approach. For
example, there exist systems that could be classified to a different combination
of dimensions or could belong to more than one pattern.
2.2.4 Tomitsch et al. Taxonomy Approach
Tomitsch et al.[63] aim at the introduction of a taxonomy approach that would
have more descriptive power than that of the existing ones. Therefore, they devel-
oped a taxonomy that contains all those features that have the greatest influence
on the design of the ambient systems. These system features correspond to the
following dimensions: abstraction level, transition, notification level, temporal
gradient, representation, modality, source and dynamic of input. Each of these
dimensions uses different metrics in order to be analysed.
Abstraction level describes how the encoded data is represented by the system.
This dimension can be measured using three different levels of abstraction: low,
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medium and high. Systems that belong to the low level represent the information
in a direct and comprehensible way. Medium level systems depict the information
in quite comprehensible way. Finally, high level contains all those systems that
use a symbolic representation of the information.
Transition refers to the state changes of the system that result from the update
of the information. More precisely, transition measures the velocity of the state
changes that may occur during the operation of the system. Transition can be
measured as slow, medium and fast. A system that is characterised by a slow
transition does not make the user aware of the state change directly. Medium
transition systems change the state of the displays faster than the slow transition
systems. Finally, fast transition systems are able to immediately change the state
of the display.
Notification level discusses the way under which the system alerts or notifies
the user as regards the information changes. In this approach, the developers have
adapted the same metric features as these in the taxonomy approach of Matthews
et al [43] in order to analyse the notification level of the ambient systems.
Temporal gradient refers to whether the system displays a record of all the
state changes of the information or not. The metric of this dimension is either
history (all states are displayed) or current (only the current state is displayed).
Representation deals with the nature of the output displays, i.e. the type of
the displays. This dimension uses three classification categories of the output
displays: physical, integrated and 2D representation. Physical representation
refers to output displays that are designed to be ambient information systems.
Integrated representation includes systems that use object with embedded tech-
nology that function like ambient displays. 2D representation category consists
of systems that use typical screen technology.
Modality describes the forms under which the information can be presented to
the users of the system. Metric of this dimension can be: visual, tactile, olfactory,
auditory, and movement.
Source refers to the locality of the information in relation to the source. In
other words, it describes whether the displayed information and its source are
within the same environment or not. The metric features of this dimension are
classified as local, distant and virtual. Local source implies that the position of the
displayed information is the same with that of the source. Distant source systems
allow the dissemination of the information to mobile devices that are located in
a large distance from the source. Finally, in virtual source systems, information
can be provided using virtual networks like internet or mobile networks.
Location, as it is described in [63], refers to the location or context of the
output devices. Three common classes of location are used: private, semi-private
and public.
Dynamic of input describes the frequency or the velocity to which the data
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changes in relation to the source of that data. Dynamic of input is quite similar
to the transition of the system. It uses the same metric features as these of
transition. Slow dynamic describes rare data changes that in their turn result in
rare updates of the output displays. Medium dynamic refers to frequent changes
of the input data. Finally, fast dynamic implies direct and fast data changes.
Through this taxonomy, Tomitsch et al. try to relate the used dimensions
to each other so as to identify possible patterns that could be useful for the
analysis of the examined ambient systems. For instance, they have concluded
that the majority of the systems with slow transition must also have a change
blind notification level.
2.2.5 Introducing a Taxonomy Approach
From the different definitions given to the ambient systems and the various taxon-
omy approaches, it can be concluded that the interactivity of the ambient systems
with the users is mostly influenced by the system features and components that
are mentioned in the definition that we provided in section 2.1.1. Furthermore,
it has also been observed that ambient systems could be taxinomized according
to how significant is the role of the system components that are present in these
systems and to the ‘exogenous’ factors that determine or affect the functionality
of the ambient systems, such as the spatial structure of the system or the context
(information) provided to the environment by the users.
Consequently, based on our definition about the ambient systems, we in-
troduce a new taxonomy approach that classifies these systems into two cate-
gories, the Ambient Guidance Systems and the Ambient Information Systems.
In both categories, we focus on the interactivity aspect of the systems, which
is expressed through components and features like sensors, output devices (dis-
plays) and context-awareness. It should be mentioned that all the systems of
both categories allow the users to have the initiative, but in different level of free-
dom. The classification of the ambient systems into one of the above categories
is conducted considering as criteria both the exogenous factors and the role of
the system components to the functioning of the examined systems, as mentioned
above.
2.2.5.1 Ambient Guidance Systems
Every ambient system that detects/tracks down the location of the users (or
agents) in order to interact with them and its behaviour is affected by both the
spatial structure of the system and the context (information) provided to the
environment by the users is classified in the Ambient Guidance Systems. By
spatial structure, we refer to the way that the components are located within
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the environment of the system. For example, where the sensors and the displays
are located, what is the topology of the system, etc. The interactive functioning
of these systems is basically based on the strong presence of sensors and output
devices (displays) which detect and advise the users respectively and the context-
awareness which is expressed through the detection (use of sensors) of the users.
Usually, this category of systems consists of ambient systems that guide the users
to a specific location through his detection and possible redirection when is nec-
essary.
2.2.5.2 Ambient Information Systems
Every ambient system that identifies the users (or agents) and their privileges
with respect to their roles in order to interact with them and its behaviour is af-
fected only by the context (information) provided to the environment by the users
is classified in the category of the Ambient Information Systems. The function-
ality of these systems is dictated by the use of authentication or authorisation
access control systems (passwords, cards, etc.) and output devices (displays),
which identify and advise the users respectively. Note that sensors, effectors,
etc. are not very frequently used in this category of systems and their use is of
minor importance or little contribution to the systems behaviour. The context-
awareness of these systems is expressed through the role based access control
system that determines how the information is distributed to the users according
to the changes of their privileges or roles. Usually, this category consists of am-
bient systems that provide the user with all the available information about his
ongoing activities and support him towards their completion.
2.3 Case Studies of Ambient Systems
Having mentioned the key features of the ambient systems in the previous sec-
tions, we present two ambient systems that are used as case studies in order
to examine their behaviour using Petri nets. These systems fully comply with
the generic definition of ambient systems that is presented in section 2.1.1. Fur-
thermore, these two systems are representative examples of Ambient Guidance
Systems and Ambient Information Systems respectively, as is described in section
2.2.5.
The first system, i.e., the ambient garage, is an Ambient Guidance System that
aims to guide the users to allocated parking places. On the contrary, the other
system, i.e., the ambient conference room, is an Ambient Information System
that helps the users to complete tasks or sessions in order to conclude about the
accepted and rejected papers of a conference.
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2.3.1 Ambient Garage
Starting with the description of the Ambient Guidance Systems case study, it
should be mentioned that the ambient garage, which is presented below, is an
extended version of an application that was developed in VRML (Virtual Reality
Modelling Language) language by K. Konstantopoulos, D. Salogiannis and A.
Konios during their undergraduate studies in University of Pireaus [39]. The
specification of the garage is presented in the form of scenario in the following
paragraph.
2.3.1.1 Scenario of Ambient Garage
The ambient garage is a bounded environment and its capacity is limited. For
the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that this particular garage can host up to
a certain finite number of cars and is equipped with entrances that are used to
get access to the garage and cannot be used as exits. For that reason, separate
exits have also been designated for the exit of the cars. In addition, the garage
is always in operation and when the system reaches its maximum capacity, the
cars that request access to the building have to wait in a queue until a parking
bay is released and becomes available. The drivers that wait for a parking bay
are informed that the garage is full by a message on their mobile device. Each of
these drivers can leave the queue any time he wants without taking any further
actions. The maximum length of the queue can be equal to two for each entrance.
The drivers (users) gain access to the garage only by using a pre-paid ticket.
This ticket can be bought either online or from the automated ticket kiosk that
is located outside of the garage where the users fill in a form with personal
details like name, surname, address, mobile number etc. Once a user has been
registered, the system keeps his details in the database regardless of him using
the garage regularly or not. It is also assumed that any driver that attempts to
enter the garage is always a registered one. After the registration, the user can
buy three different types of tickets, an hourly, a daily or a monthly ticket. If
a user buys a ticket, a confirmation message is sent to his mobile device (this
process will be described later). The types of tickets correspond to the different
sectors/areas where the car can be parked. Each sector has limited parking
spaces and each ticket corresponds to one specific space (parking bay) of that
sector. Each parking bay of the garage is equipped with sensors in order to allow
the environment (system) to know whether a car is parked to the appropriate
position or not. If that car is parked to a wrong place, a visual message is
activated alerting the driver to remove his car and park it at the correct parking
bay. This message is depicted by a flashing light that has the same colour as
that of the instructions indicating the correct place where the car should move
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to. Moreover, each cars has equipment (with unique registration number) that
enables the sensors of the garage to acquire the appropriate information each
time that is needed. This equipment is used for the identification of each car as
the unique registration number of the equipment is considered as the ID of each
car. Finally, it is assumed that each driver always carries a mobile device (e.g.
PDA, mobile phone) with him, where he receives all the relevant information.
Continuing the description of the system, it should be mentioned that the
garage is fully equipped with sensors that recognise/detect the position of each
car at any time. Every sensor of the garage covers a particular area without
overlapping with other sensors. The ambient garage also has a guidance system
(or signage system) that gives instructions to each driver of how he can get to the
parking bay that is allocated to his car. All these instructions are shown on the
public displays (boards) of the garage, assigning a specific colour for the signage
(e.g. arrows) of each car. In case that a driver misses the target by following
wrong instructions, the system redirects him by finding his current position and
changing the relevant signage on the public displays (update of the data). When
the driver finds his space and successfully parks his car, the sensors recognise that
the suitable car has been parked to the space by scanning the ID of the car. Then
the system sends a message to the mobile device of the user informing him about
the remaining time that he has in his disposal (by showing a timer that counts
down the time). Fifteen minutes before the time expires, the system transmits
again an alert or notification message to the user reminding him that he has to
leave the garage within the remaining time or that he can renew the ticket. If the
user does not leave the garage within that time, a fine is imposed by the system.
On the other hand, if the user renews the ticket, the same procedure as that of
buying a ticket is repeated, i.e. the system sends a message to the mobile device
notifying him with the remaining time.
Until now, we have described the procedure that takes place when the car is in
the garage but we have not discussed yet what happens when a car/driver requests
to enter or leave the building respectively. In the former case, the car approaches
the bar of the garage, where a sensor scans the ID of the car finding out if the
ticket has been paid or not. In case that it has not been paid, the access is denied
to the car and a message is sent to the mobile device of the driver, informing him
that he has to buy a ticket. Otherwise, the access is granted and the system lifts
up the bar. When the bar is lifted up, the environment automatically assigns
a parking place to the car according to the type of its tickets and guides it
towards that place. In the latter case, the car/driver wants to leave the building
approaching the exit bar. Another sensor identifies the car and checks if it is
authorised to leave. If not, the system sends a message to the driver notifying
that the fine must be paid. When the fine is paid, the driver is free to leave,
otherwise the bar remains down.
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2.3.2 Ambient Conference Room
The following case study is a representative example of an Ambient Information
System. This system refers to an application that was developed by A. Petrou
during his master’s thesis [50]. This application simulates an ambient environ-
ment of a conference room, which is based on the RAHMEDE (Reception Agenda
Human MEdiating Display Environment) system developed at Newcastle Univer-
sity [22]. The ambient conference room is a place where the conference committee
decides which of the submitted papers will be accepted or rejected in order to
be included or not in the conference. The detailed description of the functioning
of that environment is explained in the following paragraphs through the presen-
tation of the scenario, where the implementation of the application was based
on.
2.3.2.1 Scenario of Ambient Conference Room
The behaviour of this system is presented by following a scenario that consists of
sub-scenarios that cover all the possible cases that could occur in the conference
room. This environment requires authorized members that can have access to the
conference room using a smart card that corresponds to their ID 1. Each of these
cards is unique and it is supposed that each user always carries it with him. The
users can enter the room only by swiping their cards to the card reader that is
located on the door. The same process is repeated when the users want to leave
the room. The ambient environment using the cards can identify who is in the
room at any time.
The room is equipped with personal displays (PCs), sensors that are embedded
in the personal displays and a public display. Furthermore, each personal display
uses a role based access control system to identify the authorised users. This
access control system is working by using a password and a username. Each
time that a user enters his credentials, the system allows him to gain access to
the information that corresponds to his role. The roles that can be assigned to
the members of the conference are: author, spokesperson, temporary reviewer,
reviewer, committee member, stand-in chair manager and chair manager. Some
of the authorized members of the conference session can be assigned with more
than one role.
Prior to the beginning of the conference session, the chair manager, who also
has administrative privileges, can have access to the database in order to initialise
the registered members, their roles and the appropriate data (submitted papers,
1All members are authorised to enter the room but at different phases of the conference,
which means that they might be considered as unauthorised users at some point of the system
operation.
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initial decisions) that are needed for the conduct of the session. An assumption
that all the submitted papers have already been graded (by two reviewers each)
is made and is called as the initial review. According to the scores of the initial
review, the system makes a suggestion about the initial decision for each paper.
This initial decision will be used during the main phases of the conference (e.g.
first phase).
The conference meeting consist of three different phases and a break phase.
During the first phase, all the authorised members can participate in the con-
ference session (are in the room) and the information about the submitted pa-
pers and their initial reviews is shown on the public display. In phase one, the
only personal displays that can be used are those of the chair manager and the
spokespersons. The display of the chair manager shows the review information
of all the submitted papers and allows the chair manager to take actions, such
as making/changing initial decisions for the papers (accepted or rejected). On
the other hand, the displays of the spokespersons enable them to see information
about the reviews of the papers that are assigned to them (each spokesperson can
acquire information only for the papers that are assigned to him). If an unau-
thorised person gets in the room (during phase one), the system hides all the
information of the public display and appears it again when that person leaves
the room. The same thing happens when that person gets close to an activated
personal display. In former case, the system identifies the unauthorised user by
his smart card (when he swipes it, the card reader sends a signal to the system
that someone enters the room and the system checks the database to realise if
he is a registered member or not). In the latter case, the sensor of the personal
display senses that another (unauthorised) person is within the range of the pri-
vate display and hides all the information of the display. In addition, it does not
matter whether the authorised user is in front of the display or not, in that case
the system will hide all the information from everyone that is within that range.
The first phase ends when the chair manager has assigned all the papers to the
temporary reviewers and a decision about which of the papers will be reviewed
in the next phases has been concluded. At the end of the first phase, the system
‘forces’ the members that cannot participate in the next stage to exit the room
immediately in order to allow the remaining authorised members to carry on with
the procedure of the conference.
The completion of the first phase is followed by that of the break. The mem-
bers that can be present in the room during the break phase are all the members
that have one of the following roles: chair manager or temporary reviewer. During
that phase, the temporary reviewers can see (on their personal displays) infor-
mation about the list of the papers that must be reviewed and can also score
them. Each temporary reviewer can only receive information about the papers
that are assigned to him. In contrast to the private displays, the public one dis-
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plays the list of the papers under review and a timer that shows the remaining
time till the end of the session. If a reviewer submits his scores for the relevant
papers, the system does not let him change his mark or any other detail. As in
the first phase, an unauthorised person could get in the room unexpectedly. At
this case, the timer will be automatically stopped due to the interruption of the
session and will start again when that person leaves the room. In case that all
the reviews have been submitted their scores or the time has expired, the break
phase is terminated and the conference proceeds to the next phase.
Phase two is held after the end of the break phase. In this phase, all the
members of the conference should leave the room, except for the chair manager,
the spokespersons and the committee members that can attend this session. The
second phase can start only when the appropriate persons have remained in the
room. Then, the public display of the room presents all the updated information
about the paper reviews and scores, which were carried out during the previous
phase. The committee holds a session to make a final decision for each paper. In
this case, some conflicts between the roles can emerge. For instance, a member
of the committee can also be an author of a reviewed paper. Even the chair man-
ager could be in that situation. Therefore, the elimination of these phenomena is
achieved by removing the privilege from the member that is closely related to the
paper that is currently examined. That member must leave the session until a
final decision has been made for that paper. After that, each ‘banished’ member
can return to the session. If that member is the chair manager, the system sends
an alert message to him through his private display and deactivates his role until
the final decision of that particular paper, by that time another predetermined
member temporarily replaces him as the stand-in chair manager. Conflicts can
occur even if the authors of the reviewed paper are from the same institute or
organisation with some of the committee members. Once again, the system forces
the members that are in conflict with the currently examined paper to exit the
room, otherwise the session cannot continue. It is also assumed that an unau-
thorised user can interrupt the process by entering the room, as in the previous
phases. The system reacts to that interruption as in the previous phases. When
both all the conflicts and the interruptions have been solved and all the final
decisions have been made, the second phase is finished.
Finally, the last phase of the conference allows everyone to be present in the
room. During that stage, the final decision for each paper is announced and all the
relevant information is displayed on the public screen. In this phase, the personal
displays cannot be used and it is assumed that interruptions by unauthorised
users cannot affect or change the conference procedure. After the announcement
of the decisions, the conference meeting is completed and all the participants
leave the room.
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2.4 Comparison of Taxonomy approaches
Next, we show, through two examples, how the case studies described above can
be classified using the approaches mentioned in sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. The
motive behind this illustration is firstly to compare the two approaches in order
to draw some useful conclusions about which of these two taxonomies is more
effective and secondly to demonstrate that representative systems of a specific
taxonomy approach can be classified through the use of other approaches.
Starting with the first taxonomy example, we classify the two case studies
using the approach of Pousman and Stasko [53]. Firstly, we examine the infor-
mation capacity of our systems and can claim that the ambient garage can have
somewhat high or high information capacity. This decision derives from the fact
that the system can represent a huge amount of information on its public displays
(i.e. boards). On the other hand, the ambient conference room belongs to the
medium class due to the fact can depict limited information either on the public
or private displays due to the confidentiality of the information shown.
The next dimension is the notification level. As has already been mentioned
above, the notification level has the following classes: User poll, Change Blind,
Make Aware, Interrupt and Demand Attention. The ambient garage could be
listed to the Make Aware notification level. This results from the fact that the
system always makes the user aware of the state changes (information changes)
without interrupting or demanding attention. Contrary to the garage, the confer-
ence room sometimes notifies the user of a state change by interrupting him from
his primary goal. This occurs when an “intruder” gets in the room or he gets
close to a private screen. At these occasions, the system hides all the information
and does not permit the completion of the task.
Analysing the two ambient systems in terms of representation fidelity, we con-
clude that both systems represent the information in a direct and comprehensible
manner. Both of them use textual information. In addition, the ambient garage
also uses iconic representation like coloured arrows. Although, it uses iconic rep-
resentation; it could be included in the indexical class because the majority of
the information is represented by text. Conference room also belongs to the same
class.
Finally, as regards the aesthetic emphasis dimension, we have subjectively
assessed both the garage and conference room and classed them in the medium
class. We believe that since both systems are equipped with LCD screens as
output displays, they could be characterised as aesthetic good looking systems,
therefore we put them in the medium class.
The classification that was explained above is presented in the following table:
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Information Capacity Notification level Representational fidelity Aesthetic emphasis
High/Demand Attention/Indexical Ambient Garage, Conference Room
Somewhat high/Interrupt/Iconic Ambient Garage Conference Room
Medium/Make Aware/Iconic Conference Room Ambient Garage Ambient Garage, Conference Room
Somewhat low/Change Blind/Symbolic
Low/User poll/Symbolic
Table 2.1: Rousman and Stasko taxonomy
As is noticed from the above table, these systems do not match to one of the
four patterns that Pousman and Stasko have introduced, but we could claim that
the ambient garage and the ambient conference room are very close to the Mul-
tiple Information Consolidators and the Information Monitor Display archetypes
respectively.
Continuing with the second taxonomy approach, we classify the two sys-
tems using all the dimensions and the corresponding metrics of the approach
of Tomitsch et al [63].
The abstraction level of both systems can be characterised as low because both
system support textual representation, thus there is no or very low abstraction
to the representation of the information. Examining the transition, we notice
that both systems have a fast transition. That means that the users of these
systems recognise the state changes immediately on the private or public displays.
For example, the garage immediately notifies the user when he loses his way by
redirecting him through the change of the arrows that lead to the parking space.
In the conference room, a kind of fast notice is observed when an unauthorised
user enters the room. The notification level in this approach is almost the same
with that of the previous approach, so the garage and the conference room belong
to Make Aware and Interrupt class respectively. Next step is the assessment of
the temporal gradient. Both systems do not keep record of the previous states, so
they are included in the ‘current’ class. After that, we examine the representation
and the modality of the systems. Both systems use LCD screens and represent
their information in a visual way (text, symbols), therefore we classify them as
2D representation and visual modality respectively. The last three dimensions
that are examined are: Source, Location and Dynamic of input. As regards
the Source, the garage gives the opportunity to the users to retrieve information
through mobile or wireless networks, so it is characterised as virtual. On the
other hand, the conference room is characterised as local because the information
is available only within the room. Location of both systems can be described as
a combination of public and private classes. This happens because these systems
use both types of context. Finally, the Dynamic of input for both systems is fast
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due to the fact that they use dynamic changes of input.
Having conducted these two different taxonomies for the above ambient sys-
tems, we have concluded that these approaches analyse and focus on different
aspects of the systems. To be more specific, the first one is a simple method that
does not cover a huge spectrum of system design issues. On the other hand, the
latter approach is more descriptive and allows the designers to understand the
importance of some system features that could improve the functionality and the
effectiveness of the systems that they want to develop. For that reason the second
method could be applied for the creation of more useful and effective taxonomy
patterns. The results of the second comparison are summarised in Table 2.2.
2.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we discussed a variety of issues that are related to the ambient sys-
tems. The basic concept of this chapter was to introduce the ambient systems and
to show how these systems can be classified by using some taxonomy approaches.
Firstly, we presented the different definitions that have been given to the ambient
system by the researchers since their development. All these definitions helped us
to understand the ambient systems and to spot all those characteristic/features
and components that are of high importance for the interactive behaviour of these
systems.
Afterwards, we introduced a new definition about the ambient system, which
derives from a selective combination of the other definitions. In other words, this
definition describes the majority of the system characteristics and covers most of
the aspects that have been mentioned in all the other definitions.
Furthermore, we presented various taxonomy approaches that categorise the
ambient systems with respect to different parameters such as the performance of
the system, the expressiveness of the information, etc. Throughout the discussion
about the taxonomies of the ambient systems, it has been noticed that all the
proposed taxonomy approaches deal mainly with technical details of the systems
and not with how these systems could be categorised according to the factors
or the components that affect their behaviour. This led to the conclusion that
further approaches could be proposed for the taxonomy of the ambient systems.
For that reason, we created a generic taxonomy approach that is based on the
concerns mentioned above and classifies the ambient systems according to them,
i.e., ‘exogenous’ factors and system components. As was mentioned, the proposed
taxonomy approach consists of two categories, the Ambient Guidance Systems
and the Ambient Information Systems.
After the introduction of our taxonomy approach and the discussion about its
categories, we chose and presented two representative case studies (one system
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2.5 Concluding Remarks
for each category) that will be used later on for the modelling and the analysis
of the ambient systems.
Finally, in the last section of this chapter, we compared two of the taxonomy
approaches by classifying the ambient systems of the case studies in order to
demonstrate that the existing taxonomy approaches can be applied to any ambi-
ent system. It should been mentioned that the proper selection of the taxonomy
approach that will be used for the classification of an ambient system is based
each time on the parameters that we want to examine the system for.
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Chapter 3
Ambient Petri Nets (APNs)
The previous chapter is devoted to the extensive discussion about the ambient
systems. Moreover, it refers to the categorisation of these systems into Ambient
Guidance Systems and Ambient Information Systems according to their key fea-
tures and the factors that affect their behaviour. Generally, chapter 2 provides
useful information about the ambient systems that could help to their analysis.
Consequently, it results that in order to investigate the behaviour of the ambient
systems with Petri nets, we need a class that would provide a faithful graphical
representation of the systems of these two categories.
To achieve that, we introduce, in this chapter, a new class of Petri nets that
aims to express and capture both the structure and the concurrent behaviour
of the ambient systems. This class is called Ambient Petri Nets (APNs) and
belongs to the high level of Petri nets. Actually, the APNs incorporate features
from different Petri net classes in order to ease the modelling of these systems.
Examples of these features are the different types of resources (tokens) and the
inhibitor arcs that are ‘inherited’ from the Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) and the
Place/Transition nets (P/T Nets) respectively [33, 56].
More specifically, the APNs is a variant subclass of CPNs that involves a new
type of arc, the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc. As with CPNs, APNs are governed
by ‘rules’ that define the structure and the functioning of the nets of this class in
relation to both their static and dynamic expressions1 [8]. It should be mentioned
that the static aspect is expressed by notation and semantics of the APNs that
focus on the structure of the nets without considering any resources. On the
other hand, the dynamic aspect of the APNs is given by those semantics that
refer to the firing and the enabledness of the transitions and the distribution of
the resources within the nets. All the notation and semantics of the APN class
are defined later in this chapter.
1Static and dynamic expressions refer to unmarked and marked APN nets respectively.
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Finally, as was mentioned above, the APN nets principally stipulate the struc-
tural representation of the ambient systems. Therefore, to analyse the behaviour
of these systems, we have to produce their behavioural representation. Thus, the
behaviour of an APN net becomes apparent through its step transition system,
which illustrates the concurrent behaviour of the ambient system model that is
related to. A special case of the step transition systems is the concurrent reach-
ability graphs of the APNs, which can be used for the verification of the APN
models providing useful information about their behaviour.
3.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some basic notions related to multisets which are used
throughout the rest of the thesis.
Definition 1 (multisets). A multiset m over a set S is a mapping m : S → N.
(Intuitively, m(s) is the multiplicity of s ∈ S in m.) We will denote by µS the
set of all the multisets over S.
We will use µ∞S to denote the set of all extended multisets over S, i.e., map-
pings m : S → N ∪ {∞}. (Intuitively, the elements can now have an infinite
multiplicity.)
For every s ∈ S, we will denote by ms a multiset over S such that ms(s) = 1 and
ms(s) = 0 for s ∈ S \ {s}.
For any (extended) multiset m, supp(m) = {s ∈ S | m(s) 6= 0} is its support.
Sometimes we will use m = {p1, p2, p2} to denote a multiset such that m(p1) =
1, m(p2) = 2 and supp(m) = {p1, p2}.
Definition 2 (operations and relations on multisets).
Let m and m′ be multisets over S, and X ⊆ S.
• The sum of m and m′ is the multiset m+m′ over S such that, for all s ∈ S,
(m+m′)(s) = m(s) +m′(s).
• The difference between m and m′ is the multiset m−m′ over S such that,
for all s ∈ S, (m−m′)(s) = max{0,m1(s)−m2(s)}.
• The scalar multiplication of a multiset m by a natural number n is the
multiset n ·m over S such that, for all s ∈ S, (n ·m)(s) = n ·m(s).
• m is a sub-multiset of m′ if, for all s ∈ S, m(s) ≤ m′(s). We denote this
by m ≤ m′.
• m|X ∈ µX is the restriction of m to X if, for all s ∈ X, m|X(s) = m(s).
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As has already been mentioned, multisets and their operations are used for
all the definitions of this work and especially for those of the APN and T-APN
class respectively. These classes are expressed in terms of multisets in order to
provide universal definitions that will cover the modelling of general ambient
systems. But, for the sake of the application of our modelling approach (see
chapter 4) to the chosen case studies, we simplify their definitions considering
that the maximum multiplicity that is used for the representation of the users
in these cases is equal to one. This happens because we consider that both
classes are colour safe, which derives from the fact that each colour of tokens is
used as ID for the users1. Nevertheless, these classes could be used in a more
general way for the modelling of ambient systems where colour safeness is not
a prerequisite. Such an example could be ambient systems where the different
colours of tokens correspond to a group of users with the same ID, allowing in
that way the existence of multiple tokens of the same colour in order to represent
possible group activities. For that reason, these new classes are defined using
multisets extending their use and making them universal, as was discussed earlier.
3.2 Ambient Petri Nets Class
Having described all the necessary multiset notions for the definition of the APN
class, we proceed to the introduction of this class of nets, which aims at the
modelling of general ambient systems. The discussion about the APN class takes
place in three parts, starting with the general definition of the class followed by
the definitions of the semantics and the step transition system of the APNs.
Definition 3 (Ambient Petri Net). An Ambient Petri Net is a tuple
N = (P, T,Pre,Post , I, Cl, C,K,M0, G),
where:
• P is a finite set of places.
• T is a finite set of transitions disjoint from P .
• Pre, Post : T → µP are the pre and post mappings.
• I ⊆ P × T is a set of inhibitor arcs. We assume that:
∀ p ∈ P ∀ t ∈ T: (Pre(t)(p) > 0 ∨ Post(t)(p) > 0) ⇒ (p,t) /∈ I.
• Cl is a non-empty finite set of non-empty colour sets. We will call it the
structuring set.
1This will become clear after the discussion about the modelling approach.
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• C : P ∪T → Cl is a colour function used to structure places and transitions:
– P˜ = {(p, g) | p ∈ P ∧ g ∈ C(p)} is the set of structured places.
– T˜ = {(t, c) | t ∈ T ∧ c ∈ C(t)} is the set of structured transitions.
• K is a constant function that defines the capacities of places.
• M0 ∈ µP˜ is an initial marking satisfying M0 ≤ K. In general, any M ∈ µP˜
such that M ≤ K is a marking.
• G ⊆ P is a set of gluing (or interface) places.
Figure 3.1: An Ambient Petri Net N, where the capacity K is a constant function
1 (a), and its concurrent reachability graph CRG(N) (b). In the diagram, each ◦
token represents w, and each • token represents b.
The meaning and graphical representation of P (places) and T (transitions)
are as in the standard net theory. The set of places, G, specified as the last element
of the tuple, will be important in the composition of Ambient Petri Nets. The
directed arcs of the net are given by the Pre and Post mappings. For example,
for the only transition of the APN net in Figure 3.1 we have: Pre(t) = {p1, p2}
and Post(t) = {p3, p4}. We will call p1 and p2 the pre-places of t, and p3 and p4
the post-places of t. In general, any p ∈ supp(Pre(t)) is a pre-place of t and any
p ∈ supp(Post(t)) is a post-place of t. In this thesis, Pre(t) and Post(t) will be
sets for any t ∈ T . This means that every directed arc of an APN net has the
weight 1. We will also use the following ‘dot’ notation:
•t = supp(Pre(t)) (pre-set of t ∈ T ),
t• = supp(Post(t)) (post-set of t ∈ T ),
•p = {t ∈ T | p ∈ supp(Post(t))} (pre-set of p ∈ P ),
p• = {t ∈ T | p ∈ supp(Pre(t))} (post-set of p ∈ P ).
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If p ∈ •t then we will denote the arc from p to t by (p, t). Respectively, if
p ∈ t• we will denote the arc from t to p by (t, p). It is noted that the above ‘dot’
notation can also be extended for the sets of places and transitions and will be
denoted as •P , P • and •T , T • respectively.
An inhibitor arc (p, t) ∈ I will be represented in diagrams by an edge ending
with a small circle, like (p5, t) in Figure 3.1. We will call p5 an inhibitor place of
transition t.
The Cl set is used for structuring places and transitions, by equipping them
with colour sets as it is used as co-domain in the colour function C. Places can
hold coloured tokens, representing different kinds of resources or agents. The set
of structured places is given by P˜ . A structured transition (t, c) ∈ T˜ represents
an action that operates in a colour ‘mode’ given by c. In Figure 3.1, Cl =
{{w}, {b, w}}, where b stands for the black colour and w stands for the white
colour. P˜ for the APN net in Figure 3.1 is the set {p1, p2, p3, p4}×{b, w}∪{(p5, w)}
assuming that C(pi) = {b, w} for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} and C(p5) = {w}. In diagrams, a
structured place is represented by a coloured token that resides in this place. For
example, (p1, b) means that a black token was placed in place p1. Also, T˜ (for the
APN in Figure 3.1) can be defined as {(t, b), (t, w)}, assuming that C(t) = {b, w}.
Structured transitions only become apparent when we look at the net’s behaviour
(see Figure 3.1(b)).
The initial marking M0 (which cannot exceed the capacities given by K)
specifies, for each structured place p, the number of tokens of each colour held in p.
The initial marking M0 of the net in Figure 3.1 is {(p1, b), (p1, w), (p2, b), (p2, w),
(p5, w)}. In this work, APNs will always be safe coloured Petri nets, because we
will allow at most one token of a given colour per place. This is motivated by
the fact that colours will be used as identities given to agents or other entities
interacting within an ambient environment. As a consequence, the capacity K
will be a constant function returning 1 for each colour of tokens per structured
place.
3.3 Semantics of APN nets
After the explanation of the net elements, we continue with the definition of
the semantics of the APNs, which indicate the functioning of the APN nets by
providing the firing and the enabling rules of the class.
Accordingly, to define the semantics of an APN net we need to extend Pre
and Post mappings using structured places and transitions. P˜re, P˜ost : T˜ → µP˜
are defined as follows:
P˜re(t, c)(p, g) =
{
0 if c 6= g
Pre(t)(p) if c = g
(∗)
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and
P˜ost(t, c)(p, g) =
{
0 if c 6= g
Post(t)(p) if c = g
(∗∗)
P˜re(t, c) denotes, for every place p, the number of tokens of colour c that t
needs from place p in order to fire. P˜ost(t, c) denotes, for every place p, the
number of tokens of colour c that t will deposit in p after being fired. Notice that
Pre(t)(p) and Post(t)(p) in the formulas above would be 1 or 0 for APN nets, as
the weights of the direct arcs are all 1 and 0 stands for the non-presence of direct
arcs respectively.
We can now extend P˜re and P˜ost functions to steps of structured transitions
U = {(t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)} ∈ 2T˜ as follows: P˜re(U) = P˜re(t1, c1)+· · ·+P˜re(tn, cn),
and similarly for P˜ost . The above extension is needed as the proposed semantics
will be a step semantics rather than a sequential semantics.
Furthermore, we can define a set of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs based on
the set of inhibitor arcs I:
I˜ = {((p, c), (t, c)) | (p, t) ∈ I ∧ c ∈ C(p) ∩ C(t)}.
The meaning of a colour-sensitive inhibitor arc will depend on the colours with
which we equip transition t and the tokens in its inhibitor place p. The arc will
be blocking transition t if t is in mode c and there is a token c in p, and will have
no effect on t otherwise.
Now we can describe the semantics of an APN net N. A step of structured
transitions U is enabled at marking M if the following hold:
• P˜re(U) ≤M .
• M + P˜ost(U) ≤ K.1
• (M × U) ∩ I˜ = ∅.2
We denote this by M [U〉N. An enabled step U can fire producing the marking
M ′ = M − P˜re(U) + P˜ost(U). This will be denoted by M [U〉NM ′.3 That means
that a step is enabled if the pre-places of all the transitions in the step, working
in certain colour modes, have sufficient number of tokens of appropriate colour.
Furthermore, an enabled step U satisfies that the tokens added to the marking of
1 If we want to allow self-loops in the net, this condition should take a weaker form: M −
P˜re(U) + P˜ost(U) ≤ K.
2 This condition means that there are no (p, c) ∈M and (t, c) ∈ U such that ((p, c), (t, c)) ∈
I˜.
3N can be omitted if it is clear from the context.
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the APN net, after the firing of U , do not violate the capacity of the net places,
as is expressed by the second condition. Finally, for the step to be enabled, none
of the transitions of the step should have its inhibitor places (if any) marked by
tokens of the colour equivalent to its working mode colour.
The transitions of an enabled step U can fire concurrently, which implies that
they are not in conflict with each other for the resources of the pre-places, but
they might be in conflict with other transitions that do not belong to step U . A
conflict between two transitions is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Conflict). Two enabled structured transitions (t, c), (t′, c′) ∈ T˜
are in conflict at a marking M if they can fire separately, i.e., M [(t, c)〉N and
M [(t′, c′)〉N, but not concurrently, i.e., not M [{(t, c), (t′, c′)}〉N.
For the APN in Figure 3.1, the step {(t, b)} is enabled at M0 and can fire,
removing black tokens from p1 and p2 (see (∗)), and adding one black token to
each of p3 and p4 (see (∗∗)). However, the steps {(t, w)} and {(t, b), (t, w)} are
not enabled at M0 and cannot be fired as ((p5, w), (t, w)) ∈ I˜. Furthermore, a
step with more than one structured transition (t, b), like {(t, b), (t, b)}, is also not
enabled, because of a lack of sufficient number of black tokens in p1 and p2.
3.4 Step Transition System of APN nets
The full execution semantics of an APN net will be captured using a transition
system where arcs are labelled by executed steps, the step transition system. A
step transition system is defined as follows:
Definition 5 (Step Transition System). A step transition system over T is a
triple STS = (Q,∆, q0) consisting of a set of states Q, set of arcs ∆ ⊆ Q×2T˜×Q
and the initial state q0 ∈ Q.
The definition of the step transition system is followed by that of the concur-
rent reachability graph, which is given below:
The concurrent reachability graph CRG(N) of N is a step transition system
CRG(N) = ([M0〉,∆,M0) over T where:
[M0〉 = {Mn | ∃U1, . . . , Un ∃M1, . . .Mn−1 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : Mi−1[Ui〉Mi} (3.1)
is the set of reachable markings and (M,U,M ′) ∈ ∆ iff M [U〉M ′. Figure 3.1(b)
shows the concurrent reachability graph of the APN net in Figure 3.1(a). Fur-
thermore, we will call U1 . . . Un, as in the formula (3.1), a step sequence and write
M0[U1 . . . Un〉Mn.
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To describe the behaviour of the APNs through the step transition system,
we take as example the net in Figure 3.1(a) and its generated concurrent reach-
ability graph (see Figure 3.1(b)). We start capturing the behaviour of the net
by examining the enabledness of transition t, as it is the only transition of this
net. According to the enabling rules of the APNs, t is enabled for the black
token at the initial marking M0, as is described in section 3.3. This means that
the transition can fire at least once, i.e., under the black mode. After the fir-
ing of enabled step (t, b), a new state results and is described by the marking
M1 = {(p1, w), (p2, w), (p3, b), (p4, b), (p5, w)}. Now, checking the enabledness of
t at M1, it turns that the transition cannot be executed further since it is not
enabled. So, the non-existence of enabled transition leads to a dead state1 for
the net, which is its terminal state defined by M1. Hence, to draw the concurrent
reachability graph of an APN net, we start from the initial marking M0 and we
generate an arc that links to a new marking (state) every time that a step is
executed. This arc is labelled with the step that is executed each time. In this
case, the concurrent reachability graph of N is shown in Figure 3.1(b) and consists
of two states, M0 and M1, which are linked with the arc that is named after the
step (t, b), as was described earlier.
Consequently, examining the enabledness of all the transitions of an APN net
and executing every time its enabled transitions, concurrently or not, we can
construct the concurrent reachability graph of that net starting from the initial
state that is usually given by the marking M0.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we defined the class of the APNs by describing both the static and
the dynamic aspects of the APN nets. The static aspect of the APNs is related
to those elements that determine the structure of these nets, such as the places,
the transition, the arcs, the capacity, etc. On the contrary, the dynamic aspect
of the APNs concentrates on how the marked APN nets behave with respect to
the semantics mentioned above. The behaviour of APNs is captured by the step
transition systems and in particular by the concurrent reachability graphs of the
nets. All the above notions are fundamental principles of the APN class and are
needed for the correct functioning of the nets.
Thus, having completed the description of the APNs, it can be concluded that
the APNs are a well defined class with strong mathematical background that can
be used for the faithful modelling of general ambient systems. Its intention is
not to prove that ambient systems can only be modelled with this class of Petri
nets, but the main motivation behind the introduction of this class of Petri nets
1Dead state refers to a state where no transition is enabled.
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is to reflect the features of these systems in an accurate and flexible way. Finally,
the APN class provides simple, readable and understandable models of ambient
systems.
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Chapter 4
Modelling with Ambient Petri
Nets (APNs)
In the previous chapter, we described the Ambient Petri Nets (APNs) that re-
sulted from the need of faithfully modelling of general ambient systems. In this
chapter, it is examined how this new class could be used in the modelling of the
ambient systems.
In this work, the modelling of ambient systems focuses on the interactivity
between the system and the user, as the functioning of the these systems is based
mainly on interactive tasks. Therefore, it is crucial to examine, through the APN
nets, how the user can affect the system’s actions and vice versa.
The interactivity of the ambient systems is expressed in terms of the detection
or the prediction of the user’s action and the advices (notification or feedback)
that the system provides to the users after their actions. Apart from the inter-
activity, another interesting feature of these systems is examined, the context-
awareness. Context-awareness indicates the ability of the system to interact with
the user in respect of the information provided each time that an action takes
place. For the modelling of both the interactivity and the context-awareness of
the ambient systems, the proper system components should be chosen in order
to represent them.
Having described the behaviour of the ambient systems (see chapter 2), it can
be concluded that the interaction between the user and the system is expressed
by means of system components like sensors and output devices (private or public
displays). Hence, to examine the ambient systems, we model these components
in the context of user’s behaviour and system’s response. Another aim of this
chapter is to present the modularity issues that emerge throughout the modelling
of the case studies. In particular, a building block that expresses the interaction
between the user and the system is described. Basically, the modelling of the
ambient systems using APNs is based on the repetitive use of that block.
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For that reason, the step-modelling approach is introduced aiming at the
construction of APN models for the ambient systems. This approach describes
how the APN model of an ambient system is built up taking into consideration
both the system components and the modularity issues. The rationale behind
this approach is explained in detail in the following sections.
Finally, the composition of the APNs is addressed in the last part of this
chapter through the introduction of two compositional operators that indicate
two different ways of expanding the APN nets by gluing them on their places.
Thereafter, these compositions are used for the construction of the APN models
of the ambient systems presented in section 2.3.
4.1 Step-Modelling Approach
The name of the step-modelling approach derives from the logic that governs
the ambient systems, namely that the user cannot be at two different places
or perform two different important tasks at the same time. So, a user as an
entity usually performs actions step by step, but he can execute tasks (actions)
concurrently with the system’s actions and with other users’ actions.
As has already been mentioned, a fundamental building block is introduced
for modelling purposes. The repetitive and proper use of which could result in
the development of the APN models for the ambient systems of the case studies.
This building block describes a single action of a user, and the way in which
this particular action leads to the change of the state for both the system and
the user. The structure and the components of the building block are discussed
in this section explaining their significant role in the construction of the APN
models.
4.1.1 Building Block
Starting the description of the step-modelling approach, we introduce the unidi-
rectional step, or unidirectional step system, which is part of the building block.
A unidirectional step is used when an action is permitted to happen
only in one direction. In this case, the user or the system cannot
retrieve the previous condition/state. An example of such a step is
given in Figure 4.1.
Note that the unidirectional step in Figure 4.1 is a very simple net consisting
of two places and one transition. In order to distinguish these places and the
transition, we will use the notation PST = {p1, p2} and TST = {t1}. A formal
definition of a unidirectional step will be given later in section 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: A unidirectional step.
Having introduced the unidirectional step — the first part of the introduced
building block — we now specify the control system which decides how the system
should respond depending on the information received through the action of the
user.
The control system of a unidirectional step is used to synchronise the
user’s action with the response of the system.
In this section, the structure and the functioning of the unidirectional step with
control system are intuitively described through the following example. But, to
explain the control system of the building block explicitly, an extensive discussion
is held in section 4.1.2.
Figure 4.2: A unidirectional step with control system (a), and unidirectional step
with control system and multiple decision points (b).
Figure 4.2 shows two unidirectional steps with control systems. Assume that
the net in Figure 4.2(b) represents a step that follows the step described by the
net in Figure 4.2(a). We now explain how a system that is composed of these two
unidirectional steps with control systems works. The net of that system is shown
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in Figure 4.3. It should be mentioned that the composition of the unidirectional
steps with control systems is formally defined in section 4.3.
Figure 4.3: A composition of two unidirectional step building blocks.
The following simulation of the combined steps demonstrates the functioning
of the control system. The control system of the first unidirectional step consists
of the places p0, p3 and p4 and the transitions t2 and t3, as is shown in Figure
4.2(a). Respectively, the control system of the second unidirectional step, shown
in Figure 4.2(b), consists of the places p7, p8, p9, p10 and p11 and the transitions
t5, t6, t7 and t8.
Now, we start the simulation from place p1, assuming that the token game
1
starts with the firing of transition t1 for the black token. By executing the tran-
sition, the black token is removed from place p1 and one black token is deposited
1By the term ‘token game’, we refer to the distribution of tokens after the firing of transi-
tions, as it is defined by the semantics.
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in each of the p2 and p3 places. At this point, it is said that p3 ‘controls’ p2
as transition t4 cannot fire when there are tokens of the same colour in p3 and
p2 due to the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc between p3 and t4 (see Figure 4.3).
The presence of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc derives from the composition
of the unidirectional step, which will be described later in section 4.3. The only
way to execute transition t4 (in the black mode) is by removing the black token
from place p3 (by executing t2). In other words, the only way for the user to
execute the next task/action is by obtaining first the appropriate response from
the system. This will become clearer in the following section, where the elements
of the control system of the building block are described.
4.1.2 Structure and Functioning of Control System
The necessity to describe and explain both the elements and the functioning of
the control system arises from the simulation demonstrated in the example above.
Hence, the control system (CS) of a unidirectional step could be described as a
component of the building block that consists of:
• the control place (pc),
• the database places (Pd),
• the response places (Pr) and
• transitions whose pre- and post-places are either control, database or re-
sponse places.
The control place (pc) is used to control the corresponding place of the step (i.e.,
the post-place of the transition of the step). In other words, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the control places and the post-places of transition of
the steps. The control place is also used for the depositing of tokens reflecting
in that way the detection of the user’s action. The detection of a user’s action
prompts the system to give the proper response to the user. It is important to
note that each control system has only one control place.
The database places (Pd) store all the useful information about the configu-
ration of the system in form of tokens. For instance, after firing a transition that
has as pre-places the control place and a database place, the system can respond
to the user’s action according to the information that is given through the token
that resides in the control place. For example, in Figure 4.2(b), if we assume that
a black token is stored in the control place, in this example p7, then the system
will check the colour of the token, will also check its database places, and will
then execute the transition that is enabled giving the proper advice to the user.
In this case, the system realises that the colour of the token is black, checks the
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database place p9 (where the information about the black token is located) and
finds out that the user associated with the black token must be provided with the
information that is indicated by the post-place p11 of the executed transition t7.
The response places (Pr) usually represent the advice that is given to the user
through the output devices of the system (public displays, private displays, etc.).
An example of a response place is place p11, as was mentioned earlier.
The number of the response and database places of a control system is de-
termined by the number of different advices that the system can provide with
respect to the number of different options that a user has after making an action,
which is described by the associated step. For instance, lets assume that the first
step of Figure 4.3 represents a car that moves from the entrance of the garage
(p1) to another position (p2). Lets also assume that when a car arrives at p2,
it can only go forward. Then the system will only have a database place that
includes all the users and a response place that shows the same advice to all of
them. Continuing with the second step of Figure 4.3, we assume that at place
p6 each user has two options (go left or forward). Thus, if a (black) user is at
place p6, then the system should provide the correct advice regardless of what
the choice of the user will be after that advice. In this example, the system has
allocated a parking spot to the black user and depending on where that parking
place is (according to the topology of the garage), it gives directions to the user.
Hence, being at place p6, the system should advise the user to go towards the
appropriate direction, by executing transition t7. However, as is explained by
our definition of the ambient systems (see section 2.1.1), a user always has the
initiative, which means that he is not obliged to follow the advice of the system.
On the other hand, the system always has to provide the correct information to
the user. Regarding the advice that is given to the user through the response
places of the control system, it should be noticed that the labels of these places
represent the nature of the advice (e.g. instructions like forward, backward, right
or left can be represented by the respective labels in case of a guidance system).
Finally, the absence or presence of tokens in these places indicates whether the
advice has been given or not.
It should be mentioned that the different response or database places cannot
be merged into one response or database place per control system respectively.
This happens due to the fact that the different colours of tokens that reside into
those places of the control system do not represent the data that corresponds to
the advices given by the system but to the IDs of the users that are related to
those advices. Furthermore, the several response and database places of the dif-
ferent unidirectional steps are used to capture the update of the data at different
instances of the system’s functioning. For example, a token that is hosted in any
response or database places of the net always represents the ID of a particular
user, but according to in which response or database place it resides, the system
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provides the respective advice showing in that way that the data and the advices
are updated after each user’s action. Therefore, merging these places and using
the colours of tokens to represent the advices of the system instead of having
different places to represent them would not effectively reflect the update of the
data as the colours of tokens would be always linked to particular advices during
the operation of the system.
To complete the description of the control system, we explain the role of its
transitions. There exist two types of transitions: the retrieve transitions (Tr)
and the emptying transitions (Tem). The retrieve transitions have as pre-places
the response places and as post-places the database places. These transitions
are used to refill the database places with those tokens that have been removed
from those places recently. The importance of the ‘refill’ process lies in the fact
that the database places could be used more than once by a user if that user
wants to repeat the same action in the future1. On the other hand, the emptying
transitions have as pre-places the database places and the control place and as
post-places the response places. The emptying transitions are responsible for the
advice that is given to the user as their firing results in the depositing of tokens
into the response places. Furthermore, the emptying transitions control the state
of the control places, and by extension, the state of the next step transition, i.e.,
t ∈ TST . For example, this means that if an advice has not been given to a user,
due to the fact that the system has not responded to a user’s action yet (i.e., the
respective emptying transition has not been executed), the user is not allowed to
proceed to another task (because a token still resides in the control place) till he
gets the advice, ‘controlling’ in that way (via the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc)
the interaction.
Another important issue is the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc, the formal defi-
nition of which is given in section 3.3. Here, we simply describe the usefulness of
the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc for the APN models, and the difference between
that arc and the ordinary inhibitor arc [32]. The colour-sensitive inhibitor arc
‘prevents’ a user from taking the next action before the response of the system for
his current one. We could say that this restriction (presence of colour-sensitive
inhibitor arc in a model) synchronises the system’s actions with those of the user
(the user acts and the system reacts). The difference between the colour-sensitive
inhibitor arc and the ordinary inhibitor arc is that a colour-sensitive inhibitor arc
permits the firing of a transition for all the data types (colours) of the tokens
except for those that reside in the inhibitor places of the transition. The example
1It should be noted that the retrieve transitions are not used to depict the update of data.
The data is always the same for each unidirectional step. The update of data is represented by
the use of the different unidirectional steps, which carry the appropriate information for each
user’s action at a particular time. Thus, a delayed execution of a retrieve transition does not
affect the next action of a user.
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of Figure 4.4 demonstrates the operation of a colour-sensitive inhibitor arc1. The
transition t4 can fire in the white mode but not in the black one. This is due to
the fact that a black token is in place p3 and blocks the execution of the transition
for that particular colour of token. We could interpret this situation by saying
that the ‘white’ user has obtained a response from the system (see place p0) and
can proceed to the next step, while the ‘black’ user still awaits for the system’s
advice. Contrary to the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc, the ordinary inhibitor arc
blocks the firing of a transition for any token that resides in its pre-places. This
happens in case that at least one token of any type is in the inhibitor place of the
transition. Generally, the ordinary inhibitor arcs lack this extra flexibility that is
not needed in the P/T nets since there is only one type of tokens.
Figure 4.4: A colour-sensitive inhibitor arc.
4.2 Defining Building Block
In this section, we define the basic step net, which captures the intuitive concept
of a unidirectional step with control system. The definition of that net follows
1For the sake of simplicity the control system of the second unidirectional step is omitted.
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from the above discussion about the building block and its components: the step
system and the control system. Regarding the functioning of the basic step nets,
it is determined by the initial marking of the APN net that may be constructed
out of several basic step nets. The marking of the APN net usually requires only
the database places of the basic step nets to be marked. All the other places
should be unmarked except for those step places of the net that belong to the
initial marking. Finally, the initial state of an ambient system will be provided
by a root net, which is described at the end of this section.
4.2.1 Basic Step Nets
At this point, the basic step net, which captures the structure of the introduced
building block, is defined. Thereafter, the general structure of a basic step net is
presented in Figure 4.5.
Definition 6 (basic step net). A basic step net is an APN net
NS = (PS, TS,PreS,PostS, IS, Cl, CS, KS,M
S
0 , GS)
consisting of two parts: step system and control system satisfying the following
structural conditions:
• PS = PST unionmulti PCS , where PST is a set of places of the step system and PCS
is a set of places of the control system. More specifically, PST = {ps, pf}
contains the starting (ps) and finishing (pf) place of the unique step tran-
sition ts, while PCS = Pr unionmulti Pd unionmulti {pc} is built out of three subsets such that
(below n ≥ 1):
1. Pr = {p1r, . . . , pnr } is a set of response places.
2. Pd = {p1d, . . . , pnd} is a set of database places.
3. pc is a unique control place of the finishing place pf associated with
transition ts. We will denote this by pc = cp
ts(pf ).
• TS = TST unionmultiTCS , where TST is a set of transitions of the step system and TCS
is a set of transitions of the control system. More specifically, TST = {ts}
contains a unique transition, called a step transition. TCS = Tr unionmulti Tem is
built out of two subsets:
1. Tr = {t1r, . . . , tnr } is a set of retrieve transitions.
2. Tem = {t1em , . . . , tnem} is a set of emptying transitions.
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• PreS, PostS : TS → µPS are such that:
PreS(t
i
em) = {pc, pid} for i = 1, . . . , n.
PostS(t
i
em) = {pir} for i = 1, . . . , n.
PreS(t
i
r) = {pir} for i = 1, . . . , n.
PostS(t
i
r) = {pid} for i = 1, . . . , n.
PreS(ts) = {ps}.
PostS(ts) = {pf , pc}.
• IS = ∅.
• All the places except for the database places are unmarked. The database
places are marked by at least one token of some allowed colour.
MS0 (p, c) = 0 , for every p ∈ PST ∪ Pr ∪ {pc} and c ∈ CS(p).
MS0 (p, c) 6= 0 , for every p ∈ Pd and some c ∈ CS(p).
• GS = {ps}.
A similar structure to that of the basic step net has been previously defined
in [62] representing a circuit in a tracker-bouncer architecture. The structural
difference between the tracker-bouncer and the basic step net lies on the number
of places and transitions used in these nets. The structure of tracker consists of
two step systems and the bouncer only of two places and two transitions that are
linked with each other in a cyclic way resembling in some sense the structure of
a control system without a control place, but with only one response place, one
database place, one retrieve transition and one emptying transition.
4.2.2 Root Net
Apart from the basic step net that is defined above, the root net that is important
for the development of the APN models of the ambient systems is defined. The
root net is significant for the composition of the APNs since it indicates the ‘start-
ing’ state of the APN model of the examined ambient system. The composition
of the APNs is described in section 4.3.
Definition 7 (root net). A root net is defined as an APN net that has two places:
a place p that acts as both starting and finishing place of a ‘collapsed’ step and
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Figure 4.5: General structure of an unmarked basic step net.
its control place pc = cp
(p), where  denotes the ‘collapsed’ transition of the
collapsed step.1 The root net will be denoted by:
NRt = (PRt, TRt,PreRt,PostRt, IRt, Cl, CRt, KRt,M
Rt
0 , GRt),
where
• PRt = {p, pc},
• TRt = ∅,
• PreRt, PostRt are empty functions,
• IRt = ∅,
• GRt = {p}.
A root net is used to provide the initial information of the system by marking
each of its places with some chosen set of tokens. The place p will be marked
with the set of initial users of the system. For example, in Figure 4.6(a, b), we
have two users represented by black and white tokens. The control place, pc, is
provided to define the initial restrictions. The root net of Figure 4.6(a) states no
1 We can extend our notation to: p ∈ • and p ∈ •.
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restrictions about any of the allowed users, while the root net of Figure 4.6(b)
states restrictions for the ‘black’ user: this user will be stopped from proceeding
any further. For example, in the model of the ambient garage this could mean
that the owner of the car represented by the black token has not paid the fee and
is not allowed to use the garage.
Figure 4.6: Root nets (a, b).
The use of the root net will become clear in the next section, where it is
demonstrated, through examples, how a root net can be composed with other
APN nets (i.e., composite step nets) in order to construct the APN model of the
ambient systems.
4.3 Composing Ambient Petri Nets (APNs)
In the previous section, we introduced the building block (or basic step net) that
is extracted from the intuitive modelling of the case studies (see section 2.3).
As has already been mentioned, the basic step net is used for the compositional
construction of APN models for the ambient systems.
Composition is a fundamental technique for constructing large system models
out of simpler ones. A number of different approaches have been developed as
regards the composition of Petri nets in the past years, based on composition
of places or transitions [3, 57]. In this section, we introduce two composition
operators for the APNs: the forward composition operator and the backward
composition operator.
The composition of APNs that is described in the following paragraphs is
based on the gluing of net places. More specifically, these two compositions
describe how two APN nets can be glued with respect to the places of their step
systems. Moreover, when any of these compositions is conducted, colour-sensitive
inhibitor arcs are generated between the control places of the first net and the
step transition of the second net.
After the definition of the composition operators, we provide representative
examples that demonstrate how each of these composition operators of the APNs
works. The repetitive use of the forward and the backward composition opera-
tors could result in the construction of the behavioural models for the ambient
systems.
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Using the two composition operators for the modelling of the APN nets of
the ambient garage and the ambient conference room repetitively, we developed
their structural and behavioural models, which are presented at the end of the
chapter. Finally, we discuss the produced APN nets with respect to the scenarios
given in section 2.3.
4.3.1 Forward Composition (FC) of APNs
In this section, we define the forward composition operator that enables the
‘sequential’ composition of two APN nets. By ‘sequential’, we mean the gluing of
two APN nets that is conducted between the two nets only on one pair of gluing
places, creating in that way a sequence of glued nets. An example could be a
gluing that takes place between the finishing place pf of the first net and the
starting place ps of the second net.
In addition to the definition of the forward composition operator, we introduce
the forward composite step nets that result from the definition of the operator.
Finally, for better understanding of the forward composition, we provide a rep-
resentative example.
4.3.1.1 Defining Forward Composition Operator
The following definition describes how the forward composition operator is ap-
plied to the participating nets of the composition resulting in the creation of a
composed APN net.
Definition 8 (forward composition).
Let us assume that
N = (P, T,Pre,Post , I, Cl, C,K,M0, G)
is an Ambient Petri Net such that, for every place g ∈ G and t ∈ •g, there is a
control place in t• denoted by cpt(g). Moreover, let
NS = (PS, TS,PreS,PostS,∅, Cl, CS, KS,MS0 , GS)
be a basic step net (as in definition 6) such that P ∩ PS = T ∩ TS = ∅, and let
g ∈ G be a place satisfying: C(g) = CS(ps) = CSET and K(g, c) = KS(ps, c), for
every c ∈ CSET .1
The forward composition of N and NS w.r.t. the gluing pair (g, ps) of places
is an Ambient Petri net
N ⊕gNS = N′ = (P ′, T ′,Pre ′,Post ′, I ′, Cl, C ′, K ′,M ′0, G′),
1 Note that ps is the only gluing place of NS .
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where the different components are defined as follows:
• P ′ = P ∪ (PS \ {ps}) and T ′ = T ∪ TS.
• Pre ′, Post ′ : T ′ → µP ′ are defined by:
Pre ′(t)(p) =

Pre(t)(p) for t ∈ T and p ∈ P ,
PreS(t)(p) for t ∈ TS and p ∈ PS \ {ps},
PreS(t)(ps) for t ∈ TS and p = g,
0 otherwise.
and
Post ′(t)(p) =

Post(t)(p) for t ∈ T and p ∈ P ,
PostS(t)(p) for t ∈ TS and p ∈ PS \ {ps},
Post(t)(ps) for t ∈ T and p = g,
0 otherwise.
• I ′ ⊆ P ′ × T ′ is defined by: I ′ = I ∪ {(cpt(g), ts) | t ∈ •g in N}, where
ts ∈ TS is NS’s unique step transition.
• C ′ : P ′ ∪ T ′ → Cl is defined by: C ′|P∪T = C and C ′|(PS\{ps})∪TS = CS.
• K ′ is defined by: K ′ |P˜= K and K ′ | ˜PS\{ps}= KS | ˜PS\{ps}.
• M ′0 ∈ µP˜ ′ is defined by: M ′0 |P˜= M0 and M ′0 | ˜PS\{ps}= M
S
0 | ˜PS\{ps}.
• G′ = G ∪ {pf}; moreover, the control places of the gluing places in G′ are
inherited from the component nets.
Although in the above definition N is a general Ambient Petri Net, for the
composition operator to work as desired, N should have a specific structure.
More precisely, it should be a forward composite step net. In what follows, XBasic
denotes all the basic step nets, and XRoot all the root nets.
Definition 9 (forward composite step nets). The set of forward composite step
nets XFCom is defined inductively as follows:
• XRoot ⊂ XFCom .
• If N ∈ XFCom and NS ∈ XBasic, then N ⊕gNS ∈ XFCom .
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Figure 4.7: N1 ∈ XRoot (a), N2 ∈ XBasic (b) and N3 ∈ XBasic (c).
Note that for every gluing place of a net N ∈ XFCom there will be at least one
control place. Indeed, the only gluing place of a root net has its unique control
place associated with collapsed transition , and this transition can be considered
both as pre- and post-transition of this gluing place. Also, the place added to the
set of gluing places after a forward composite net is extended by a basic step net
(pf of the basic step net) comes with its control place as well. It is noted that
the forward composition can be applied on the same gluing place of a composite
step net several times extending the net, from that gluing place, by a basic step
net each time. Finally, applying the forward composition, we can produce only
directed tree graphs, such as path (or linear tree) graphs, caterpillar trees and
star graphs. On the contrary, the use of forward composition cannot result in
polytree graphs, which can be produced with the help of the second composition
operator that will be presented later on.
In the forward composite step nets, there is always a unique control place for
every gluing place of N ∈ XFCom . As a result, the added set of colour-sensitive
inhibitor arcs (in definition 8) will be just a singleton set. However, this will
change when we introduce the second composition operator allowing transitions
to ‘come back’ to some of the existing places or to link not connected places.
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Figure 4.8: N4 ∈ XBasic, an example of a basic step net.
4.3.1.2 An Example of Forward Composition of APNs
Now, we provide an example of a forward composition in order to explain defini-
tion 8.
Suppose that we have two nets, N1 ∈ XRoot and N2 ∈ XBasic, as shown in
Figure 4.7(a, b). We can (forward) compose them by choosing (p1, p
′
1) as a gluing
pair of places and constructing N1 ⊕p1N2. In the process of composing them,
a colour-sensitive inhibitor arc will be inserted between place p0 and transition
t1. The resulting net will belong to the set X
F
Com . We can extend it further
by a step defined by the net N3 ∈ XBasic (see Figure 4.7(c)), by gluing places
p2 and p
′
5. The resulting net will contain an inserted colour-sensitive inhibitor
arc between p3 and t4. Again the resulting net belongs to the set X
F
Com . Let’s
call it N. At this point, the forward composite step net N has a set of gluing
points with three elements: {p1, p2, p6}. Any of them can be a starting point of
future extensions. Suppose we select p2 as the next gluing point with a net N4 of
Figure 4.8 describing the next step. We will use (p2, p12) as the next gluing pair.
The resulting net is shown in Figure 4.9. The two component nets, N and
N4, can be composed according to definition 8, and their composition fuses the
places of the gluing pair and removes p12. A new colour-sensitive inhibitor arc is
added between the control place p3 = cp
t1(p2) and the step transition t9. Note
that the set •p2 has only one element, t1, and so only one inhibitor arc is added.
Finally, p13, which is the pf place of the net N4, is added to the gluing places of
the resulting net.
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Figure 4.9: A forward composition of a forward composite net N and a basic step
net N4.
4.3.2 Backward Composition of APNs
Having defined the operator for the forward composition of APNs, one can notice
that it does not allow a step to return to an already existing place. Therefore, we
introduce another composition operator which will use two gluing pairs of places.
This operator also enables the creation of ‘cyclic’ APN nets.
Definition 10 (cyclic/reversible APN net). A marked Ambient Petri Net with
initial marking M0, is cyclic/reversible if from every reachable marking M it is
possible to retrieve M0 (i.e., M ∈ [M0〉 =⇒ M0 ∈ [M〉).
Apart from the definition of the backward composition, we define all those
terms that are needed for that composition. Finally, we provide three examples
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of backward composition for better comprehension of the composition. It should
be mentioned that the first example refers to a new net, the bidirectional step.
4.3.2.1 Defining Backward Composition Operator
In this section, the backward composition of the APNs is introduced. As was
mentioned earlier, the basic step net has only one gluing place. Hence, to define
the backward composition operator, we extend the definition of the basic step
net. After that, we proceed with the definition of the composition.
Definition 11 (one step net). A one step net is defined as a basic step net, with
the only difference, namely its set of gluing places contains both the starting and
finishing place: GS = {ps, pf}.
We will denote by XOne the set of all one step nets.
Definition 12 (backward composition).
Let N be an Ambient Petri Net, and NS be a one step net, as in definitions 8
and 11, respectively (the two nets should have disjoint sets of places and transi-
tions). Moreover, let g1, g2 ∈ G be places satisfying:
C(g1) = C(ps) = C
1
SET , CS(g2) = CS(pf ) = C
2
SET
as well as, for all c ∈ C1SET and c′ ∈ C2SET ,
K(g1, c) = KS(ps, c), K(g2, c
′) = KS(pf , c′).
The backward composition of N and NS w.r.t. the gluing pairs (g1, ps) and
(g2, pf ) of places is an Ambient Petri Net:
N ⊕g1g2NS = N′ = (P ′, T ′,Pre ′,Post ′, I ′, Cl, C ′, K ′,M ′0, G′)
where the different components are defined as follows:
• P ′ = P ∪ (PS \ {ps, pf}) and T ′ = T ∪ TS.
• Pre ′, Post ′ : T ′ → µP ′ are defined by:
Pre ′(t)(p) =

Pre(t)(p) for t ∈ T and p ∈ P ,
PreS(t)(p) for t ∈ TS and p ∈ PS \ {ps, pf},
PreS(t)(ps) for t ∈ TS and p = g1,
Pre(t)(pf ) for t ∈ T and p = g2,
0 otherwise.
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and
Post ′(t)(p) =

Post(t)(p) for t ∈ T and p ∈ P ,
PostS(t)(p) for t ∈ TS and p ∈ PS \ {ps, pf},
Post(t)(ps) for t ∈ T and p = g1,
PostS(t)(pf ) for t ∈ TS and p = g2,
0 otherwise.
• I ′ ⊆ P ′ × T ′ is defined by:
I ′ = I ∪ {(cpt(g1), ts) | t ∈ •g1 in N} ∪ {(cpts(pf ), t) | t ∈ g•2 in N′},
where ts ∈ TS is NS’s unique step transition.
• C ′ : P ′ ∪ T ′ → Cl is defined by: C ′|P∪T = C and C ′|(PS\{ps,pf})∪TS = CS.
• K ′ is defined by: K ′ |P˜= K and K ′ | ˜PS\{ps,pf}= KS | ˜PS\{ps,pf}.
• M ′0 ∈ µP˜ ′ is defined by: M ′0 |P˜= M0 and M ′0 | ˜PS\{ps,pf}= M
S
0 | ˜PS\{ps,pf}.
• G′ = G; moreover, the control places of the gluing places in G′ are inherited
from N except for g2 that has an additional control place cp
ts(g2) which was
cpts(pf ) in NS.
1
The basic difference between definitions 8 and 12 is in the generation of the
colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs and the set of gluing places in the resulting net. In
the backward composition, the set of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs includes the
colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of N together with the two sets of colour-sensitive
inhibitor arcs created during the composition. One of the sets is the same as in
definition 8; it contains arcs that are needed to make sure that the user takes
instructions (from the system) after executing some transition t and proceeding
to execute ts. Now, more colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs are needed in order
for the user to take advices (from the system) after executing transition ts and
proceed to the execution of some subsequent transition t. This is due to the
fact that backward composition introduces ‘cycles’ into the resulting net, and
we not only need to consider execution sequences containing tts, but as well
execution sequences containing tst. The gluing places of N
′ are simply the gluing
places of N. Note that we do not require that g1 and g2 are different places. If
they coincide, then both ps and pf can be glued with the same place (g1 = g2),
1 So now the user executing some existing transition t ∈ g•2 in N′ will not be able to proceed
without ‘taking the instructions’ from the system following the execution of transition ts.
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creating a self-loop. Furthermore, it is noted that once a backward composition
has been performed on specific gluing pairs, e.g. (g1, ps) and (g2, pf ), then no
other backward composition can be applied on these gluing pairs, but it can be
conducted on other gluing pairs that include places of these pairs. At this point,
it should be mentioned that the use of forward and backward compositions can
construct several types of directed graphs. For instance, the combination of these
two compositions can result in cyclic graphs, directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) (e.g.
rhombus graph) and polytree graphs (e.g. N -graph) considering an ordering in
the way that these compositions are conducted. Examples of combining the two
composition operators in order to create some of the aforementioned types of
graphs are illustrated in section 4.3.2.2 through the construction of cyclic graphs
(e.g. bidirectional step), polytree graphs (N -graph), etc.
In the above definition, as in definition 8, N is a general APN net. However,
we are really interested in nets which can be derived compositionally forming the
set XCom of composite step nets.
Definition 13 (composite step nets). The set of composite step nets XCom is
defined inductively as follows:
• XFCom ⊂ XCom .
• If N ∈ XCom and NS ∈ XBasic, then N ⊕gNS ∈ XCom , provided that the
forward composition is applied.
• If N ∈ XCom and NS ∈ XOne, then N ⊕g1g2NS ∈ XCom , provided that the
backward composition is applied.
4.3.2.2 Examples of Backward Composition of APNs
As has already been mentioned above, this section describes three different ex-
amples of the backward composition. Finally, the bidirectional step is introduced
through the demonstration of the first example.
4.3.2.2.1 Example of a Bidirectional Step
The backward composition of nets enables the creation of bidirectional steps,
which are composed of two unidirectional steps with control systems.
A bidirectional step allows the user to retrieve the previous state by undoing
the last action (note that a unidirectional step does not allow the retrieval of pre-
vious states). The construction of bidirectional steps turned out to be necessary
for the modelling of ambient systems. The simplest way to create a bidirectional
step is by gluing two unidirectional steps with control system w.r.t. the places of
their step systems (see definition 6).
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Figure 4.10: A bidirectional step resulting from the composition of unidirectional
steps of Figure 4.2.
An example of a bidirectional step is given in Figure 4.10. The net of this
figure is generated by following the definition of backward composition for the
forward composite net N = N1 ⊕p1N2 (see Figure 4.7 for nets N1 and N2) and
N3 from Figure 4.7 treated as a one step net. For the composition of these two
nets, (g1, ps) = (p2, p
′
5) and (g2, pf ) = (p1, p6)
1 were chosen as the two gluing
pairs (N ⊕p2p1N3 = N′). In this case, the places that are removed during the
composition of the two nets are p′5 and p6 respectively. Furthermore, the set of
colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the resulting net consists of the colour-sensitive
inhibitor arcs that connect the transitions t4 and t1 with the places p3 and p7
respectively, together with the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc (between t1 and p0)
that was added after N1 and N2 were composed. Indeed, knowing that pf is glued
with g2, pf = p6, ts = t4, g1 = p2, g2 = p1 and
•p2 = {t1} = p•1 in N (and N′), we
1 ps and pf are the starting and finishing places of N3.
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obtain, from definition 12, the following:
I ′ = I ∪ {(cpt(g1), ts) | t ∈ •g1 in N} ∪ {(cpts(pf ), t) | t ∈ g•2 in N′}
= {(p0, t1)} ∪ {(cpt(p2), t4) | t ∈ •p2 in N} ∪ {(cpt4(p6), t) | t ∈ p•1 in N′}
= {(p0, t1)} ∪ {(cpt1(p2), t4)} ∪ {(cpt4(p6), t1)}
= {(p0, t1)} ∪ {(p3, t4)} ∪ {(p7, t1)}
Notice that the place p1 of the resulting net has two associated control places:
p0 and p7. Place p0 ‘controls’ the movements of the users starting from place p1
after they arrive there by executing an empty transition  (p0 = cp
(p1)). Place
p7, on the other hand, was a control place of the place p6 in the net N3 (cp
t4(p6)).
Now, after composing N and N3, where p1 and p6 were glued, p7 ‘controls’ the
movements of the users starting from place p1 after they arrive there by executing
transition t4 (p7 = cp
t4(p1)). So, p7 = cp
t4(p6) in N3, but p7 = cp
t4(p1) in N
′.
4.3.2.2.2 Example of a N-graph
An example of a N-graph is given in Figure 4.11. The net of this figure is
produced by following the definition of backward composition for the netN, which
is treated as a composite net that consists of two parallel forward composite step
nets (N6 and N7), and the N4 from Figure 4.8. The forward composite step nets
N6 and N7 are generated by forward composing the nets N2 and N3 of Figure 4.7
with the root nets of Figures 4.7(a) and 4.6(b) respectively. For the backward
composition of N and N4, (g1, ps) = (p, p12) and (g2, pf ) = (p2, p13)
1 were chosen
as the two gluing pairs (N ⊕pp2N4 = N′). Applying definition 12 and gluing the
two nets w.r.t. these places results in N ′. By carrying out the composition, the
places p12 and p13 are removed from the structure of the resulting net as they are
fused with the places p and p2 respectively. The set of transitions of the resulting
net consists of the transitions of N and N4. We recall that pf is glued with g2
and pf = p13. Since ts = t9, g1 = p, g2 = p2,
•p = {} and p•2 = ∅ in N (and N′),
the set of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the resulting net can be computed as
follows:
I ′ = I ∪ {(cpt(g1), ts) | t ∈ •g1 in N} ∪ {(cpts(pf ), t) | t ∈ g•2 in N′}
= I ∪ {(cpt(p), t9) | t ∈ •p in N} ∪ {(cpt9(p13), t) | t ∈ p•2 in N′}
= I ∪ {(cp(p), t9)} ∪∅
= I ∪ {(pc, t9)},
where I = {(p0, t1), (pc, t4)}.
1 ps and pf are the starting and finishing places of N4.
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Figure 4.11: A N-graph.
4.3.2.2.3 Another Example of Backward Composition
We now present a more generic example of the backward composition.
Let N be a composite step net obtained by using the forward composition
operator on nets N1, N2 and N3 from Figure 4.7: N = (N1 ⊕p1N2)⊕p2N3. A net
similar to N appears in Figure 4.3 (we only need to add an empty place p0 and a
colour-sensitive inhibitor arc between t1 and p0). We now backward compose N
with net N4 from Figure 4.8 treated as one step net, obtaining N
′. The two chosen
gluing pairs for these two nets are (g1, ps) = (p2, p12) and (g2, pf ) = (p1, p13)
1.
Applying definition 12 and gluing the two nets w.r.t. these places results in the
net of Figure 4.12. By carrying out the composition, the places p12 and p13 are
removed from the structure of the resulting net as they are fused with the places
p2 and p1 respectively. The set of transitions of the resulting net consists of
the transitions of N and N4. We recall that pf is glued with g2 and pf = p13.
Since ts = t9, g1 = p2, g2 = p1 and
•p2 = {t1} = p•1 in N (and N′), the set of
colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the resulting net can be computed as follows:
I ′ = I ∪ {(cpt(g1), ts) | t ∈ •g1 in N} ∪ {(cpts(pf ), t) | t ∈ g•2 in N′}
= I ∪ {(cpt(p2), t9) | t ∈ •p2 in N} ∪ {(cpt9(p13), t) | t ∈ p•1 in N′}
= I ∪ {(cpt1(p2), t9)} ∪ {(cpt9(p13), t1)}
= I ∪ {(p3, t9)} ∪ {(p14, t1)},
1 ps and pf are starting and finishing places of N4 here.
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Figure 4.12: A composition of a forward composite step net and a one step net.
where I = {(p0, t1), (p3, t4)}. Note that p14 = cpt9(p13) in N4, but now, in the
context of N′, p14 = cpt9(p1).
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4.4 General Properties of composite APNs
Having defined the class of APNs and its composition operators that can be used
for construction of composite APN nets, we now present some qualitative prop-
erties of these nets. These properties, which are presented below, are considered
as general in the sense that they are meaningful for any concurrent system, not
only for those modelled with APNs. We start the demonstration of the general
properties with the description of the basic behavioural properties, which are fol-
lowed by the discussion about some indicative structural properties of the APNs.
4.4.1 Behavioural Properties
The first behavioural property that is discussed is that of liveness, which is related
to the potential fireability in all the reachable markings of an APN net.
Definition 14 (Liveness). Let N be an APN net and t ∈ TN .
• t is called live iff ∀M ∈ [MN〉 ∃M ′ ∈ [M〉 such that t is M ′-enabled.
• N is called live iff ∀t ∈ TN : t is live.
Additionally to the above definition, we extend the notion of liveness to the
markings of an APN.
Definition 15 (Liveness of marking). A marking M of an APN net N is live iff
∀t ∈ TN ∃M ′ ∈ [M〉 such that t is M ′-enabled.
Then from the above definitions of liveness, we get the following.
Lemma 1 (Live APN net). An APN net N is live iff all markings M ∈ [MN〉
are live.
Proof. N is live ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ TN : t is live ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ TN ∀M ∈ [MN〉 ∃M ′ such
that t is M ′ − enabled ⇐⇒ ∀M ∈ [MN〉M is live.
The next behavioural property, i.e., boundedness, characterises the finiteness
of the places and by extension the finiteness of the state space of the APNs.
Definition 16 (Boundedness of place). A place p is k-bounded if there exists
a natural number k, which represents an upper bound for the number of tokens
on this place in all reachable markings of the Ambient Petri net: ∃k ∈ N0 :
∀M ∈ [M0〉 : M((p, g)) ≤ k.
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To extend the notion of the boundedness to an APN net, we use the following
definition:
Definition 17 (Boundedness of an APN net). An APN net N is
• k-bounded if all its places are k-bounded and
• structurally bounded if it is bounded in any initial marking.
Finally, the last behavioural property that is presented is that of the reversibil-
ity. This property characterises the ability of recovering the initial marking from
any reachable marking of an APN net. The definition of reversible APN nets has
already been given in definition 10 as the notions of reversible and cyclic APNs
are considered the same. Thus, in other words, reversibility implies a cyclic be-
haviour of a system.
4.4.2 Structural Properties
The static nature of APNs can be analysed through the structural properties,
which depend on the arrangement of places, transitions and arcs of these nets.
These properties characterise the structure of the APN nets independently of
their marking. In this section, we discuss a few indicative structural properties
of APNs.
The first structural property that is presented is that of purity, which indicates
the absence of self-loops in the APN nets.
Definition 18 (Pure APN net). An APN net is pure if
∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T : Pre(t)(p) 6= 0 =⇒ Post(t)(p) = 0.
From the above definition, we get the following:
Lemma 2 (Pure composite APN net). A composite APN net N , which is made
out of forward or backward compositions, is pure.
Proof. From definition 6, it follows that a basic step net has no places and tran-
sitions that are directly connected in both directions. So, according to definition
18, this net is pure. Furthermore, from definitions 8 and 12, it turns that a com-
posite APN net N that consists of several basic step nets is pure as well since no
new direct arcs are added between the places and the transition of the produced
net during the application of forward or backward compositions.
Finally, the last structural property that is presented is ordinariness, which
denotes that the weights of all the arcs of an APN net are equal to one.
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Definition 19 (Ordinary APN net). An APN net is ordinary if ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T :
Pre(t)(p) 6= 0 =⇒ Pre(t)(p) = 1 ∧ Post(t)(p) 6= 0 =⇒ Post(t)(p) = 1.
From the above definition, we get the following:
Lemma 3 (Ordinary composite APN net). A composite APN net N , which is
made out of forward or backward compositions, is ordinary.
Proof. From definitions 3 and 6, it follows that all the pre and post arcs of a
basic step net have weights equal to one as Pre(t)(p) and Post(t)(p) take the
value one for every existing arc (see p. 36). So, according to definition 19, this
net is ordinary. Furthermore, from definitions 8 and 12, it turns that a composite
APN net N that consists of several basic step nets is ordinary as well since all the
pre and post arcs of the produced net consists of the already existed pre and post
arcs of the composed basic step nets, which all have weights equal to one.
4.5 APN Models of Case Studies
In section 4.3, we discussed the definition of the compositions of the APNs and we
demonstrated their applicability through some generic examples. Furthermore, in
section 4.4, we defined some general properties of composite APN nets. Primary
concern of this section is the implementation of the APN models for the ambient
garage and the ambient conference room. For the modelling of these systems, the
step-modelling approach, the APN class and the compositions of the APNs are
applied considering both the specification and the system features.
Modelling precisely these systems by following all the requirements of their
specifications, it is noticed that the representation of the behavioural model of
the whole system is often impractical or not possible. Even in cases that this is
feasible, the analysis of these models is a laborious process due to the chaotic and
incomprehensible design. Therefore, the modelling of the ambient systems focuses
on a particular aspect of these systems, the interactivity (see section 2.2.5). The
produced APN models capture the interactive behaviour of the ambient systems,
which is expressed through system components like the sensors, the output devices
and the context-awareness. In other words, the APN models represent how all
the above features contribute to the interaction of the ambient systems with the
users.
4.5.1 APN Model of Ambient Garage
To model the behaviour of the Ambient Guidance Systems, we use a represen-
tative system of this category, the ambient garage. As is already known, the
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behaviour of the Ambient Guidance Systems depends on their spatial structure
and the context provided throughout their operation. Furthermore, the main
concern of the Ambient Guidance Systems is to guide the users, helping in that
way, towards the accomplishment of their goals (e.g. to reach a destination). In
the case of the ambient garage, the goal of each user is to park his car to the
allocated parking bay.
For that reason, the modelling of the ambient garage focuses on the system
interactivity in terms of guidance and redirection of the users and on how the
actions taken by the users affect the system’s response or the progress of the
users’ goal. As a result, all the activities before the entry of the cars to the
garage and after their exit from it are not considered in the modelling process.
Thus, to capture the interactivity of the system, the sensors, the output displays
and the context-awareness are designed, as these system components express the
interactive nature of the garage.
In addition, for the modelling of the ambient garage, a topological plan of the
garage is provided. This topological plan provides all the necessary information
about the spatial structure of the ambient garage and specifies the system com-
ponents that are modelled. The topology of the ambient garage is presented in
Figure 4.13. It should be noted that the interactivity of the ambient garage is
modelled in a similar way for any topological plan. The only difference, regarding
the modelling of ambient garages with different topologies, lies in the size and
the resources (colours of tokens) of the produced APN models.
Figure 4.13: Topological plan of ambient garage.
Figure 4.13 shows that the garage is equipped with an entrance, an exit, six
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sensors that are used for the detection of the users and two parking bays. The
number of the parking bays implies that maximum two users can interact with
the system during its operation. Furthermore, it is assumed that every area
that is covered by a sensor has a public display that shows the advices of the
system to the users. These advices are determined with respect to the current
position of the detected users and the location of their allocated parking bays,
providing always the shortest path. In case that a user misses or ignores one of
the advices, the system redirects him through a new advice that is provided at
his new position.
Having described the main points of the modelling process of the ambient
garage, we proceed with the implementation of the APN model. Applying the
step-modelling approach, we start with the identification of all the possible actions
of all the users, within the garage, in accordance with the topology and the
specification of the garage. The actions of the users are as follows:
(i) Move from the entrance to the first junction,
(ii) Move from the first junction to the parking bay A1,
(iii) Move from A1 to the first junction,
(iv) Move from the first junction to the second one,
(v) Move from the second junction to the parking bay A2,
(vi) Move from A2 to the second junction,
(vii) Move from the second junction to the first one,
(viii) Move from the second junction to the exit.
As is noticed from the above actions, there exist three cases where the users
can return to a previously visited area. These cases enable the users either to
exit the garage after they have successfully parked their cars to the parking bays
or to get back on the right track after a missed or an ignored advice. Finally,
actions like moving from the first junction to the entrance or moving from the
exit to the second junction are not allowed. This follows from the specification
of the garage, which mentions that the users cannot exit from the entrance and
cannot enter from the exit respectively. For the representation of these actions,
we use the basic step nets. More specifically, these actions are represented by the
step transitions of the basic step nets.
Having explained the step transitions of the basic step nets that correspond
to the actions listed above, we describe the step places of the respective actions.
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As is mentioned earlier, the users can move from an area to another and vice
verse, excluding the areas of the entrance and exit where the users can move in
one direction only. Each of these areas is monitored by a sensor that detects the
motion of the user. Thus, in the APN model of the ambient garage, the step
places represent the sensors that monitor the areas of the garage.
Afterwards, the control system of the basic step nets is described. The control
system represents the database and the output displays of the system. The
database consists of the database places, where all the information about the
users is held. The number of the database places is determined according to
the number of different advices that the system can potentially provide for a
particular action of the users. On the contrary, the output display of each area is
represented by the response places of the control system. Each of these response
places represents a specific advice that is given to a user and is shown on the
public display.
Having described how the sensors and the output displays are presented in
the APN model, we continue with a discussion about the representation of the
context-awareness of the ambient garage. The context-awareness is expressed
through the execution of the emptying transitions of the basic step nets. As is
known, the pre-places of the emptying transitions consist of control places and
database places. For the execution of the emptying transitions, both pre-places
should host tokens of the same colour. The tokens that reside in the control
places represent the IDs of the users that perform a particular action and the
tokens that reside in the database places represent the data that is related to the
actions of these users. Thus, the consumption of tokens with the same colour
from these places shows how the user ID and the system data are linked resulting
in the advice of the system for a particular action.
From all the above, it results that every basic step net shows the interaction
between the users’ action and the system’s response. To model the whole in-
teractivity of the garage, eight different basic step nets are needed. Thereafter,
we produce the APN model of the garage by gluing these basic step nets on the
appropriate step places. Now, as regards the compositions of the APNs, it fol-
lows that five forward and three backward compositions should be applied for the
implementation of the APN net of the ambient garage.
At this point, we present the APN model of the ambient garage through the
construction of a small part of that net, as is presented in Snoopy [29]. For
the implementation of the APN model, the structuring set Cl contains only two
different colours, 1 and 2. These colours correspond to the IDs of the users.
Furthermore, the following labels are given to the step places (sensors) of the net:
entrance for the sensor of the entrance, p1 for the sensor of the first junction, p2
for the sensor of the second junction, A1 for the sensor of the parking bay A1, A2
for the sensor of the parking bay A2 and exit for the sensor of the exit. Moreover,
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for modelling purposes, it should be noted that the parking bays A1 and A2 are
allocated to the users 1 and 2 respectively. This assumption is made in order to
define what colours of tokens will reside in the database places of each basic step
net. The subnet of the APN model is shown in Figure 4.14.
Another important issue is the authorised and the unauthorised users of the
system. These users are represented by the use of the coloured tokens in the
appropriate net places. At this point, it should be mentioned that the initial
state of an APN net is given by the root net. In this case the root net of the
APN net consists of the places entrance and ctrl entrance.
For the modelling of the ambient garage, it is assumed that the APN model
deals only with authorised users. Regarding the unauthorised users, they can
be modelled in the APN net by putting the appropriate colours of tokens in the
ctrl entrance place, which implies that the users with IDs that correspond to the
colours of these tokens are not allowed to enter the garage.
Figure 4.14: Fragment of the APN model of the ambient garage of Figure 4.15.
To construct the net of Figure 4.14, we first apply a forward composition
between the root net and the first basic step net that represents the user moving
from the entrance to p1. Then, another forward composition takes place between
the above net and the basic step net that represents the user moving from p1
to the parking bay A1. This composition is conducted by gluing the two nets
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on the place p1. Finally, a backward composition is carried out between the
net produced after the latest forward composition and the basic step net that
represents the move of the user from A1 back to p1. The backward composition
merges the places A1 and p1 of these two nets.
Following the same procedure for the gluing of the remaining basic step nets
results in the construction of the full APN model of the ambient garage, which
is shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.15: The APN net of ambient garage in Snoopy.
At this point, it should be noted that Snoopy does not support an upper bound
for the capacities of the net places making the implementation of the garage model
less realistic as the absence of limit on the capacity of places implies that all the
cars being in the garage can potentially be at the same area, which is not possible
to happen in real systems. To make the model of the garage more realistic, we
propose a theoretical solution for the bounding of the net places of the produced
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model. As is known, the model in Figure 4.15 is an APN net with colour-sensitive
inhibitor arcs, which makes it very difficult in practice to bound the net places by
adding more places, transitions or arcs in the model since the addition of these
elements would not comply with the definitions of the composite step nets and
composition operators of the APN class. Moreover, adding extra tokens in the
net, which could be used for the bounding of the places, is not practically feasible
since the inhibitor nets like the model of the ambient garage face the problem
of monotonicity. On the contrary, we could bound the places of the APN model
of the garage by modifying the enabledness rules of the APN class. To be more
specific, by adding one more condition to the already existing rules, we could
bound the net places through the limitation of the total number of tokens that
could reside in any of the net places. That additional enabledness condition is
defined as follows
∀p ∈ P, ∀ci ∈ C(p) :
n∑
i=1
K((p, ci)) ≤ `
with ` ∈ N being the upper bound of each net place.
Therefore, taking the total number of coloured tokens that are hosted in every
net place and setting it less than or equal to `, we can bound the places of an
APN net. In the case of the above model, ` = 1 setting the upper bound for the
total number of tokens per place equal to one.
4.5.2 APN Model of Ambient Conference Room
In this section, we model the behaviour of an Ambient Information System, the
ambient conference room. Contrary to the Ambient Guidance Systems, the be-
haviour of the Ambient Information Systems is affected only by the information
provided throughout their operation. Thus, the main responsibility of the Am-
bient Information Systems is to help the users to complete their goals (e.g. to
finish a task) by providing the correct advices to them and by protecting the
information from possible leaks.
In the case of the ambient conference room, the system provides the advices
via the public and the private displays of the room and prevents the leak of infor-
mation through the detection of the unauthorised users by the sensors. Another
way, for the system, to prevent the leak of information to unauthorised users is
through the role based access control system that is used for the identification of
the users.
The modelling of the ambient conference room focuses on the system interac-
tivity during all the phases of the conference. To express that interactivity, we
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model the tasks, the sensors, the output displays and the context-awareness of
the conference room, as in the case of the ambient garage.
At this point, we present all the assumptions that are made for the modelling
of the ambient conference room. Firstly, it is assumed that all the participants
leave the room after the end of the first phase, apart from the temporary reviewers
that will score the papers during the break. Furthermore, it assumed that an
unauthorised user can enter the room during the break interrupting the session, so
the conference session can be interrupted only during the break. Furthermore, the
only roles that are considered during the modelling are the roles of the temporary
reviewer, the spokesperson and the member of the committee. This assumption
is made in order to reduce the size of the produced model. It is also assumed
that after the announcement of the final decision, the conference ends and all
the participants leave the room. It should be noted that the preparation needed
before the conference is out of the scope of the modelling. For that reason,
we assume that everything is set up for the opening of the conference, such as
distribution of roles, papers, etc. Finally, the model of the conference room is
of high abstraction level since a detailed description of the conference procedure
would lead to the creation of a model with enormous number of basic step nets.
For that reason, every basic step net that is used for the representation of an
interaction between the user and the environment describes a more generic aspect
of it.
Having described the main points and assumptions of the modelling of the
ambient conference room, we proceed to the implementation of the APN model.
As with the modelling of the ambient garage, we use the step-modelling approach
to define of all the possible actions of the users, throughout the phases of the
conference, as it is described in the specification of the system. These actions are
as follows:
(i) Participants enter the room for the first phase,
(ii) The temporary reviewers sit in front of the private displays and enter their
credentials for the start of the break phase,
(iii) An unauthorised user enters the room or private display areas during the
break phase,
(iv) The unauthorised user leaves the room,
(v) The temporary reviewer continue with break phase scoring the papers,
(vi) The temporary reviewers log out after the end of the break phase,
(vii) The unauthorised user leaves the room and waits for the final decision after
the end of the break phase,
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(viii) The authorised spokesperson participates in the second phase,
(ix) A member of the committee is in conflict with a paper and exits the room,
(x) The replaced user waits for the decision about that paper in order to return
to the session,
(xi) The committee makes the final decision at the end of the second phase,
(xii) The final decision is announced to all the participants during the last phase.
As in the ambient garage, all the actions of the users are expressed by step
transitions of the respective basic step nets. From the specification, it follows
that these actions are in a particular order. For example, the first action always
precedes the second one and so on. This implies that the basic step net that
represents an action is glued with the next action via a forward composition.
This composition is applied to all the actions, except for the case of the fourth
action. For the basic step net of this action a backward composition is carried
out. This happens because the unauthorised user stops the break phase by his
presence and starts it again by leaving the room. This means that the system
returns to the state that it was before the interruption.
In the APN model of the ambient conference room, the step places represent
either tasks, detection of user or general conditions. For example, a place that
represents a task is the place home page, where the user has logged in to his
personal computer and acquires information about the papers that he has to
score. Another place that represents a user’s detection is the place participants
that corresponds to the card reader of the door. Finally a place that represents
a general condition of the user is the place entering room that refers to the case
where a participant is in the room.
Moving to the control system of the basic step nets, it represents the database
and the output displays of the system, as happens with the respective control
systems of the APN net of the ambient garage. It is also noticed that the context-
awareness is expressed in exactly the same way as in the case of the ambient
garage.
Now, for the implementation of the APN model, the structuring set Cl consist
of two different colours, 1 and 2. These colours refer to the IDs of the users that
either perform a task or get a particular role. The APN model of the ambient
conference room is explained through the construction of a small part of that
model. This net is shown in Figure 4.16.
Another important modelling issue is the representation of both the authorised
and the unauthorised users of the system. These users are represented by the use
of the coloured tokens in the appropriate net places. At this point, it should
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be mentioned that the initial state of an APN net is given by the root net. In
this case the root net of the APN net consists of the places participants and
ctrl participants.
According to the specification, the initial state of the ambient conference room
consists authorised users only, as all the participants can attend the first phase of
the conference. But, in case that we want to model unauthorised users, they can
be modelled by putting the appropriate colours of tokens in ctrl participants. In
that case, the users with IDs that correspond to the colours of these tokens are
not allowed to participate in the conference from the very beginning of the whole
process.
Figure 4.16: Fragment of the APN model of the ambient conference room of
Figure 4.17.
To construct the net of Figure 4.16, we first apply a forward composition
between the root net and the first basic step net that represent the case where
the participants enter the room. This composition is carried out by gluing the
two nets on the place participants. Finally, we compose the produced net with
the second basic step net that represents the case where the temporary reviewers
sit in front of the private displays and enter their credentials. This composition
is conducted by merging the two nets on the place entering room.
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Figure 4.17: The APN net of ambient conference room in Snoopy.
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Following the same procedure for the gluing of the remaining basic step nets
results in the construction of the full APN model for the ambient conference
room, which is presented in Figure 4.17.
Contrary to the APN model of the ambient garage, that of the ambient con-
ference room is not needed to have bounded net places. That derives from the
fact that the places in this case do not represent physical spaces in the room,
but different roles, tasks or credentials given to particular participants of the
conference.
For example, there could exist multiple tasks performed by many users at the
same time allowing in that sense the presence of several coloured tokens into a net
place without being necessary to bound the places using a specific limit for them.
The only limit that is imposed on these places is that they can host only one
token from each of the available colours given by the structuring set Cl. Thus,
these places are limited by the cardinality of the structuring set Cl. Finally, it
should be mentioned that in case that we want to bound the places of the net
that represents the conference room, we could do it in exactly the same way as
in section 4.5.2.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
Applying the APN class to the modelling of the case studies resulted in the cre-
ation of the step-modelling approach. This approach enables the development
of models for general ambient systems through the repetitive use of a structural
building block, which represents the interaction between the user and the system.
This interaction is expressed by the token circulation between the two compo-
nents of the building block, the unidirectional step and the control system, which
represent the user’s and the system’s actions respectively.
To explain the structure of the building block, we described its elements and
we sorted them into different categories. Each of these categories represents
a feature of the ambient system that is examined, such as sensors, displays,
database, etc.
Afterwards, the definition of both the basic step net and root net have been
introduced. These nets are used for the composition of the APNs that was ad-
dressed in the second part of the chapter. Briefly, the composition of the APNs
described how two or more building blocks and the root net can be glued, via
their repetitive use that was mentioned above. The composition of the APNs uses
two operators, one for the extension of the nets by a step forward and another
for the creation of ‘cyclic nets’ in the case of going backward to some already
existing state. These two operators lead to a flexible compositional approach as
the nets can be extended by gluing on every ‘step’ place and not only on specific
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places (as it happens with other compositional approaches [57]).
Having outlined the rationale behind the step-modelling approach, it is con-
cluded that this approach can successfully deal with the modelling of ambient
systems with APNs. It should be mentioned that after the definition of the
APNs composition, it follows that the step-modelling approach is supported by
a strong and well defined mathematical background that consists of the APN
class and the composition of the APNs. Furthermore, it has been shown that
the APN net that consist of composite basic step nets that were composed with
each other by applying either forward or backward compositions could lend com-
mon structural and behavioural features to the produced APN models, as was
discussed in section 4.4. Finally, using the step-modelling approach along with
all its ‘mathematical support’ resulted in the development of the APN models for
the ambient systems of the case studies (see section 4.5).
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Chapter 5
Transformed Ambient Petri Nets
(T-APNs)
In this chapter, we deal with the class of the Transformed Ambient Petri Nets
(T-APNs). This class is defined for verification purposes, which derive from the
fact that existing verification tools like Charlie[11] and CPN tools [55] do not
support the verification of inhibitor nets, like APNs.
Therefore, to verify the APNs, they should be translated into a verifiable
class of Coloured Petri Nets with no colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs. This class is
the Transformed Ambient Petri Nets that is mentioned above. To maintain the
functionality given to the APNs by the presence of the colour-sensitive inhibitor
arcs in the T-APNs, all the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the APNs should be
replaced by the appropriate number of directed arcs in the T-APNs. Furthermore,
additional net elements should be used for the definition of the T-APNs, such as
arc inscriptions, guards, etc.
At this point, it should be mentioned that the scope of this chapter is not to
relate the APN class with the T-APN class or to compare these two classes (both
are addressed in chapter 6), but to present the definition of the T-APNs and to
mention the importance of this class.
The importance of the T-APN class lies in the fact that it is used for the
expression of the output models of the construction for given APNs, as it will be
described in section 6.2. The T-APN models produced by the construction can
be verified using Charlie verification tool [11] and the results of the verification
are used for the observation and the analysis of the ambient systems, which will
be discussed later in chapter 7.
In the next sections, we define the T-APN class by describing the notations
and the semantics used in that class and more specifically in its firing and enabling
rules. Finally, we refer to the behaviour of the T-APNs through a discussion about
the step transition systems of this class.
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5.1 Transformed Ambient Petri Nets Class
In this section, we introduce the Transformed Ambient Petri nets (T-APNs) by
providing the definition of the class and explaining the elements of these nets.
Definition 20 (Transformed Ambient Petri Net). A Transformed Ambient Petri
Net is a tuple
N = (P, T,Pre,Post , Cl, Cl, CP , CT , Ins,K,Gd,M0, G),
where:
• P is a finite set of places.
• T is a finite set of transitions disjoint from P .
• Pre, Post : T → µP are the pre and post mappings.
• Cl, Cl are non-empty finite sets of non-empty colour sets, such that (⋃Cl)
∩ (⋃Cl) = ∅ and there exists a bijection f : (⋃Cl) → (⋃Cl). We will
call Cl and Cl the structuring sets.
• CP : P → CSets is a colour function used to structure places:
– P̂ = {(p, g) | p ∈ P ∧ g ∈ CP (p)} is the set of structured places, where
CSets ⊆ 2(⋃Cl)∪(⋃Cl) is a non-empty subset of non-empty colour sets
from 2(
⋃
Cl)∪(⋃Cl).
• CT : T → Cl is a colour function used to structure transitions:
– T˜ = {(t, c) | t ∈ T ∧ c ∈ CT (t)} is the set of structured transitions.
• Ins : A → Cl ∪ Cl ∪ {∅} is a colour function used to assign colour sets
(inscriptions) to the arcs of the net, where:
– A =
⋃
t∈T
Atin ∪
⋃
t∈T
Atout ∪ {no− arc} is the set of arcs of the net,
– Atin = {(p, t) | p ∈ supp(Pre(t))}, the set of incoming arcs of transition
t,
– Atout = {(t, p) | p ∈ supp(Post(t))}, the set of outgoing arcs of transi-
tion t,
– no−arc is an ‘empty’ arc (no connection) for which Ins(no−arc) = ∅,
– At = Atin ∪ Atout, the set of arcs connected to transition t,
– Â = {(a, ins) | a ∈ A ∧ ins ∈ Ins(a)} is the set of structured arcs.
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• K is a constant function that defines the capacities of places.
• Gd : T˜ → {true, false}, is a Boolean guard function defined as follows:
For t ∈ TG:
Gd((t, c)) =
{
true if (c, f(c)) ∈ Bt
false otherwise
where Bt is a set of binding pairs:
Bt = {(x, f(x)) | x ∈ CT (t)}
and for t ∈ TNG:
Gd((t,c)) = true
In the above, T = TG ∪ TNG, where TG is a set of transitions with guards
and TNG is a set of transitions ‘without’ guards
1.
• M0 ∈ µP̂ is an initial marking satisfying M0 ≤ K. In general, any M ∈ P̂
such that M ≤ K is a marking.
• G ⊆ P is a set of gluing (or interface) places.
Having finished with the definition of the class, a small T-APN net that illus-
trates most of the elements of the T-APNs is shown in Figure 5.1. Furthermore,
this figure presents the step transition system of the net, which will be described
later on in section 5.3. In this section, the net of that figure is used as an example
for the description of the net elements.
The meaning and graphical representation of P (places) and T (transitions)
are as in the standard net theory. The set of places, G, will be important in
the composition of the Transformed Ambient Petri Nets, as it represents the set
of gluing places of a T-APN net. The directed arcs of the net are given by the
Pre and Post mappings. For example, for the only transition of the T-APN of
Figure 5.1 we have: Pre(t) = {p1, p2, p5} and Post(t) = {p3, p4}. We will call p1,
p2 and p5 the pre-places of t, and p3 and p4 the post-places of t. In general, any
p ∈ supp(Pre(t)) is a pre-place of t and any p ∈ supp(Post(t)) is a post-place of
t. In this class, Pre(t) and Post(t) will be sets for any t ∈ T . This means that
every directed arc of an T-APN net has the weight 1. We also use the following
1Guards are applied to all the transitions, but we consider that every t ∈ TNG is a transition
with ‘no guard’ since as we will see later its enabledness will not be affected by the guard value,
which is constantly set to true.
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Figure 5.1: A Transformed Ambient Petri Net N, where the capacity K is a
constant function 1 (a), and its concurrent reachability graph CRG(N) (b). In
the diagram, each ◦ token represents w, each • token represents b and each
token represents g.
‘dot’ notation:
•t = supp(Pre(t)) (pre-set of t ∈ T ),
t• = supp(Post(t)) (post-set of t ∈ T ),
•p = {t ∈ T | p ∈ supp(Post(t))} (pre-set of p ∈ P ),
p• = {t ∈ T | p ∈ supp(Pre(t))} (post-set of p ∈ P ).
If p ∈ •t then we denote the arc from p to t by (p, t). Respectively, if p ∈ t•
we denote the arc from t to p by (t, p). It should be mentioned that the above
‘dot’ notation can also be extended for the sets of places and transitions and is
denoted as •P , P • and •T , T • respectively.
The CP and CT functions are used for structuring places and transitions re-
spectively, by equipping them with colours. Places can hold coloured tokens,
representing different kinds of resources or agents of the T-APNs or the ‘internal’
functioning of the net. Every structured place of an T-APN can potentially host
either identity, special or both colours of tokens. The set of structured places is
given by P̂ . A structured transition (t, c) ∈ T˜ represents an action that operates
in a colour ‘mode’ given by c. As already mentioned, Cl and Cl are non-empty
finite sets of colour sets that represent the group of agents or user-identities of
an ambient system. More specifically, sets of Cl give the unique colour IDs of
the users and those of Cl provide the ‘complement’ colours of the IDs of
⋃
Cl,
which are used for the ‘internal’ functioning of the net. Cl and Cl will be called
structuring sets as they are used in the colour functions that structure the places,
the transitions and the arcs.
In Figure 5.1, CSets = {{g}, {b, w}}, Cl = {b, w} and Cl = {g, l}, where b
stands for the black colour, w for the white colour, g for grey colour and l for light
grey colour. P̂ for the T-APN net in Figure 5.1 is the set {p1, p2, p3, p4}×{b, w}∪
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{p5} × {g} assuming that CP (pi) = {b, w} for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} and CP (p5) = {g}.
In diagrams, a structured place is represented by a coloured token that resides in
this place. For example, (p1, b) means that a black token was placed in place p1.
Also, T˜ (for the T-APN in Figure 5.1) can be defined as {(t, b), (t, w)}, as-
suming that CT (t) = {b, w}. In this case the transition t can operate in the two
colour modes defined by CT (t), the black mode and the white mode. The colour
mode of a transition is restricted when a guard is present. For example, if t ∈ TG,
then the guard function Gd, for a given (t, c) ∈ T˜ , indicates whether transition t
can fire in mode c with respect to the set of binding pairs defined for this transi-
tion by Bt. On the contrary, if t ∈ TNG, then the guard function Gd, for a given
(t, c) ∈ T˜ , indicates that transition t fires in mode c without considering the set
of binding pairs as it is always set to true. We will represent the guards of t ∈ TG,
in net diagrams, by writing next to each transition the set of binding pairs for
which it can fire in mode c. The guards of t ∈ TNG, in net diagrams, will be
omitted as they do not depend on the set of binding pairs in order to evaluate to
true. If, for example, Bt = {(b, g), (w, l)} (as in Figure 5.1), then in the Snoopy
modelling tool [29] the guard of t could be expressed as follows:
(Cl = b & Cl = g) | (Cl = w & Cl = l)
while in the CPN tools [55] it would be expressed as:
(Cl = b andalso Cl = g) orelse (Cl = w andalso Cl = l)
Generally, a guard in Snoopy modelling tool or in CPN tool can be expressed
in different ways due to the different languages that are used in those two tools.
A transition t cannot be executed in mode c if the guard evaluates to false for
(t, c). Structured transitions only become apparent when we look at the net’s
behaviour (see Figure 5.1(b)). The net’s behaviour in this example is determined
by the guard of the structured transition. The (t, b) of the CRG(N) indicates
that the transition with the limitations imposed by the guard fires in black mode
for the black and grey pair of tokens. We assume that a pair of tokens that
belongs to the set of binding pairs Bt and for which a transition fires, gives rise to
a colour mode determined by the colour of the first element of the pair. This can
be done assuming that a transition treats the complementary colours given by
the bijection f of the set of binding pairs as identical to their associated colours.
By complementary colours, we define the images of the colours of
⋃
Cl given by
the bijection f : (
⋃
Cl)→ (⋃Cl).
As already mentioned, a guard is a Boolean function that imposes additional
constraints on the enabling of the transitions. It should be noted that the tran-
sitions with ‘no guard’ (TNG) are considered enabled if they satisfy the marking
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requirements as the ‘missing’ guards of these transitions always evaluate to true.
It should be mentioned that a quite similar formalism to the above is given in
[45] describing the ‘conditional’ and ‘unconditional’ events of Conditional Partial
Ordered Graphs.
The initial marking M0 (which cannot exceed the capacities given by K)
specifies, for each place p, the number of tokens of each colour held in p. The initial
marking M0 for the net of Figure 5.1 is {(p1, b), (p1, w), (p2, b), (p2, w), (p5, g)}. T-
APNs are safe coloured Petri nets (only one token of a given colour is allowed
per place), as it happens with the APNs. This is motivated by the fact that
colours will be used as identities given to agents or other entities interacting
within an ambient environment. As a consequence, the capacity K will be a
constant function returning 1 for each colour of tokens, per place.
As already described, the arcs of the T-APNs have inscriptions on them, which
represent the colours of tokens that an arc can carry. This can be expressed
using the Ins colour function. In our running example in Figure 5.1, we have
two disjoint colour sets: the colour set
⋃
Cl = {b, w} and the special colour
set
⋃
Cl = {g, l}. Set {b, w} represents the identities of the agents and set
{g, l} represents the special set of colours that replace the colours of {b, w},
for net functioning reasons, according to the set of binding pairs Bt. The arcs
(p1, t), (p2, t), (t, p3), (t, p4) and (p5, t) in Figure 5.1(a) get the inscriptions {b, w},
{b, w}, {b, w}, {b, w} and {g, l} respectively, which means that the first four arcs
can carry black and white tokens and the last one can carry grey and light grey
tokens. The set of binding pairs for the transition t in Figure 5.1 is {(b, g), (w, l)},
i.e., black is associated with grey and white with light grey respectively (f(b) = g
and f(w) = l). That set actually provides the pairs of colours of tokens, for which
a transition may be enabled. Therefore, the set of binding pairs is important for
the association of the colour sets Cl and Cl and the operation of the guard
function (Gd).
5.2 Semantics of T-APN nets
Having described the net elements, we continue with the definition of the se-
mantics of the T-APNs, which indicate the functioning of the T-APN nets by
providing the firing and the enabling rules of the class.
To define the semantics for the firing of a T-APN net we need to extend the
Pre and Post mappings using the structured places and transitions. P̂re, P̂ost :
T˜ → µP̂ are defined as follows:
P̂re(t, c)(p, g) =
{
Pre(t)(p) if (g = c ∨ g = f(c)) ∧ g ∈ Ins((p, t))
0 otherwise
(†)
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and
P̂ost(t, c)(p, g) =
{
Post(t)(p) if (g = c ∨ g = f(c)) ∧ g ∈ Ins((t, p))
0 otherwise
(††)
P̂re(t, c) denotes, for every place p, the number of tokens of colour g that t needs
from place p in order to fire when the colour mode of the transition is ‘compatible’
with g. P̂ost(t, c) denotes, for every place p, the number of tokens of colour g
that t will deposit in p after being fired. Notice that Pre(t)(p) and Post(t)(p) in
the formulas above would be 1 for T-APN nets, as the weights of the directed
arcs are all 1.
We can now extend P̂re and P̂ost functions to steps of structured transitions
U = {(t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)} ∈ 2T˜ as follows: P̂re(U) = P̂re(t1, c1)+· · ·+P̂re(tn, cn),
and similarly for P̂ost . The above extension is needed as the proposed semantics
will be a step semantics rather than a sequential semantics.
Now we describe the semantics of a Transformed Ambient Petri Net N. A
step of structured transitions U is enabled at marking M if the following hold:
• P̂re(U) ≤M .
• M + P̂ost(U) ≤ K.1
• ∀ (ti, ci) ∈ U, with i = 1, . . . , n, Gd((ti, ci)) = true.
We denote this by M [U〉N. An enabled step U can fire producing the marking
M ′ = M − P̂re(U) + P̂ost(U). This will be denoted by M [U〉NM ′.2 That means
that a step is enabled if the pre-places of all the transitions in the step, working
in certain colour modes (taking into account their multiplicities), have sufficient
number of tokens of appropriate colour. Furthermore, an enabled step U satisfies
that the tokens added to the current marking of the T-APN net, after the firing
of U , do not violate the capacity of the net places. Finally, for the step U
to be enabled, it should be ensured that the guard functions of the structured
transitions of the step evaluate to true for the appropriate colours. It should also
be mentioned that an enabled step may fire if the inscriptions ensure that the
appropriate colours of tokens can be carried by the structured arcs, as is described
in P̂re and P̂ost of the T-APNs.
For example, for the T-APN in Figure 5.1, the step {(t, b)} is enabled at M0
as the pre-places of transition t host both the adequate number and the proper
1 If we want to allow self-loops in the net, this condition should take a weaker form: M −
P̂re(U) + P̂ost(U) ≤ K.
2N can be omitted if it is clear from the context.
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colours of tokens, i.e., a black token in places p1 and p2 respectively and a grey
token in place p5 . Firing the enabled step {(t, b)} removing the black tokens from
the places p1 and p2 and the grey token from the place p5 (see (†)) and adding
one black token to the places p3 and p4 (see (††)) respectively, it can be noticed
that the capacity of the post-places p3 and p4 is not violated as these places were
previously empty. Additionally, the guard of transition t evaluates to true as the
colours of tokens that reside into the pre-places of that transition belong to the
set of binding pairs. Contrary to the enabled step {(t, b)}, the steps {(t, w)} and
{(t, b), (t, w)} are not enabled at M0 and cannot be fired as the complementary
coloured token of w (i.e., l) is missing from p5. Finally, the structured transition
(t, b) cannot fire twice, since the step {(t, b), (t, b)} is not enabled due to the lack
of sufficient number of tokens in the places p1, p2 and p5.
5.3 Step Transition System of T-APNs
The full execution semantics of a T-APN net will be captured using a transition
system where arcs are labelled by executed steps, the step transition system. The
step transition system of the T-APNs is defined in exactly the same way as the
step transition system of the APNs is described in definition 5. Furthermore,
from that definition, it follows that the concurrent reachability graph of a T-APN
net is a kind of a step transition system.
Hence, to describe the behaviour of the T-APNs through the step transi-
tion systems, we take as an example the net of Figure 5.1(a) and its concurrent
reachability graph (shown in Figure 5.1(b)). We start capturing the behaviour
of the net by examining the enabledness of transition t, as it is the only tran-
sition in this net. According to the enabling rules of the T-APNs, transition t
is enabled for the black token at the initial marking M0 (see section 5.2). This
means that the transition can fire at least once under the black mode. After the
firing of enabled step {(t, b)}, a new state results and is described by the marking
M1 = {(p1, w), (p2, w), (p3, b), (p4, b)}. Now, checking the enabledness of t at M1,
it turns that the transition cannot be executed further since it is not enabled. So,
the non-existence of enabled transition leads to a dead state for the net, which
is the terminal state defined by M1. Thus, to draw the concurrent reachability
graph of N, we start from the initial marking M0 and we generate an arc that
links to a new marking (state) every time that a step is executed. This arc is
labelled with the step that is executed each time. In this case, the concurrent
reachability graph of N is shown in Figure 5.1(b) and consists of two states, M0
and M1, which are linked with the arc that is named after the step {(t, b)}, as
was described earlier.
Consequently, examining the enabledness of all the transitions of a T-APN
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net and executing every time its enabled transitions, concurrently or not, we can
construct the concurrent reachability graph of that net starting from the initial
state that is given by the marking M0.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we defined the class of the T-APNs by describing both the static
and the dynamic aspects of it. The static aspect of the T-APNs is related to
those element that determine the structure of these nets, such as the places, the
transition, the arcs, the capacity, etc. On the contrary, the dynamic aspect of
the T-APNs concentrates on how the marked T-APN nets behave with respect
to the semantics mentioned above.
The behaviour of T-APNs can be captured by the step transition systems and
in particular by the concurrent reachability graphs of the nets, as with the APNs.
It should be mentioned that all the above notions are fundamental principles of
the class of the T-APNs and are needed for the correct and proper functioning of
the nets.
Finally, an important inference that derives from this chapter is that the
theory behind the T-APN class is based on a strong mathematical background
and is well written.
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Chapter 6
Relating APNs with T-APNs
Chapters 3 and 5 discuss the classes of Ambient Petri Nets and Transformed
Ambient Petri Nets respectively, which provide different kind of coloured Petri
nets. As has already been mentioned in those chapters, the nets of these classes
are used for different purposes.
In this chapter, we describe a construction of a T-APN net associated with
a given APN net showing how the nets of these two classes are related. Con-
sequently, demonstrating that these nets are related and more specifically that
they behave in exactly the same way, it can be concluded that the verification
results of the T-APN nets could be applied to the structural and the behavioural
analysis of the APN nets in a reasonable and meaningful way. Hence, an APN
net that cannot be verified directly by the verification tools, could be ‘verified’
through an equivalent T-APN net.
The discussion about the construction is conducted into two stages. Firstly,
the two classes of nets are compared with regard to their structure, their behaviour
and generally their formalisms. Finally, we provide the formal definition of the
construction which is based on the comparison that is carried out in the first
stage.
Thereafter, we illustrate the working of the construction by giving an example
of a constructed T-APN net out of a given associated APN net. In addition, we
provide another example that examines the behaviour of two nets intuitively,
i.e., a constructed T-APN nets and its associated APN net. Finally, after that
example, we demonstrate the translation of the APN models of the case studies
into the respective T-APN models through the application of the construction.
In the last section of this chapter, we prove the behavioural equivalence of the
nets of these two classes by showing that their concurrent reachability graphs are
isomorphic.
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6.1 Comparing APNs with T-APNs
To compare the nets of these two classes, we first outline the general situation with
an example that sets the key similarities and differences of the nets. Thereafter,
having set the general framework of the comparison through that example, a
detailed description takes place.
6.1.1 Setting the Scene of the Comparison
As has already been mentioned above, an example of a visual comparison of two
simple nets, an APN net and a T-APN net, is presented. The aim of this example
is to ‘visualise’ the differences and the similarities of both the static (structure)
and the dynamic (behaviour) aspects of these nets.
The first net in Figure 3.1 shows an APN net with an enabled transition t
at the initial marking and its reachability graph that reveals the colour mode
under which the enabled transition fired. Similarly, the net in Figure 5.1 depicts
a T-APN net with an enabled transition at the initial marking. In addition, this
figure shows the concurrent reachability graph of that particular T-APN net.
From the visual comparison of these two nets, it can be noticed that the
nets consist of the same number of places and transitions respectively. On the
other hand, some structural and functioning differences between these nets are:
the number and the colours of the tokens used in both nets, the guard of the
transition used in the T-APN net, the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc used in the
APN net and the inscripted arcs used in the T-APN net. Moreover, from the
comparison of the concurrent reachability graphs of the two nets derives that
these nets behave in exactly the same way.
All the observations made above could set the general framework of the dis-
cussion about the comparison that is described in details in the following section.
Finally, it is also explained how this framework helps us to define a construction
of a T-APN net associated with a given APN net. By ‘associated’ we mean that
two nets represent the same behaviour (their concurrent reachability graphs are
isomorphic).
6.1.2 Comparing Structure and Functioning of APNs and
T-APNs
At this point, we compare the APNs with T-APNs and we explain how these two
classes of nets are associated with each other and in what way. As has already
been mentioned, T-APNs result from the need of converting the APNs to a net
class that could be a valid input for Charlie verification tool [11]. Therefore, T-
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APNs could be used for the ‘translation’ of APNs into Coloured Petri Nets with
no colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs.
Hence, APN nets are transformed into T-APN nets maintaining the expressive
power of APNs that is given by the presence of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs by
replacing those arcs with direct arcs. These T-APN nets are non-inhibitor nets
and are supported by Charlie for the verification process.
To transform the APNs into T-APNs, we have to consider that the function-
ality of the APNs is actually based on the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs, which
are not part of the T-APNs. Hence, to conduct the transformation we have to
tackle this problem, i.e. the representation of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc in
the T-APN nets. This is done by introducing a new colour set, Cl, which is used
for the structuring of the places and the arcs, a guard function that controls the
behaviour of the transitions with respect to the set of binding pairs that defines
the set of valid pairs of coloured tokens that can fire the transitions, the inscrip-
tions that describe the colours that each structured arc can carry and by adding
some more directed arcs to the net. The use of all these four introduced elements
contribute to the preservation of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arc functionality
in the T-APNs.
Due to the introduction of all the above elements, the T-APNs have more
elements in their tuple than the APNs. But, let’s start the comparison of the two
classes from their main differences and similarities. This will help, later on, to
establish a construction that results from that comparison.
Let
N = (P, T,Pre,Post , I, Cl, C,K,M0, G)
be an APN net and
N′ = (P ′, T ′,Pre ′,Post ′, Cl′, Cl, CP , CT , Ins,K ′, Gd,M ′0, G
′)
be a T-APN net associated with N.
It can be noticed from the above that the additional elements in the T-APN
tuple are the Cl, CP , CT , Ins and Gd. Three of them, the special colour set
(Cl), the inscriptions (Ins) and the guards (Gd) have already been described
above and were introduced in order to replace the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs’
functionality in the T-APN nets. Both CP and CT are the colour functions that
structure the places and the transitions of the T-APNs respectively, substituting
the function C that is used in the APNs. APNs have only one colour function to
structure the places and the transitions of a net as the places and the transitions
of the APN nets take colour values from the same structuring set, the Cl.
Having mentioned that the two nets use different ‘colour resources’ resulting
in the use of different colour functions, it can be concluded that the places and the
transitions of these nets may host different colours of tokens and work in different
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or similar colour modes respectively. Consequently, we should define a relation
between the colour function C of a APN net and the respective colours functions
CP and CT of a T-APN net in order to build our construction. The CP and
CT functions use different ranges in their definitions because we want to satisfy
that the places can host any combination of colours given by the structuring sets
and that the transitions can operate only in colour modes that are given by one
structuring set only. For instance, in Figure 5.1, places p1, p2, p3, p4 host tokens
of identity colours and p5 hosts a token of special colour, but all these net places
can potentially host all the colours (i.e., b,w,g and l). On the contrary, transition
t can operate only under black or white mode. In other words, the colour mode
of transition t is strictly defined by the set of identity colours, Cl. Regarding the
direct arcs of the two nets, they are defined in the same way for both nets, i.e.
as mappings between the places and the transitions and vice versa but the arcs
of the T-APNs carry inscriptions on them.
As is noticed from the comparison of the formalisms of the two nets, the
presence of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs makes the definition of the APNs more
succinct compared to that of the T-APNs, as elements like Cl, Ins and Gd are
not needed for the operation of the APN nets.
Examining the two nets, it follows that the capacity of the places of the APN
net should be linked to that of the places of the T-APN net with two different
ways since the places of the T-APN net take colours of tokens from two different
sets. Thus, the capacity relation should be defined for both the identity and the
special colours of tokens.
Regarding the initial markings, it should be noticed that the inhibitor place
of the APN net is empty as the transition of the net is enabled and that the
respective place of the T-APN net hosts a token of a special colour. Furthermore,
the colours of the tokens that reside in all the other places are the same in both
nets. Hence, the definition of the relation between the two markings is necessary
for the construction. Finally, the gluing places of the two nets are similarly
defined and are used for the same purpose in both nets.
As has already been described in 6.1.1, the similarities and the differences of
the two nets can be easily spotted through the comparison of Figures 3.1 and 5.1.
6.2 Defining Construction
Following what was mentioned above, we define the construction of a T-APN net
that is associated to a given APN net. This construction is defined by describ-
ing the relation of the tuple elements of the given APN net with the respective
elements of the constructed T-APN net.
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6.2.1 Preliminaries of Construction
At this point, we mention all these notions that are used for the definition of
the construction concentrating on a particular sub-class of the APN nets, the
composite step nets (see definition 13). Therefore, for a given composite step net
N = (P, T,Pre,Post , I, Cl, C,K,M0, G), we refer to the constructed net as the T-
APN net associated with N and denote it by ϕ(N) = (P ′, T ′,Pre ′,Post ′, Cl′, Cl,
CP , CT , Ins,K
′, Gd,M ′0, G
′). Thereafter, it is explained what it means N and
ϕ(N) to be equivalent.
The given net in the following construction is a composite step net (composed
out of n basic or one step nets and a root net with an index 0).
Then:
P = PR ∪ PD ∪ PC ∪ PSF (?)
where
PR =
n⋃
i=0
P ir ,
PD =
n⋃
i=0
P id,
PC =
n⋃
i=0
{pic},
PSF ⊂
n⋃
i=0
P iST ,
with P ir , P
i
d, {pic} and P iST being the sets of response, database, control (or
inhibitor) and step places of the components of the given composite APN net N
respectively, as they are described in section 4.2.1. PSF is a subset of the step
places used to specify the set of starting and finishing places of the given composite
step net by removing the duplicates of the gluing places of the composed nets.
Another set of places of N needed for the definition of the construction is the
set of inhibitor places:
PI = {p ∈ P | ∃t∈T (p, t) ∈ I} (??)
This set refers to a sub-set of the set of control places, the inhibitor places.
An inhibitor place is always a control place but not the other way round. This
set is necessary for the definition of the Post ′ mapping of the constructed T-APN
net for the specification of the additional arcs and their location.
Using indices for all the set of places of N, we can easily identify every place
from PR, PD and PC and the sub-net of N they originate from. For instance, as
is mentioned above, index 0 stands for the root net, so p0c is a control place of the
root net, P 0ST = {p0} is the only step place of the root net and P 0r = ∅, P 0d = ∅
are the response and database places of the root net respectively.
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The transitions of N are composed of retrieve, emptying and step transitions
as follows:
T = TR ∪ TEM ∪ TSTEP (? ? ?)
where:
TR =
n⋃
i=1
T ir ,
TEM =
n⋃
i=1
T iem,
TSTEP =
n⋃
i=1
T iST ∪ {} =
n⋃
i=1
{tis} ∪ {}.
We can easily trace every transition of the composite APN net back to the
component it comes from. The root net does not contribute to T , though it has
one ‘collapsed’ transition denoted by  if we consider that its only step place p0
is both starting and finishing place of .
Furthermore, we observe that for every t ∈ TSTEP there exists exactly one
post-place p of t such that p ∈ PSF . We will denote such a place pt.
Finally, for the sake of simplicity the notations ClID and ClSPEC will be used
in the construction for the sets of identity and special colours respectively. These
sets are defined as follows:
ClID =
⋃
Cl and
ClSPEC =
⋃
Cl.
The indices of the sets of places and transitions will not be used in the defini-
tion of the construction, but are useful for the precise description of the structure
of the given APN net N.
6.2.2 Formal Definition of Construction
Having described all the necessary information about the places, the transitions
and the colour-sets of the original composite step net N, we continue with the
construction of the T-APN net associated with N.
Definition 21 (Construction). Let N = (P, T,Pre,Post , I, Cl, C,K,M0, G) be a
composite step APN net. A T-APN net ϕ(N) = (P ′, T ′,Pre ′,Post ′, Cl′, Cl,
CP , CT , Ins,K
′, Gd,M ′0, G
′) associated with N is defined as follows:
(i) P ′ = P .
(ii) T ′ = T .
(iii) Pre ′, Post ′ : T ′ → µP ′ are defined as follows:
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Pre ′(t)(p) =
{
1 if (p, t) ∈ I,
Pre(t)(p) otherwise.
Post ′(t)(p) =

1 if Post(t)(p) = 0 ∧ ((t ∈ TEM ∧ p ∈
PC ∩ PI ∧ Pre(t)(p) > 0) ∨ (t ∈ TSTEP
∧ p = cpt̂(pt) ∧ t̂ ∈ (TSTEP \ {t}))
)
,
Post(t)(p) otherwise.
(iv) Cl′ = Cl.
(v) Cl is a structuring set built as a complementary set to the structuring set
Cl (given by bijection f :(
⋃
Cl) → (⋃Cl)) .
(vi)
CP (p) =
{
C(p) if p ∈ (PD ∪ PR ∪ PSF ),
C(p) ∪ {f(g) | g ∈ C(p)} if p ∈ PC .
(vii) ∀ t ∈ T :
CT (t) = C(t).
(viii)
Ins(a) =
{ {f(col) | col ∈ ClID} if a ∈ PreREP ∨ a ∈ PostNEW ,
{col | col ∈ ClID} otherwise.
where PreREP = {(p, t) | (t, p) ∈ I} and PostNEW = {(t, p) | Post(t)(p) =
0 ∧ Post ′(t)(p) = 1}.
(ix)
K ′((p, c)) =
{
K((p, c)) if p ∈ P ∧ c ∈ ClID,
1 if p ∈ P ∧ c ∈ ClSPEC .
(x) Gd : T˜ ′ → {true, false}, is a Boolean guard function defined as follows:
For t ∈ TG:
Gd((t, c)) =
{
true if (c, f(c)) ∈ Bt
false otherwise
where Bt is a set of binding pairs:
Bt = {(x, f(x)) | x ∈ C(t)}
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and for t ∈ TNG:
Gd((t,c)) = true
where T ′ = TG ∪ TNG.1
(xi) Initial marking M ′0 is defined as follows:
M ′0((p, g)) =

M0((p, g)) if p ∈ P \ {p0c} ∧ g ∈ ClID,
1−M0((p, g)) if p = p0c ∧ g ∈ ClID,
1−M0((p, f−1(g))) if
(
p ∈ (PC ∩ PI) ∧ (∃t∈TSTEP \{} :
Post(t)(p) = 0 ∧ Post ′(t)(p) = 1∧
M0((pt, f
−1(g))) > 0) ∧ g ∈ ClSPEC
)
∨(p ∈ (PC ∩ PI) ∧ (∃t′∈TEM :
Post(t′)(p) = 0 ∧ Post ′(t′)(p) = 1)∧
(∃t∈TSTEP \{} : p = cpt(pt)∧
M0((pt, f
−1(g))) > 0) ∧ g ∈ ClSPEC
)
∨(p = p0c ∧ g ∈ ClSPEC),
0 otherwise.
where f−1 is the inverse function of bijection f .
(xii) G′ = G.
At this point, we explain, step by step, the construction defined above by
providing the meaning of each relation separately.
(i) In the construction above it can be noticed that the number of places of
the constructed T-APN is equal to the number of places in the APN net.
Moreover, it can be concluded that for every place of the APN net there
exists a respective place in the constructed T-APN net.
(ii) The same remarks, like those of the places above, can be applied to the
transitions.
(iii) For the Pre ′ mapping of the constructed ϕ(N) net, it can be noticed that
every colour-sensitive inhibitor arc of N is replaced by a direct arc. Addi-
tionally, every direct arc of the Pre mapping of N remains structurally the
same in the constructed ϕ(N) net. For the Post ′ mapping of the ϕ(N) net
1TG consists of all those transitions of the T-APN net that are associated with transitions
of the APN net that have inhibitor places. The remaining transitions of the T-APN net belong
to TNG.
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we notice that new direct arcs are added to the T-APN net. Firstly, new
direct arcs are added starting from the step transitions and ending at all
the control places of the post-places of those transitions. These additional
arcs are generated to maintain the functionality of the net when either
a unidirectional step is followed by a bidirectional one or a bidirectional
step is followed by another bidirectional step. Secondly, new direct arcs
are added between all the emptying transitions and the respective control
places, starting from the emptying transitions and ending at those control
places. Thirdly, new direct arcs are added between the step transitions and
the control place of the root net when the ‘starting’ place (or root place)
of the ϕ(N) net can be revisited in the future. In other words, new direct
arcs that connect the step transitions that have as post-place the ‘starting’
place of the ϕ(N) net with the control place of the root net are added when
the ‘starting’ place is place of one or more bidirectional steps. The last case
is a special case of the first case with the new direct arcs between the step
transitions and the control places. All the above ‘post’ cases are described
in the first part of the Post ′ mapping. Finally, regarding the rest of the
post mapping of the constructed T-APN net ϕ(N), all the other post arcs
remain the same as in N.
(iv) The Cl′ structuring set of the ϕ(N) net that defines the set of the identity
colours of the net is the same as the Cl structuring set of N.
(v) The Cl structuring set provides the ‘special’ colours of tokens that are used
to maintain the functioning of the constructed ϕ(N) net the same as that
of the APN net N.
(vi) The CP function of the ϕ(N) net is related to the colour function C of the
APN net through the function above. If the places of ϕ(N) to be structured
are database, response or step places then in both nets these places will be
structured taking colours that derive from function C. On the other hand,
all the control places of ϕ(N) will be structured taking colours that derive
from both function C and the set of complementary colours, i.e., the special
colours.
(vii) The transitions of both nets are structured taking colours from the same
structuring set as is defined above by the relation of the two colour functions
CT and C.
(viii) Actually, Ins function defines what kind of coloured tokens can be carried
by each arc of ϕ(N). This function is not related with any colour function
of the N as all the arcs of N are not considered as structured and can carry
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any colour of the set Cl, but it could be related to the structuring set Cl
to show how the colours of the arc inscriptions can derive from that set.
Contrary to N, in ϕ(N) not all the arcs can carry the same colours of tokens
as the inscriptions are given by the disjoint structuring sets Cl and Cl (see
section 5.1). This is necessary for maintaining the behaviour of N in the
T-APN net ϕ(N). The inscriptions of the arcs are decided according to
where these arcs belong to. In few words, all the newly added direct arcs
carry tokens of special colours only, which is described by the first point of
the function and all the other arcs carry tokens identity colours as described
by the last point of that function.
(ix) The capacity of the places of N is maintained the same for the respective
places of the constructed net ϕ(N) when the colours of the tokens belong to
the identity set of colours. Otherwise, K ′ returns 1 for each place of ϕ(N),
when the colours of the tokens of that place belong to the special set of
colours.
(x) The APN net N has no guards. Guards are introduced in ϕ(N) in order
to replace in some sense the absence of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs,
which are doing in N what the guards do in ϕ(N). From the theory of
the T-APNs it follows that every structured transition is accompanied by
a guard, but only the guards of TG transitions depend on the set of binding
pairs Bt for their evaluation to either true or false. Thus, the relation Bt
shows how the set of binding pairs of ϕ(N) can be constructed through the
colour function C of N. As is known, the guards of the TNG transitions are
set to true. It should be mentioned that all the transitions that belong to
TG are those transitions of which the respective transitions in N have at
least one inhibitor place. All the other transitions of ϕ(N) belong to the
TNG set of transitions. Hence, from definition 21(ii) and (? ? ?), it follows
that TSTEP = TG and TEM ∪ TR = TNG.
(xi) The initial marking of ϕ(N) depends on the marking of N out of which ϕ(N)
is constructed. More specifically, the initial marking of ϕ(N) is defined with
respect to the places that host the tokens and with respect to the colours
of tokens that are held in each place of N. If the place of ϕ(N) that we
examine is database, response or step place or control place of the same
building block with that of the step place controlled by it and the colour
of token in the place of N belongs to the ‘identity’ set of colours, then
the marking of the examined place of ϕ(N) remains the same as it is in
the respective place of N. This case is described in the first point of the
function. If the place that we examine is the root control place and the
colour of token in the respective place of N belongs to the ‘identity’ set
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again, then the marking of that place is defined by the second point of the
marking function. On the other hand, if the place of ϕ(N) that we examine
is a control place of a step place that belongs to a different building block
from that of the step place that is ‘controlled’ by it, then the marking of the
control place is defined according to the formula that is given in the third
part of the function. It should be noted that the initial marking of the root
control place and all the other control places of the ‘starting’ place of the
net is defined using the special colours given by the formula of the third
condition of the initial marking relation. The following paragraphs describe
different examples of both the second and third case of the construction of
the initial marking. If the place that is examined is the control place of the
root net of the ϕ(N) net, then the marking of this place takes the values
of all the complementary colours of the tokens that reside in the step place
‘controlled’ by it, when the respective control place of the root net of N
holds no tokens at all. Otherwise, if the control place of the root net of N
hosts at least one token, then the control place of the root net of the ϕ(N)
net takes the values of all the complementary colours of the tokens that
reside in the respective step place, excluding that or those complementary
value(s) that correspond(s) to the colour(s) of the token(s) that reside(s) in
the control place of the root net of N. If the places that are examined are
the control places of the ‘starting’ place of the ϕ(N) net, then the marking
of these places takes the values of all the special colours of the tokens that
reside in the step place ‘controlled’ by each of them, when the respective
control place of the root net of N holds no tokens at all. On the other hand,
when the control place of the root net of N holds at least one token, then
the control places of the ‘starting’ place of the ϕ(N) net take the values
of all the complementary colours of the tokens that reside in the ‘starting’
place except for that or those complementary value(s) that correspond(s)
to the colour(s) of the token(s) that reside(s) in the control place of the
root net of N.
(xii) All the gluing places of N are considered as gluing places of the constructed
ϕ(N) net. More specifically, the places of the ϕ(N) net that correspond to
the gluing places of N, are the gluing places of the constructed ϕ(N).
6.3 A Construction Example
After the definition of the construction, we demonstrate the application of the
above definition through an example of the construction of a T-APN net ϕ(N)
out of a given APN net N just by following the relations between the elements of
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the two nets that are given by that definition. The given APN net N is presented
in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: The APN net N.
Knowing the structure of the given APN net N in Figure 6.1 and following
the construction we build the respective T-APN net ϕ(N), which is associated to
N. It should be noted that in the following example, the labelling of the elements
of both nets is exactly the same, which means that the label of the places, the
transitions, etc. are the same for N and ϕ(N). This does not imply that two
labels with the same value refer to the same element but to respective elements
of the two nets. For example, place p1 of ϕ(N) is the respective place of p1 of N.
To proceed with the construction of ϕ(N), first we have to identify every
place and every transition and to sort them into the proper subset of places and
transitions respectively. As is known from the theory of the APNs (see section
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4.2.1), every composite step net has a specific structure that consists of database,
response, control and step places and of emptying, retrieve and step transitions.
Starting with the places of N, we could easily define the set P of all the places
of the net, where:
P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9, p10, p11, p12, p13, p14, p15, p16, p17, p18}
But, it is also known that for every net of composite step nets, P consists of
subsets of special places:
P = PR ∪ PD ∪ PC ∪ PSF
In this case the response, database, control and step places of N are as follows:
PR = {p5, p10, p11, p17, p18},
PD = {p4, p8, p9, p15, p16},
PC = {p0, p3, p7, p14},
and PSF = {p1, p2, p6}.
At this point we should mention that the control places of the ‘starting’ place
are needed for the construction of the initial marking of the ϕ(N) net and are as
follows:
p0c = {p0}
which means that the ‘starting’ place p1 has only one control place in this par-
ticular example, the place p0. Finally, the set of inhibitor places PI in this case
is the same as the set of control places PC . So, PI = {p0, p3, p7, p14}.
Having defined all the sets of places, we continue with the construction of the
places of the ϕ(N) net according to definition 21(i), where it is described that
for every place of the APN net N there exists a respective place in the T-APN
net ϕ(N). This means that for every database, response, control and step place
of N there exists the respective database, response, control and step place in
ϕ(N), which implies that firstly the number of places in both nets is the same
and secondly all the following:
P ′R = PR = {p5, p10, p11, p17, p18},
P ′D = PD = {p4, p8, p9, p15, p16},
P ′C = PC = {p0, p3, p7, p14} and
P ′SF = PSF = {p1, p2, p6}.
After the description of the construction for the places of ϕ(N), we continue
with the construction of the transitions of that net out of the transitions of N.
As is known, N comprises retrieve, emptying and step transitions:
T = TR ∪ TEM ∪ TSTEP
where:
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T = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10, t11, t12, t13}
with
TR = {t3, t6, t8, t11, t13},
TEM = {t2, t5, t7, t10, t12} and
TSTEP = {t1, t4, t9}.
Having defined the transitions of the APN net N and following once again
the construction and particularly the second point that refers to the construction
of the transitions of ϕ(N), it follows that for every transition of N there exists
a respective transition in ϕ(N). This means that for every retrieve, emptying
and step transition of N there exists the respective retrieve, emptying and step
transition in ϕ(N), which implies that the number of transitions in both nets is
the same and that:
T ′R = TR = {t3, t6, t8, t11, t13},
T ′EM = TEM = {t2, t5, t7, t10, t12} and
T ′STEP = TSTEP = {t1, t4, t9}.
Thus, from definition 21 (ii), (x), it follows that T ′STEP = TG and T
′
R∪T ′EM = TNG.
The sets of TG and TNG transitions will be used later for the guards.
Next, we identify all the pre and post arcs of N starting with the pre mapping
first. The set of pre arcs, denoted by PreALL is divided into direct pre arcs and
inhibitor arcs, which are denoted by PreDIR and I respectively and are defined
as follows:
PreALL = PreDIR ∪ I
where:
PreDIR = {(p1, t1), (p3, t2), (p5, t3), (p4, t2), (p2, t4), (p7, t5), (p7, t7), (p8, t5),
(p9, t7), (p10, t6), (p11, t8), (p14, t10), (p6, t9), (p14, t12), (p15, t10), (p16, t12), (p17, t11),
(p18, t13)}
and I = {(p0, t1), (p3, t4), (p7, t9), (p14, t4)}.
According to point three that defines the construction of the pre arcs of the
ϕ(N) net with respect to the pre arcs of N, every arc that belongs to the inhibitor
arcs of N is replaced by the respective direct pre arc and every arc that belongs
to the direct pre arcs of N corresponds to a direct pre arc in ϕ(N). This implies
that the total number of pre arcs of ϕ(N) is the same as the number of pre arcs
of N since that replacement retains the number of the pre arcs the exactly the
same.
Hence,
Pre ′ALL = Pre
′
DIR ∪ PreREP
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with
Pre ′DIR = PreDIR = {(p1, t1), (p3, t2), (p5, t3), (p4, t2), (p2, t4), (p7, t5), (p7, t7),
(p8, t5), (p9, t7), (p10, t6), (p11, t8), (p14, t10), (p6, t9), (p14, t12), (p15, t10), (p16, t12),
(p17, t11), (p18, t13)} and PreREP = {(p0, t1), (p3, t4), (p7, t9), (p14, t4)}, with PreREP
being the set of direct arcs that replaces the respective set of inhibitor arcs.
Continuing with the post mapping of N we have the following set of all the
post arcs of N, denoted by PostALL:
PostALL = {(t1, p2), (t1, p3), (t2, p5), (t3, p4), (t4, p6), (t4, p7), (t5, p10), (t6, p8),
(t7, p11), (t8, p9), (t4, p14), (t9, p2), (t10, p17), (t11, p15), (t12, p18), (t13, p16)}.
Now we provide the respective post mapping of ϕ(N) using point three again
that also defines the construction of the post arcs of ϕ(N) with respect to the
post arcs of the APN net N. According to the construction of the post mapping
for every arc that belongs to the set of post arcs of N there exists a respective
post arc in ϕ(N). Furthermore, new direct post arcs are added to the ϕ(N) net
between the emptying transitions and every inhibitor place and between step
transitions and the control places of step places that are revisited. In this exam-
ple, the new post arcs between the emptying transition and the inhibitor places
are {(t2, p3), (t5, p7), (t7, p7), (t10, p14), (t12, p14)} as these arcs comply with the re-
quirements of adding a new arc since all these transitions are emptying transition,
the ‘destination’ places of these arcs are all inhibitor places and finally there exists
a pre arc for every pair of the above post arcs. Finally, the remaining post arcs
that are added to ϕ(N) are {(t1, p14), (t9, p3)} which are arcs that connect the
step transitions t1 and t9 with the control places p14 and p3 of the step place p2
respectively, which is a step place that is revisited as it belongs to a bidirectional
step.
All the newly added post arcs will be denoted by PostNEW and are as follows:
PostNEW = {(t2, p3), (t5, p7), (t7, p7), (t10, p14), (t12, p14), (t1, p14), (t9, p3)}.
From all the above, it can be concluded that: Post ′ALL = PostALL∪PostNEW =
{(t1, p2), (t1, p3), (t2, p5), (t3, p4), (t4, p6), (t4, p7), (t5, p10), (t6, p8), (t7, p11), (t8, p9),
(t4, p14), (t9, p2), (t10, p17), (t11, p15), (t12, p18), (t13, p16)} ∪ {(t2, p3), (t5, p7), (t7, p7),
(t10, p14), (t12, p14), (t1, p14), (t9, p3)} = {(t1, p2), (t1, p3), (t2, p5), (t3, p4), (t4, p6),
(t4, p7), (t5, p10), (t6, p8), (t7, p11), (t8, p9), (t4, p14), (t9, p2), (t10, p17), (t11, p15),
(t12, p18), (t13, p16), (t2, p3), (t5, p7), (t7, p7), (t10, p14), (t12, p14), (t1, p14), (t9, p3)}.
Having completed the construction of places, transitions and arcs, we could
say that we have developed the structure of ϕ(N), which will be presented later
as a graph. Moving from the structural parts of the nets to the functional ones,
we will deal with the colour functions and the structuring sets that are used in
both nets and we will show how they are related through our example.
Firstly, we start with the structuring set Cl. In our example, Cl for N is the
structuring set of both places and transition and is as follows:
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Cl = {b, w}
As is known, this means that the colours used in N are black and white. In
definition 21(iv), Cl′ is equal to Cl signifying that the same structuring set is
also used in ϕ(N).
For the construction of ϕ(N) we need the complementary set of Cl, the Cl
which is a set that consists of the complementary values of the Cl given by the
bijection f . We assume that in our example, Cl = {g, l}, which means that the
complementary colours that will be used in ϕ(N) will be the grey (g) and the
light grey (l), with f(b) = g and f(w) = l.
In N, the colour function C structures all the places of the net using the
structuring set Cl allowing the places to host either black or white tokens or
both. For the structuring of the places of ϕ(N) we use the colour function CP
which is related to the colour function C of N as stated in definition 21(vi).
Checking each place of the T-APN net ϕ(N), we can define how it is structured
with respect to function C depending on where this place belongs to. For example
all the response, database and step places of ϕ(N) are structured using CP which
is set equal to C. On the other hand, all the control places of ϕ(N) are structured
by taking values from both C and the complementary set of colours.
Thus in ϕ(N), the places P ′C = {p0, p3, p7, p14} can host tokens of black,
white, grey and light grey colour and the places P ′R = {p5, p10, p11, p17, p18},
P ′D = {p4, p8, p9, p15, p16} and P ′SF = {p1, p2, p6} host tokens of black and white
colours only.
Applying the construction to the colour function CT for the structuring of
the transitions of ϕ(N), we notice that all the transitions of ϕ(N) are structured
in the same way as the transitions of N, which means that all the transition of
the constructed net work under black and white modes, as they take their values
from function C, since CT = C.
The last colour function that is needed for the functioning of the T-APN net
ϕ(N) is the Ins function that structures the arcs of ϕ(N). To find the inscription,
we first check where each arc of ϕ(N) belongs to and according to that we decide
the inscription of the arc. For example, all the arcs of ϕ(N) that correspond to
the arcs of N that belong to the pre and post arcs apart from those arcs that
belong to the inhibitor arcs take their inscription from the Cl structuring set. In
our case, all these arcs carry black and white tokens and their inscription will
be written as {b, w}. Contrary to the arcs above, all the newly added arcs and
the arcs that replace the inhibitor arcs of N carry tokens of the complementary
colours of Cl. So, these arcs carry grey and light grey tokens and their inscription
will be written as {g, l}.
Regarding the capacities of the places of the constructed net, we define the
capacity of each place of ϕ(N) in accordance with the capacity of the respective
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place in N only if the colour of token of the place is an identity colour. In that
case, the capacity is the same for both places. Otherwise, if the colour of a token
is a special colour then the capacity of the place is 1. In our example, we consider
that every place of N has capacity 1 per colour of token, which implies that all
the places of ϕ(N) have also capacity equal to one for any colour of token, either
identity colour or special colour.
The guards of the transitions TG of ϕ(N) evaluate to true for the set of binding
pairs Bt and the guards of the transition TNG are always set to true for that
specific net. Considering that the transitions of N have no guards and that the
guards of ϕ(N) are Boolean functions that either depend on the set of binding
pairs or not, we can only relate the transitions of the two nets only by showing that
the set of binding pairs Bt derives from function C, as is described in definition
21(x). In our example, we know that function C takes values from Cl, which
means that the variable x belongs to that set, i.e., x ∈ {b, w}. Furthermore, f(x)
is given by bijection f , which means that f(x) takes values from ClSPEC , which
means that f(x) ∈ {g, l}.
The set of binding pairs of ϕ(N) is as follows:
Bt = {(b, g), (w, l)}
with f(b) = g and f(w) = l, as has already been mentioned.
All the step transitions are followed by guards that evaluate to true for any
of the binding pairs. For all the other transitions of ϕ(N), the guards always
evaluate to true.
The most important part of the construction is the translation of the initial
marking of N into the respective initial marking for the T-APN net ϕ(N). Having
defined all the places of both nets, we can easily proceed to the construction of
the initial marking of ϕ(N). As is described by definition 21(xi) , every place of
ϕ(N) retains the colours and the number of tokens that reside in the respective
places of N, except some special cases for the control places of the step places
including the control places of the ‘starting’ place of the net, which will take
values according to the second and third condition of the construction for the
initial marking.
Specifically, checking every place of ϕ(N) we concluded that the initial mark-
ing of the net is:
M ′0 = {(p0, g), (p0, l), (p1, b), (p1, w), (p4, b), (p4, w), (p8, b), (p9, w), (p15, b), (p16, w)}
as the places p4, p8, p9, p15 and p16 are database places that are marked in N, so
they should remain marked with the same colours in ϕ(N). Additionally, checking
all the response places p5, p10, p11, p17 and p18 of N we noticed that none of them
holds any token, therefore the respective places of ϕ(N) will not hold tokens as
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well. As regards the step places p1, p2 and p6 of N, only p1 is marked with black
and white tokens, thus p1 of ϕ(N) will contain black and white tokens. Finally,
regarding the initial marking of the control places of a step place, we could say
that we have to check only those control places that their step place is marked
or those that are control places of the ‘starting’ place of the net as is described
by the second and third condition of the initial marking construction since the
respective control place of an ‘empty’ control place of N will remain empty in
ϕ(N) net as well. As a result, we have to check the control places of p1 of ϕ(N)
and decide how many and what colour of tokens they will host. In this case, the
only control place of p1 is the place p0 which is a root control place and due to
the fact that it satisfies all the prerequisites of the third condition, p0 is marked
using the formula of that condition of the initial marking construction taking the
values g and l.
Finally, the last element that should be constructed in order to complete the
construction of the T-APN net ϕ(N) is its gluing places. To do so, we have to
find the gluing places of N first and then to use the appropriate relation of the
construction to define the gluing places of ϕ(N). As is known from the compo-
sition of the APNs, every step place of an APN net that consists of composite
step nets is a gluing place of that net. Since N is an APN net that consists of
composite step nets, the set of gluing places consists of all step places of the net,
i.e., G = {p1, p2, p6}. From the construction, we know that G′ = G, thus the set
of gluing places of ϕ(N) is G′ = {p1, p2, p6}, which consists of the step place p1, p2
and p6 of ϕ(N).
The completion of the construction of the T-APN net ϕ(N) that is associated
with the given APN net N resulted in the net of Figure 6.2.
Observing the two nets, we notice that the structural differences of the two
nets lie in the additional arcs of ϕ(N). Moreover, we notice that the initial
markings of the two nets differ as regards the number and the colours of the
tokens.
6.4 Firing a Constructed T-APN net
In this section, we describe how a constructed T-APN ϕ(N) net associated with
a given APN net N behaves playing the token game in compliance with the
enabling and the occurrence rules defined by the theory of the T-APNs. Moreover,
we provide the concurrent reachability graph of both nets showing through the
traces (step sequences) of the graphs that their behaviour is identical.
Due to the fact that the nets used in the previous example generate enormous
reachability graphs, which makes it difficult to depict them in a clear and com-
prehensible way, a simple APN net, N1, with just one token is used to construct
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Figure 6.2: The constructed T-APN net ϕ(N) associated with the APN net N
from Figure 6.1.
the T-APN net ϕ(N1) through definition 21. The given APN net N1 that will be
used for the construction is shown in Figure 6.3.
Following exactly the same process as that described in the example of sec-
tion 6.3, we construct the T-APN net ϕ(N1) of Figure 6.4. At this point we do
not explain the construction of ϕ(N1) in detail, but we briefly provide all the
necessary information, such as the colour functions, the structuring sets, the set
of places, the set of binding pairs, etc.
The sets of places of N1 are:
PR = {p5, p9},
PD = {p4, p8},
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Figure 6.3: An APN net N1.
PC = {p0, p3, p7},
PSF = {p1, p2, p6}
and PI = {p0, p3}.
The sets of places of ϕ(N1) are:
P ′R = {p5, p9},
P ′D = {p4, p8},
P ′C = {p0, p3, p7} and
P ′SF = {p1, p2, p6}.
The sets of transitions of N1 are:
TR = {t3, t6},
TEM = {t2, t5}
and TSTEP = {t1, t4}.
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The sets of transitions of ϕ(N1) are:
T ′R = {t3, t6},
T ′EM = {t2, t5}
and T ′STEP = {t1, t4}.
Thus, from definition 21 (ii), (x), it follows that T ′STEP = TG and T
′
R∪T ′EM = TNG.
As with the previous example, the sets of TG and TNG transitions will be used
later for the guards.
The sets of pre arcs of N1 are:
PreDIR = {(p1, t1), (p3, t2), (p4, t2), (p5, t3), (p2, t4), (p7, t5), (p8, t5), (p10, t6)}
and I = {(p0, t1), (p3, t4)}.
The sets of pre arcs of ϕ(N1) are:
Pre ′DIR = {(p1, t1), (p3, t2), (p4, t2), (p5, t3), (p2, t4), (p7, t5), (p8, t5), (p10, t6)}
and PreREP = {(p0, t1), (p3, t4)}.
The set of post arcs of N1 are:
PostALL = {(t1, p2), (t1, p3), (t2, p5), (t3, p4), (t4, p6), (t4, p7), (t5, p9), (t6, p8)}.
The set of post arcs of ϕ(N1) is:
Post ′ALL = PostALL ∪ PostNEW = {(t1, p2), (t1, p3), (t2, p5), (t3, p4), (t4, p6),
(t4, p7), (t5, p9), (t6, p8)} ∪ {(t2, p3)} = {(t1, p2), (t1, p3), (t2, p5), (t3, p4), (t4, p6),
(t4, p7), (t5, p9), (t6, p8), (t2, p3)}.
The structuring set Cl contains only one element which is the black colour,
so Cl = {b} and the structuring set Cl contains only the grey colour, Cl = {g}.
Regarding the structuring of the places of N1, all the places can host black
tokens. The same happens for all the places of ϕ(N1) except for the control
places of the net that can host both black and grey tokens. The structuring of
the transitions of N1 through the function C allows the transitions of the net
to work under the black mode. The transitions of ϕ(N1) work under the same
colour mode as that of the transitions of N1 as CT is set equal to C.
The inscriptions for both the newly added arc and the arcs that replace the
inhibitor arcs in ϕ(N1) are set equal to {g} and for all the other arcs of the net
is set equal to {b}.
In this example, all the places of N1 have capacity equal to one due to the
fact that we have only one colour of token each time in every place. Thus, using
definition 21(ix) results that all the places of ϕ(N1) either maintain the same
capacity for the identity colours of tokens of that of N1 or get capacity equal to 1
for the special colours of tokens. In both cases, the capacity of each place of ϕ(N1)
is one for this specific example, which ensures that every place is 1-bounded in
this particular case.
Continuing with the set of binding pairs, it consists of only one pair, the
{(b, g)} pair, since the colour function that in some sense determines the binding
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pairs takes the value of only one colour. As a consequence this colour has a
unique image given by bijection f and by taking these two colours we make the
binding set Bt = {(b, g)} with f(b) = g. Thus, this set is used as guard in our
graphs for all the step transitions of ϕ(N1) as T
′
STEP = TG. The guards of all
other transitions are always true, since T ′R ∪ TEM ′ = TNG.
The initial marking of N1 is:
M0 = {(p1, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)}.
Applying the construction for the initial marking (definition 21(xi)) and know-
ing the control places of the marked step places, it follows that place p0 is the only
control place of a marked step place in this example. Thus, we get the following
initial marking for the T-APN net ϕ(N1):
M ′0 = {(p0, g), (p1, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)}.
Finally, the gluing places of ϕ(N1) are the places p1, p2 and p6, which are all
the step places of the net.
Although, the demonstration of the token game of the APN net N1 is out of
the scope of this example, we have produced the concurrent reachability graph
of N1, which is shown in Figure 6.5.
The states (markings) of the concurrent reachability graph ofN1 are as follows:
M0 = {(p1, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)},
M1 = {(p2, b), (p3, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)},
M2 = {(p2, b), (p5, b), (p8, b)},
M3 = {(p2, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)},
M4 = {(p5, b), (p6, b), (p7, b), (p8, b)},
M5 = {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p7, b), (p8, b)},
M6 = {(p5, b), (p6, b), (p9, b)},
M7 = {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p9, b)},
M8 = {(p5, b), (p6, b), (p8, b)}
and M9 = {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p8, b)}.
On the contrary, the token game of the constructed ϕ(N1) net is extensively
described starting from the initial state of the net that is indicated by the marking
M ′0. As is stated by the marking M
′
0, the initial state of ϕ(N1) consists of the
places p0, p1, p4 and p8, which hold a grey, a black, a black and a black token
respectively. Knowing the initial state, to fire the token game of ϕ(N1), we check
if there exists any enabled transition for the given marking M ′0. A transition
of ϕ(N1) is considered as enabled and may fire if all three conditions of the
enabledness of the T-APNs are satisfied (see section 5.2). Firstly, the pre-places
of the transition that is checked for enabling should contain adequate number and
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Figure 6.4: The constructed T-APN net ϕ(N1) associated with the APN net N1
from Figure 6.3.
colours of tokens that will be consumed during the transition firing. Secondly, the
number of tokens that will be deposited into the post-places of the fired transition
plus the number of tokens that already reside into these places should not exceed
the capacity of the places. Finally, if the prior two conditions hold, then we check
whether the guard of that transition evaluates to true or false.
So, we should check which of the transitions t1, t2 and t5 are enabled at M
′
0
as these are the only transitions that have tokens in their pre-places. Transitions
t2 and t5 are not enabled as only one of their pre-places holds the appropriate
number of tokens, violating in that way the first condition of the enabledness.
Checking t1, the first condition holds as both the appropriate number and colours
of tokens that are required for the transition firing already exist in each pre-place
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Figure 6.5: The concurrent reachability graph of the APN net N1 (CRG(N1)).
of t1 and also comply with the inscriptions of the arcs that connect the pre-places
with that particular transition. For example, the inscriptions of the arcs (p0, t1)
and (p1, t1) are {g} and {b} respectively. Consequently, the first condition holds
due to the fact that a grey token resides in p0 and a black one in p1. Furthermore,
the second condition holds as the number of tokens that will be deposited in the
post-places after the firing will not exceed the number defined by the capacity of
these places. Additionally, the colours of the tokens comply with these described
by the inscriptions of the post arcs (t1, p2) and (t1, p3) which both carry/deposit
black tokens. Finally, the guard of t1 evaluates to true for the grey and black pair
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of tokens as it is a valid binding pair.
Firing the enabled transition t1 we consume the grey token from p0 and the
black token from p1 and we put one black token to each of the post-places, p2 and
p3. Then, checking the transitions t2 and t4 for firing, we notice that transition
t4 is not enabled as the first condition does not hold due to the fact that black
colour of p3 does not comply with the inscription of the (p3, t4) arcs which is set
to {g} as described by the P̂re in section 5.2. On the other hand, transition t2
is enabled since all the conditions are met. The first condition holds because the
pre-places p3 and p4 are equipped with a black token each and the inscriptions of
the respective arcs are set to {b}, thus the tokens can be consumed. The second
conditions is also satisfied since the black and the grey token that are deposited
into the post-places p5 and p3 respectively do not violate the capacity restrictions
of the places and comply with the inscriptions of the respective post arcs. The
arc (t2, p5) has inscription {b} and the arcs (t2, p5) has inscription {g}. Finally,
t2 is a TNG transition and according to the T-APNs theory this means that the
guard of this transition is always set to true.
Firing the enabled transition t2 we consume the black tokens from p3 and p4
and deposit a black token in p5 and a grey token in p3. At this point, we should
check the firing of the transition t3 and t4, which are both enabled. Firstly, tran-
sition t3 is enabled because the pre-place p5 holds the proper number and colour
of token, which complies with the inscription of the pre arc (p5, t3). Secondly,
the black token that is deposited in the post-place p4, after the firing of t3, can
be carried by the arc (t3, p4) and does not violate the capacity restrictions of
the place as p4 was empty before the firing. Finally due to the fact that t3 is a
TNG transition, it follows that the last condition is always met. Transition t4 is
enabled because the pre-places p2 and p3 hold the proper number and colours of
tokens. The colours of these tokens also comply with the inscriptions of the pre
arcs (p2, t4) and (p3, t4) respectively. Secondly, t4 satisfies the second enabledness
condition as the depositing of black tokens in the post-places p6 and p7, after
the firing of t4, does not violate the capacity restrictions of these post-places as
they were empty before the firing. Furthermore, the tokens can be carried by the
arcs (t4, p6) and (t4, p7) as both arcs have {b} as inscriptions. Finally, the third
condition of enabledness is satisfied due to the fact that the guard of t4 evaluates
to true for the pair (b, g).
Having two enabled transition t3 and t4, they may fire separately or con-
currently. Let’s assume that they fire separately. In that case, we examine what
happens after the firing of each transition. Assuming that t3 fires first, we deposit
a black token in the post-place p4. Now, checking again for potentially enabled
transitions in ϕ(N1) after the firing of t3, it results that the only enabled transi-
tion of the net is t4, which was examined and proved enabled earlier. Therefore,
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we execute transition t4, which deposits a black token in each of the places p6 and
p7. At this point, it should be mentioned that if t4 had fired first, the potentially
enabled transitions would be t3 and t5 and if t3 and t4 had fired concurrently, the
only transition that could be potentially enabled is t5.
But, let’s continue this process from the point where the firing of t4 succeeded
that of t3 resulting in the depositing of a black token in each of the places p6 and
p7 as was mentioned above. After the execution of t4, the only transition that
could be checked is t5. Transition t5 is enabled because the pre-places p7 and p8
hold the proper number and colours of tokens. The colours of these tokens also
comply with the inscriptions of the pre arcs (p7, t5) and (p8, t5) which are both
{b}. Secondly, t5 is enabled due to the fact that the black token that is placed to
the post-place p9, after the firing of t5, does not violate the capacity restrictions
of the post-place as p9 was empty before the firing. Furthermore, the deposited
token can be carried by the arc (t5, p9) as its inscription is set to {b}. Finally due
to the fact that t5 is a TNG transition, it turns that the last condition is always
met.
After the firing of t5, we check whether t6 is enabled or not. Transition t6
is enabled firstly because the pre-place p9 holds the proper number and colour
of token. The colour of this token also complies with the inscription of the pre
arc (p9, t6) which is {b}. Secondly, t6 is enabled because the black token that is
placed to the post-place p8, after the firing of t6, does not violate the capacity
restriction of the post-place as p8 was empty before the firing. This token can be
carried by the arc (t6, p8) as its inscription is set to {b}. Finally due to the fact
that t6 is a TNG transition, it follows that the last condition is always met.
Finally, we observe that after the firing of t6, no other transition is enabled
as the marking consists of tokens that reside into places that cannot create the
proper conditions for further transition firing. This marking is the ‘terminal’
state of ϕ(N1) and is as follows: {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p8, b)}.
It should be noted that all the concurrent executions of the enabled transitions
are omitted in the description above, but they are considered in the concurrent
reachability graph of ϕ(N1), which is shown in Figure 6.6. Their description was
skipped for the sake of simplicity and comprehension as the complexity of the
writing would rise dramatically. Nevertheless, an example of enabled transitions
that could have been executed concurrently was given above.
The states (markings) of the concurrent reachability graph of ϕ(N1) are as
follows:
M ′0 = {(p0, g), (p1, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)},
M ′1 = {(p2, b), (p3, b), (p4, b), (p8, b)},
M ′2 = {(p2, b), (p3, g), (p5, b), (p8, b)},
M ′3 = {(p2, b), (p3, g), (p4, b), (p8, b)},
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Figure 6.6: The concurrent reachability graph of the constructed T-APN net
ϕ(N1) (CRG(ϕ(N1))).
M ′4 = {(p5, b), (p6, b), (p7, b), (p8, b)},
M ′5 = {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p7, b), (p8, b)},
M ′6 = {(p5, b), (p6, b), (p9, b)},
M ′7 = {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p9, b)},
M ′8 = {(p5, b), (p6, b), (p8, b)}
and M ′9 = {(p4, b), (p6, b), (p8, b)}.
Comparing the reachability graphs of the two nets, N1 and ϕ(N1), we can
show that the two nets behave in the same way by demonstrating that every
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possible trace of the concurrent reachability graph of N1 can also be produced by
the concurrent reachability graph of ϕ(N1).
In the paragraphs below we provide all the traces or step sequences of the
concurrent reachability graph of N1 in Figure 6.5 as they resulted from the token
game of the net. Before the presentation of the step sequences, we should explain
how these sequences are written and read. We denote a step sequence by writing
one step after the other with the first executed step being always written on the
left of the sequence. Finally, the steps used in the step sequences as are follows:
U1 = {(t1, b)},
U2 = {(t2, b)},
U3 = {(t3, b)},
U4 = {(t4, b)},
U5 = {(t5, b)},
U6 = {(t6, b)},
U7 = {(t3, b), (t4, b)}
U8 = {(t3, b), (t5, b)}
and U9 = {(t3, b), (t6, b)}.
Hence, the step sequences of N1 are:
(1) U1U2U3U4U5U6,
(2) U1U2U4U3U5U6,
(3) U1U2U4U5U3U6,
(4) U1U2U4U5U6U3,
(5) U1U2U7U5U6,
(6) U1U2U4U8U6 and
(7) U1U2U4U5U9.
If the behaviour of the two nets is equivalent, then taking the concurrent
reachability graph of ϕ(N1) we should be able to generate, for every single step
executed in N1, exactly the same step sequences. Consequently, for the steps
given above, U1, U2, ..., U9, we should get the sequences (1) to (7).
An easy way to determine if the step sequences of the N1 can also be generated
by ϕ(N1) is by trying to apply the step sequences to the reachability graph of
Figure 6.6 in order to figure out whether all of them can by applied or not. If all
the step sequences are applicable then the constructed T-APN net ϕ(N1) behaves
identically to the given APN net N1.
Examining the concurrent reachability graph of ϕ(N1) with respect to the
produced step sequences of N1, we realise that ϕ(N1) can generate exactly the
same sequences. To make it more specific, ϕ(N1) does not produce other step
sequences than those produced by N1, which makes the two nets behaviourally
equivalent.
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6.5 T-APN Models of Case Studies
In this section, we discuss the constructed T-APN models associated with the
APN models of the chosen case studies. Due to the fact that the APN models
of the ambient garage and the ambient conference room are significantly large,
we concentrate on the presentation of the constructed T-APN models1 that are
associated with the fragmented APN models shown in section 4.52. Demonstrat-
ing that the construction works for these models, it can be deduced that the
full T-APN models of the two cases studies can be produced by applying the
construction to the full APN models. Finally, the aim of this section is not to
explain the construction of the T-APN models in detail but to give a flavour of
the elements of the T-APN models that will be used for the verification of the
ambient garage and the ambient conference room respectively.
6.5.1 Constructed T-APN Model of Ambient Garage
The construction of the T-APN net of the ambient garage is based on the APN net
presented in Figure 4.14, which consists of forward and backward compositions
(see sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Applying the construction on that APN net, the
constructed T-APN net of Figure 6.7 is produced.
From the construction, it follows that the number of places and transitions of
the produced T-APN model is the same as that of places and transitions of the
given APN net. Furthermore, it follows that all the pre and post arcs of the APN
net are maintained in the T-APN net.
On the contrary, as it can be noticed from the comparison of Figures 4.14 and
6.7, the constructed T-APN net differs from the respective APN net as regards
the structuring sets, the additional arcs, the arc inscriptions, the guards of the
transitions and the colours of tokens that reside in the places of the net.
Starting with the structuring sets, it should be mentioned that the structuring
set of identity colours of the T-APN net is the same as that of the APN net. The
structuring set of special colours of the T-APN net is given by bijection f , which
has as domain the values of the set of identity colours. In the T-APN net of
Figure 6.7, x stands for the set of identity colours and xy represents the set of
special colours. The structuring set x consists of the elements 1 and 2 which
represent the IDs of the users. On the other hand, the set of special colours xy
contains the elements 0 and 3, with f(1) = 0 and f(2) = 3.
The additional arcs of the T-APN net consist of all the pre arcs that replace the
respective colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the APN net, the post arcs between
1The constructed T-APN model are produced using Snoopy modelling tool [29].
2The naming of the nodes (places and transitions) of the constructed T-APN models is
adapted from the naming of the nodes of the associated APN models.
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Figure 6.7: Constructed T-APN net associated with APN net of Figure 4.14.
the emptying transitions and the control places of the building blocks and the
post arcs that are used for the ‘internal’ functioning of the net when there exists
a bidirectional step (e.g. green arcs in Figure 6.7).
Continuing with the arc inscriptions, it should be mentioned that all the new
direct arcs of the T-APN net take xy as inscription and all the other direct arcs
take x as inscription.
For the guards of the transitions of the constructed T-APN net, we consider
two different cases, the guards of TG and TNG transitions respectively. Regarding
the guards of the TG transitions, the set of binding pairs for which the step
transitions are enabled is represented in Snoopy [29] by the following function:
[(x = 1&xy = 0) | (x = 2&xy = 3)]
On the other hand, the guards of all the other transitions are always true as
they belong to the TNG transitions. Hence, they can be enabled only by fulfilling
the first two conditions of the enabling rules of the T-APNs (see section 5.2)
since the third one is always satisfied. For that reason, the guards of the TNG are
discarded from the T-APN model of the ambient garage.
Finally, the initial marking of the T-APN net with respect to the initial mark-
ing of the APN net is as follows:
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M0 = {(ctrl entrance, 0), (ctrl entrance, 3), (entrance, 1), (entrance, 2),
(db p1 1, 1), (db p1 2, 2), (db p1 1 1, 1), (db p1 1 2, 2), (db A1 1, 1), (db A1 2, 2)}
where ctrl entrance is the only control place that carries special tokens at M0.
The presence of the structuring set of special colour, additional arcs, arc
inscriptions and guards in the T-APN net of the ambient garage is needed for the
representation of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs that are used in the associated
APN net, keeping in that way the functioning of the two nets the same.
At this point, applying the construction to the APN net of Figure 4.15, the
constructed T-APN net of the ambient garage is created and is shown in Figure
6.8.
Figure 6.8: The T-APN net of ambient garage in Snoopy.
Now, to make the T-APN net of the ambient garage more realistic, as with
the respective APN net in section 4.5.2, we have to bound the step places of the
T-APN model. To do so, we propose two different ways, one practical solution
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that is based on the addition of direct arcs and tokens to the model of the garage
and one theoretical solution that is similar to that of section 4.5.2, but adapted
to the T-APN class.
Starting with the practical solution of bounding the step places of the model,
which represent the physical areas of the garage that are monitored by the sensors,
we can bound them by inserting a direct arc with direction from the last step
transition of the basic step net that terminates the operation of the system to
the root control place of the model and by removing one of the complementary
colours of token that reside in the root control place. For example, let’s say that
we want to bound the step places of the model in Figure 6.8 to only one car
per area. To achieve that, firstly we add a direct arc that links the transition
Moving to exit with the root control place ctrl entrance and secondly we remove
one of the tokens that resides in the root control place forbidding in that way
the temporary access to the respective car. Let’s assume that in this case, the
car that is temporarily not allowed to access the garage until the allowed car
exits from it is that with the ID represented by the complementary token with
colour ‘3’, i.e., the car with ID equal to 2. In that way, we allow only one car
to move around the garage each time and the next car is allowed to enter the
garage only after the first one has already left it. This happens by depositing the
appropriate colour of token in the root control place after the execution of the
Moving to exit transition for the first car enabling the access to the garage for
the next car. Thus, using this practical solution, we can bound the step places of
the T-APN model making it more realistic as regards the cars that could co-exist
in the same area but less realistic regarding the free access of some authorised
users to the garage as they have to wait till some other users exit from it regardless
of the fact that there could be free parking spots in the garage. Finally, it should
be noted that this solution fully complies with the definitions of the T-APN class
and the construction, expect for that part of the construction that refers to the
initial marking of the root net. For that reason, we have to modify the relation
that gives the construction of the initial marking of the T-APN net out of the
respective initial marking of the APN net by adding that case for the root control
place.
On the other hand, the theoretical solution for the bounding of the net places
fully complies with the definition of the construction, but it requires the mod-
ification of the enabledness rules of the T-APN class. More specifically, that
solution follows the same pattern as the bounding solution given in section 4.5.2.
Therefore, the additional rule that is needed in order to bound the places is as
follows:
∀p ∈ P, ∀ci ∈ CP (p) :
n∑
i=1
K((p, ci)) ≤ `
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with ` ∈ N being the upper bound of each net place.
Therefore, taking the total number of coloured tokens that are hosted in every
net place and setting it less than or equal to `, we can bound the places of an
APN net. For example, in the case of the above model, we could set ` = 1
declaring the upper bound for the total number of tokens per place equal to one.
Finally, it should be mentioned that this solution gives a more realistic aspect to
the modelling of the garage compared to the practical one as it does not affect
the access of the users to that.
6.5.2 Constructed T-APN Model of Ambient Conference
Room
Similarly to the construction of the T-APN net of the ambient garage, the con-
struction of the T-APN net of the ambient conference room is related to the APN
net presented in Figure 4.16, which consists of forward compositions only. Ap-
plying the construction to that APN net, the constructed T-APN net of Figure
6.9 is produced.
Figure 6.9: Constructed T-APN net associated with APN net of Figure 4.16.
From the construction, it follows that the number of places and transitions of
the produced T-APN model is the same as that of places and transitions of the
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given APN net. Furthermore, it follows that all the pre and post arcs of the APN
net are maintained in the T-APN net of the ambient conference room.
As it can be noticed from the comparison of Figures 4.16 and 6.9 that the two
nets differ as regards the structuring sets, the additional arcs, the arc inscriptions,
the guards of the transitions and the colours of tokens that can reside in the places
of these nets.
Starting with the structuring sets, it should be mentioned that the structuring
set of identity colours of the T-APN net is the same as that of the APN net. The
structuring set of special colours of the T-APN net is given by bijection f, which
has as domain the values of the set of identity colours. In the T-APN net of
Figure 6.9, x stands for the set of identity colours and xy represents the set of
special colours. The structuring set x consists of the elements 1 and 2 which
represent either the IDs of the users or the tasks and the roles that are linked to
specific users. The set of special colours xy contains the elements 0 and 3, with
f(1) = 0 and f(2) = 3.
The additional arcs of the T-APN net of Figure 6.9 consist of all the pre arcs
that replace the respective colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the associated APN
net and the post arcs between the emptying transitions and the control places of
the building blocks. In this example, there are no post arcs that are used for the
‘internal’ functioning of the net as the T-APN net is associated with an APN net
that has no bidirectional steps.
Continuing with the arc inscriptions, it should be mentioned that all the new
direct arcs and the replacement arcs takes xy as inscriptions and all the other
arcs take x as inscription.
As with the guards of the constructed T-APN net of the ambient garage,
we consider two different cases for the guards of constructed T-APN net of the
ambient conference room, the guards of TG and TNG transitions respectively.
Regarding the guards of the TG transitions, the set of binding pairs for which
the step transitions are enabled is represented in Snoopy [29] by the following
function:
[(x = 1&xy = 0) | (x = 2&xy = 3)]
On the other hand, the guards of all the other transitions are always true as
they belong to the TNG transitions.
Finally, the constructed marking of the T-APN net of the ambient conference
room is presented below:
M0 = {(ctrl participants, 0), (ctrl participants, 3), (participants, 1),
(participants, 2), (users, 1), (users, 2), (f user credentials, 1),
(s user credentials, 2)}
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Figure 6.10: The T-APN net of ambient conference room in Snoopy.
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where ctrl participants is the only control place that carries special tokens at the
initial marking M0.
As in the case of the T-APN net of the ambient garage, the presence of the
structuring set of special colour, additional arcs, arc inscriptions and guards in
the T-APN net of the ambient conference room is necessary for the representation
of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs that are used in the associated APN net in
order to keep the functioning of the two nets the same.
Applying the construction for the given APN net of Figure 4.17, the con-
structed T-APN net of the ambient conference room is produced and is presented
in Figure 6.10.
Contrary to the T-APN model of the ambient garage, that of the ambient
conference room is not needed to have bounded net places. That derives from
the fact that the places in this case do not represent physical spaces in the room,
but different roles, tasks or credentials given to particular participants of the
conference, as happens with the respective APN model of the conference room,
out of which the T-APN model was constructed. For example, there could exist
multiple tasks performed by many users at the same time allowing in that sense
the presence of several coloured tokens into a net place without being necessary
to bound the places using a specific upper bound for them. The only limit that
is imposed on these places is that they can host only one token from each of the
available colours given by the structuring sets Cl and Cl. Thus, these places are
limited by the cardinality of the union of these two structuring sets. Finally, it
should be mentioned that in case that we want to bound the places of the net
that represents the conference room for any reason, we could do it in exactly the
same way as in section 6.5.1.
6.6 Behavioural Equivalence of APNs and T-
APNs
Having described the construction that defines the relations among the elements
of the two nets and having provided examples that demonstrate the applicability
of the construction to general or particular nets, in this section we prove that the
constructed T-APN nets are behaviourally equivalent to the original APN nets,
by showing that the concurrent reachability graphs of these nets are isomorphic.
The following definition describes the isomorphism of the transition systems
and, by extension, the isomorphism of the concurrent reachability graphs, as the
CRGs are step transition systems according to definition 5.
Definition 22 (Transition System Isomorphism). Let STS = (Q,∆, q0) and
STS ′ = (Q′,∆′, q′0) be two step transition systems over T .
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We say that STS is isomorphic to STS ′ if and only if there exists a bijection
ψ : Q → Q′ satisfying the following conditions:
(i) ψ (q0) = q
′
0 and
(ii) ∀q1, q2 ∈ Q,∀U ∈ 2T˜ : (q1, U, q2) ∈ ∆⇐⇒ (ψ(q1), U, ψ(q2)) ∈ ∆′.
Theorem 1. Let N = (P, T,Pre,Post , I, Cl, C,K,M0, G) be a composite step
APN net and ϕ(N) = (P ′, T ′,Pre ′,Post ′, Cl′, Cl, CP , CT , Ins,K ′, Gd,M ′0, G
′) be
a T-APN net associated with it. Then CRG(N) is isomorphic to CRG(ϕ(N)).
Proof. The proof of the theorem can be found in the Appendix.
From the proof of the theorem, it follows that a constructed T-APN net and its
associated APN net are behaviourally equivalent as their concurrent reachability
graphs are isomorphic.
6.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we discussed the definition of a construction, which outlines how
an APN net can be ’translated’ into the respective T-APN net. Afterwards, we
demonstrated, through an example, how this construction can be applied to given
APN nets in order to produce the respective T-APN net. We also presented an
example of the token game of a constructed T-APN net associated with a given
APN net that showed empirically that the construction provides nets that are
behaviourally equivalent. Furthermore, this chapter dealt with the constructed
T-APN models of the case studies, which will be used for the verification. Finally,
the chapter ended with the proof of the isomorphism of the concurrent reachability
graphs of two nets that are related through a construction.
Consequently, having defined the construction for the nets of these two classes
and having proved the behavioural equivalence of these nets through the isomor-
phism of their concurrent reachability graphs, it can be concluded that the trans-
lation of APN nets into T-APN nets can be conducted without any loss of nets’
functionality. This fact enables the verification of the T-APN models of the case
studies using Charlie [11] getting in that way verification results that are related
the examined systems, which were initially modelled as APN models.
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Chapter 7
Verification of Ambient Systems
Using T-APNs
In the previous chapters, we explained how the modelling of ambient systems can
be obtained by applying the step-modelling approach, which is based on the use
of APNs. Due to the fact that this approach provides inhibitor APN models that
cannot be verified by the majority of the existing verification tools, we described
how these models can be translated, through a construction, into behaviourally
equivalent non-inhibitor T-APN models that could be used for the verification of
ambient systems.
Modelling ambient systems without analysing their models would be of little
use, as we would not be able to detect, tackle and improve potentially erroneous
states or conditions that could emerge during the operation of these systems.
Therefore, within the domain of rigorous system design, verification of systems is
an attractive and effective approach of checking the correctness of the examined
models. Verification investigates whether the examined models of the systems
are correct with respect to the specification.
In this chapter, we present the analysis of ambient systems by examining
the correctness of the behaviour of the produced models through the use of the
Charlie verification tool [11]. Charlie verification tool supports the analysis of low
and high level Petri net models considering model checking, qualitative analysis
and quantitative analysis for the verification of these models [11, 28]. For the
examination of the correctness of the T-APN models of the chosen case studies,
we focus only on the analysis of model checking and qualitative properties.
For the analysis of the T-APN models of the ambient systems, we firstly in-
troduce model checking properties that are related to the basic components and
features of the functionality of the ambient system. These properties are distin-
guished into two categories: the ambient properties and the general properties.
All these properties are expressed in Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [16] and are
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examined using model checking [44].
Additionally to the model checking properties mentioned above, we perform
qualitative analysis to the T-APN models considering two categories of properties,
the structural properties and the behavioural properties, as they are presented in
[11, 28]. Both qualitative categories of properties are ‘automatically’ checked with
respect to the produced reachability graph and the initial marking of the inserted
T-APN models. For the qualitative analysis of the T-APN models, we present
only those properties that can provide useful conclusions about the interactive
aspects and the general functioning of ambient systems.
Further verification analysis is conducted on the T-APN models by examining
properties that are related to the examination of the produced reachability graphs
of the models and the path analysis of those reachability graphs. Finally, we
examine a few fault-tolerance properties that consider the faulty behaviour of the
systems.
The examination of the T-APN models against all the above properties re-
sults in useful outcomes about the ambient systems’ operation. These outcomes
become apparent by interpreting the verification results of the properties into
meaningful expressions related to the features and components of these systems.
The T-APN models of the case studies that are used as input to Charlie verifi-
cation tool for the analysis of the ambient systems, are shown in Figures 6.8 and
6.10. As has already been mentioned, these T-APN models have been developed
using Snoopy modelling tool [29].
Through the verification process of the T-APN models, we try to examine
several system properties and give answers to important general questions that
are related to the functioning, the components and the interactive nature of the
ambient systems. These questions are answered in depth through the examination
of the different categories of properties mentioned above. A list of representative
questions that are answered through the analysis of the properties of these models
is as follows:
(i) Model checking analysis:
• Does the environment always detect the users?
• Do the users always have the initiative regardless of the system’s advice?
• Can a user complete his tasks by ignoring the advices of the system?
• Is the information (advice) always available to the users?
• Can an important information leak to unauthorised users during the oper-
ation of the system?
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• Does the environment always interact with the users and vice versa?
• Is the system context-aware?
(ii) Qualitative analysis:
• Is the capacity of the system finite?
• Does the system terminate?
• Does the system’s operation involves any deadlock cases?
(iii) Path analysis:
• What is the cost for a user that ignores the system’s advices compared to
a user that always follows them?
• Can a user reach his goal without repeating at least one of his actions when
he has already ignored one of the advices?
(iv) Fault-tolerance analysis:
• Can a user reach his goal after having taken a wrong advice from the system?
• Can the system provide the user with a correct advice after having given a
wrong one to him for the same action?
7.1 Model Checking
The first categories of properties, i.e., Ambient properties and General properties,
will be examined using model checking. These properties are expressed as CTL
formulas and refer to key features of the ambient systems that are related to both
the architecture and the functioning of theses systems. These CTL formulas can
be distinguished into state formulas and path formulas [16]. The state formulas
check whether an examined expression is true or false for a particular state of the
reachability graph of a net. On the contrary, the path formulas check whether an
expression is true or false along a particular path of the reachability graph of a
net.
For better comprehension of the following properties, we recall the basic quan-
tifiers and operators that are used for the expression of the CTL formulas [16].
These quantifiers and operators are as follows: A quantifier is used to examine if
a proposition holds along all the computation paths, E quantifier is used to ex-
amine if a proposition holds for at least one of the computation paths, G operator
is used to examine whether the proposition always holds globally, F operator is
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used to examine if the proposition holds at some point in the future, X operator is
used to examine whether the proposition holds in the very next state and finally
U operator is used to examine if a proposition holds until another proposition
is valid. Combining the quantifiers and the operators of CTL, we get operators
like AG, EG, AF, EF, AX, EX, etc., that can examine temporal properties of
the examined models. The meaning of these operators derives from the above
combination. For example, operator EF examines if there exist a path for which
the proposition holds at some point in the future, operator AG examines if for
all the computed path the examined proposition holds globally, etc. Similarly for
the explanation of the remaining operators.
7.1.1 Ambient Properties
The category of Ambient properties examines the key features of the ambient
systems that are considered in the T-APN models of the chosen case studies, as
they were discussed in sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.5. More specifically, the main focus
of the following paragraphs is the analysis of properties that are related to the
behaviour of the sensors, the displays and the response of the system (advices)
with respect to the restriction of the user, the leak of information and the user’s
behaviour. In the latter case, it is examined how the system responds to the
user’s initiative to either follow or ignore the given advices.
For the evaluation of the modelled features of the ambient systems, these
properties are sorted into three subcategories, which concentrate on different in-
dividual aspects of this kind of systems. The first two categories of properties are
the ambient guidance properties and the ambient information properties, which
are based on the classification of the ambient systems into Ambient Guidance
Systems and Ambient Information Systems respectively. The ambient guidance
properties examine those properties that provide significant observations mainly
for Ambient Guidance Systems, such as the ambient garage. Respectively, the
ambient information properties examine those properties that result in significant
observations mostly about Ambient Information Systems like the ambient con-
ference room. It should be mentioned that both of these categories of properties
can be applied to both case studies but the interpretation of the results will be of
lower importance for the system that does not belong to the examined category
each time. Contrary to the first two categories, the common ambient properties,
examine those properties that provide useful observations about the examined
features that are of the same importance in both categories of systems.
For better comprehension of the verification results, the properties are firstly
expressed in English and then in Computation Tree Logic (CTL). Finally, the ver-
ification results are discussed interpreting the outcome of the examined properties
with respect to what it should be expected from the specification.
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7.1.1.1 Ambient Guidance Properties of T-APNs
Ambient guidance properties focus on the investigation of two particular features
of the ambient systems, the sensors and the user’s initiative. The behaviour of
the sensors is examined through the analysis of the detection of the users by the
system. On the contrary, the analysis of the user’s initiative is carried out by
examining whether the user can ignore the system’s advice and whether ignoring
the system’s advice can affect the user’s goal.
These properties refer mainly to the verification of the ambient garage, since
sensors and user’s initiative are prominent features of the Ambient Guidance Sys-
tems, which influence the functioning of the ambient garage, i.e., its response to
the user’s actions. On the other hand, the functioning of the ambient conference
room, is mainly affected by the information provided and not by the presence
of sensors or the initiative of the user. Although, users’ initiative is limited and
sensors are only used for the detection of either the unauthorised users or the
authorised users when they first enter the room, this category of properties can
also be used for the verification of the ambient conference room.
7.1.1.1.1 Examining Sensors
The following properties examine the detection of the user by the system and
the functioning of the sensors for the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room respectively.
The first property about the examination of the sensors is expressed as follows:
“A user is always detected by the system’s sensors when he performs an action.”
To examine that property, the above expression is translated into the respec-
tive CTL propositions for both ambient garage and ambient conference room,
which are presented in Figure 7.1.
(a) CTL proposition of detection property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of detection property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.1: CTL propositions of user detection property for both T-APN nets.
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These CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie in order to get the model
checking result, which is true for both nets as is presented in Figure 7.2.
(a)Detection property result for ambient garage
(b) Detection property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.2: Results of user detection property for both T-APN nets.
The result of this property being true for the ambient garage ensures that the
system is always aware of the user’s position in the garage, which means that it
can provide the user with the correct advice.
Property being true for the ambient conference room denotes that the system
can detect both the authorised and the unauthorised users giving the proper
advice each time.
The second property regarding the sensors is related to the detection of the
user by two non overlapping sensors. The property is expressed in English as
follows:
“A user cannot be detected by two different sensors at the same time.”
The above expression is translated into the CTL propositions of Figure 7.3
for T-APN nets of the examined case studies.
(a) CTL proposition of sensors overlapping property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of sensors overlapping property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.3: CTL proposition of sensors overlapping property for both T-APN
nets.
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The result of this property is true for both nets as is presented in Figure 7.4.
(a) Sensors overlapping property result for ambient garage
(b) Sensors overlapping property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.4: Results of sensors overlapping property for both T-APN nets.
The result of this property being true for the ambient garage ensures that a
user cannot be at two different places at the same as the sensors cannot overlap,
which means that the system provides the user with only one advice each time
that he is detected by the environment.
Similarly for the ambient conference room, for which the property is also true.
This denotes that an intruder cannot be at two different places and as a result
only one of the reviewers cannot continue with his current task since the intruder
is located in the ‘private’ area of his personal display.
7.1.1.1.2 Examining User’s Initiative
The following properties examine the initiative of the users and how it affects the
interaction between them and the environments of the ambient garage and the
ambient conference room respectively.
The first property as regards the examination of the user’s initiative is ex-
pressed as follows:
“A user can ignore the system’s advice.”
The CTL proposition for the above property is shown in Figure 7.5 for both
the ambient garage and the ambient conference room.
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(a) CTL proposition of ignoring advice property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of ignoring advice property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.5: CTL proposition of the ignoring advice property for both T-APN
nets.
Inserting those CTL propositions into the model checker of Charlie, we get
true for both T-APN nets, as is presented in Figure 7.6.
(a)Ignoring advice property result for ambient garage
(b)Ignoring advice property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.6: Results of the ignoring advice property for both T-APN nets.
The first property related to the examination of user’s initiative is true for the
ambient garage indicating that regardless of the advice of the system, a user can
head to a different direction from that indicated by the system’s advice, which
means that the behaviour of the model complies with the specification of the
ambient garage.
On the other hand, this property does not provide a significant outcome about
the model of the ambient conference room since only the unauthorised user can
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potentially ignore the system’s advice. Property being true can, in some sense, be
translated into the arbitrary move of the unauthorised user in the room ignoring
the conference procedure and the system’s warnings.
The last property that is related to the user’s initiative examines the conse-
quence of ignoring the system’s advice with respect to the final goal of the user.
This property is expressed as follows:
“A user partially ignoring the system’s advices can eventually reach his goal.”
The above expression is translated into the CTL propositions of Figure 7.7
for T-APN nets of the examined case studies.
(a) CTL proposition of reaching goal after ignoring advice property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of reaching goal after ignoring advice property for ambient conference
room
Figure 7.7: CTL propositions of reaching goal after ignoring advice property for
both T-APN nets.
The result of this property is true for both nets as is presented in Figure 7.8.
(a)Reaching goal after ignoring advice property result for ambient garage
(b) Reaching goal after ignoring advice property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.8: Results of reaching goal after ignoring advice property for both T-
APN nets.
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The result of this property being true for the ambient garage ensures that the
user can reach his final goal, which is to park his car, despite the fact that he
can ignore some of the system’s advices following different directions from those
indicated by the garage.
On the other hand, this property cannot be expressed precisely for the ambi-
ent conference room, since all the authorised users always follow the advices of
the system. The only way to represent this property is by the presence of the
unauthorised user in the room. Actually, the result of the property, which is true,
reveals that eventually the reviewing procedure of the papers can be continued
after the unauthorised user leaves the room resulting in the completion of the
conference by releasing the final decision about the papers.
7.1.1.2 Ambient Information Properties of T-APNs
Ambient information properties are related to the investigation of the system
components that provide the user with the proper advices (information), i.e., the
displays. The behaviour of the displays is examined through the analysis of their
activation mode. Furthermore, in this category, the security of the information is
examined by showing that no information is leaked to unauthorised users of the
system.
These properties refer mostly to the verification of the ambient conference
room, since it is considered that only in that system there exist unauthorised
users, who can take advantage of vital information. This happens due to the fact
that the displays of the ambient garage are public and rarely private. Moreover,
leak of information in the ambient garage does not exist, but even if we consider
that there is leak of information (advice) from a private display, this incident
would be of minor importance as this advice is also presented on the public
displays and is visible to all the users of the garage. Finally, examining the
activation modes of the display is also not so important for the ambient garage
since its public displays are always “on” while the system operates, but it is
supposed that they should be “off” when the system terminates or an advice is
not available for a user.
Although, displays and leak of information do not significantly affect the func-
tioning of the garage, ambient information properties can be used for verification
purposes of the T-APN model of the ambient garage.
7.1.1.2.1 Examining Displays
The following property examines the activation mode of the displays of the sys-
tem for the ambient garage and the ambient conference room respectively. The
property that examines the displays is expressed as follows:
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“System’s displays are either ‘on’ or ‘off’ at any point throughout the operation
of the system.”
The CTL proposition of the above property is presented in Figure 7.9 for the
ambient garage and the ambient conference room respectively.
(a) CTL proposition of display mode property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of display mode property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.9: CTL propositions of display mode property for both T-APN nets.
The result of the model checker for this property is true for both nets, as is
shown in Figure 7.10.
(a)Display mode property result for ambient garage
(b) Display mode property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.10: Results of display mode property for both T-APN nets.
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The result of this property is true for the ambient garage, which ensures that
the all the displays used in the garage are “on” or “off” at any point of the
system’s operation. This means that the advices can appear (or be removed) on
(or from) the displays prompting the user to act accordingly.
Property being true for the ambient conference room denotes that if the sys-
tem detects the presence of unauthorised users, it consequently hides all the
private information from them by switch off the displays when is necessary and
switching them back on when the unauthorised users leave the restricted area.
7.1.1.2.2 Examining Leak of Information
The following property examines whether information can be leaked to unauthorised
users at any stage of the system’s operation.
The property that examines the leak of information is expressed as follows:
“There is no leak of information to unauthorised users.”
The CTL proposition of the above property for the ambient garage and the ambient
conference room is presented in Figure 7.11(a) and (b) respectively.
(a) CTL proposition of leak of information property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of leak of information property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.11: CTL proposition of leak of information property for both T-APN
nets.
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The result of the model checker for this property is true for both nets, as is presented
in Figure 7.12.
(a)Leak of information property result for ambient garage
(b) Leak of information property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.12: Results of leak of information property for both T-APN nets.
It can be noticed from Figure 7.12(a) that the property turns true for the ambient
garage, which ensures that the information that is provided to the user is not leaked
to unauthorised users. This means that if the user gets the information to his private
display (i.e PDA, mobile phone, etc.) or the public display, it can be seen only by him
or by all the other cars that use the garage. This happens due to the fact the number
of users is limited and the system allows only the authorised users to gain access to the
garage.
Property being true for the ambient conference room denotes that no vital informa-
tion is leaked when an intruder appears in a private display area or when the a reviewer
is not illegible to participate in the next phase of the conference process or when a user
is in conflict with a paper and must exit the room in order to allow the session to
continue. Finally, it ensures that access is permitted to a predetermined number of
users, who can either hold authorised or unauthorised roles.
7.1.1.3 Common Ambient Properties of T-APNs
Common ambient properties deal with all the actions that can be made in the ambient
environments and the way that they affect the interactivity of the systems. More
specifically, they examine how the system behaves in accordance with a user’s actions
and how that user is restricted by the system when is necessary in order to be provided
with the appropriate information for each of his actions. Finally, it is examined how
the three different kinds of actions, i.e. user’s actions, system’s actions and internal
actions, are related and why.
System’s interactivity and user’s restriction are prevailing features of the ambient
systems and are met in both the Ambient Guidance Systems and the Ambient Informa-
tion Systems, which means that the properties of this category are very important for
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the verification of both T-APN nets. Hence, to investigate these features, four different
properties that are related to them are described below.
7.1.1.3.1 Notifying the User
The following property questions whether every single action of the user is followed
by the respective system’s notification. Through this property, we examine the inter-
activity of the system. For the examination of the user’s notification, the following
expression is used:
“A user is notified after every single action that he makes.”
The CTL proposition of the above property is presented for the ambient garage and
the ambient conference room in Figure 7.13(a) and (b) respectively.
(a) CTL proposition of user’s notification property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of user’s notification property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.13: CTL propositions of user’s notification property for both T-APN
nets.
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The model checking results of this property for both nets are presented in Figure
7.14.
(a) User’s notification property result for ambient garage
(b) User’s notification property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.14: Results of user’s notification property for both T-APN nets.
The property turns true for both the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room, which ensures that an advice (information) is provided to the user after every
single action that he makes. After getting the advice, the user can move to his next
action receiving again another advice for that. For example, if a car moves from a place
to another in the garage, it is always informed about the direction that it should follow
at the new place in order to reach to the allocated parking bay.
The result of this property also proves that since the user gets an advice after each
action, the system interacts with him. This interaction between the system and the
user occurs in every single step of the T-APN nets.
7.1.1.3.2 Alternation of Actions
Alternation of actions property also examines the system’s interactivity. This takes
place here by checking if there exists an alteration between the user’s and the system’s
actions. For the examination of the alteration of the actions, the property is expressed
as follows:
“A system’s advice is preceded by a user’s action and vice versa.”
The CTL propositions of the above property for the T-APN nets of the ambient
garage and the ambient conference room are shown in Figure 7.15.
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(a) CTL proposition of alteration of actions property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of alteration of actions property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.15: CTL propositions of alteration of actions property for both T-APN
nets.
These CTL proposition are used as input to the model checker of Charlie in order
to get the result for this property. Figure 7.16 presents the output of the examined
property for the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room.
(a) Alternation of actions property result for ambient garage
(b) Alternation of actions property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.16: Results of alternation of actions property for both T-APN nets.
The property being true for both the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room, ensures that there is an alternation between the user’s actions and those of
the system. This means that a user performs an action for which he takes an advice
(system’s action) and this advice is followed by another action of the user and so on.
This property proves once again that the developed T-APN nets comply with both the
definition of the ambient systems and the specification of the case studies, since they
interact with the users giving advices.
Moreover, the presence of alternation of actions between the users and the envi-
ronment in the models of the examined ambient systems also reveals that the T-APN
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nets, in some sense, preserve the functioning of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs of the
associated APN nets, which have been used in the APN nets of the case studies in order
to represent the interaction of the users with the environment in every single action of
the first. Finally, the preservation of the functioning of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs
in the T-APN models will be examined and discussed further in the next section.
7.1.1.3.3 Restricting User’s Actions
The property of restricting user’s actions checks whether the system always provides
the user with an advice immediately after every single action that he performs. Fur-
thermore, it ensures that the user cannot proceed to his next action before taking an
advice from the system for his current action.
For the examination of the ‘restriction’ of the user by the system, the property of
restricting user’s actions is expressed as follows:
“A user cannot perform two consecutive actions without the ‘intervention’ of the
system.”
The CTL propositions of the above property that are used for the examination of
T-APN models are presented in Figure 7.17.
(a) CTL proposition of restricting user’s actions property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of restricting user’s actions property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.17: CTL propositions of restricting user’s actions property for both
T-APN nets.
To check the outcome of this property for both T-APN nets, two CTL propositions
are used. The first proposition states that a user makes an action and the system
always responds to that action with an advice. The second one denotes that a user
can perform an action and immediately after the first action he can perform another
action consecutively. It is noted that these two propositions contradict each other. This
occurs in order to examine whether the environment supports both situations or not.
In case that the results are both true or false respectively, then the examined ambient
systems malfunction as the users do not interact with the environment implying that
either they behave uncontrollably or the system is not in operation. The results of the
two CTL propositions of this property are presented in Figure 7.18 for both T-APN
models.
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(a) Restricting user’s actions property result for ambient garage
(b) Restricting user’s actions property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.18: Results of alternation of actions property for both T-APN nets.
Following the order in which the two CTL propositions of the property are pre-
sented in Figure 7.17, their results are true and false respectively, for both the ambient
garage and the ambient conference room, indicating firstly that a user’s action is always
followed by the system’s reaction (advice) and secondly that a user cannot execute two
consecutive actions.
For the ambient garage, this means that a user cannot park to the allocated parking
bay without getting the proper direction (advice) for every single move that he makes.
For example, when the user is in place p1, he gets the advice go forward or go left
depending on where his allocated parking bay is. After that he is able to move to place
p2. Additionally, the user cannot move from the entrance to the place p1 and then
immediately to the place p2 because he must be informed about the direction that he
has to follow.
Similarly for the ambient conference room, where the results of the property denote
that a user gets an advice for every task (or action) that he starts or finishes and that
a user cannot complete two tasks (or actions) without being advised by the system.
For instance, if a participant swipes his card in order to get into the room, then he is
informed that the access has been granted. On the other hand, a participant cannot
swipe his card to get into the room and start working on the reviewing process of the
papers without being allowed to enter the room.
This property ensures that both T-APN nets are modelled in such a way that
restrict the user from making his next action before getting an advice from the system.
This restriction is applied to the nets for modelling purposes in order to represent that
an ambient system works always correctly by providing the proper information to the
user immediately after his action. This restriction is consequence of the presence of
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colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs in the APN models and is passed to the T-APN models
through the additional arcs and the presence of guards.
7.1.1.3.4 Examining System’s Actions
This property checks the kinds of different actions that may take place within an
ambient system during a single interaction between the environment and the users
providing useful information about the way that the interaction process is carried out
and the sequence of the actions within it. As has been mentioned, these kinds of
different actions refer to user’s actions, system’s actions and actions that are used for
the internal functioning of the system.
For the examination of these different actions, the property is expressed as follows:
“Every single user-system interaction consists of user’s action, system’s response and
database refill.”
The CTL proposition of the above property for both T-APN models is presented
in Figure 7.19.
(a) CTL proposition of system’s actions property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of system’s actions property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.19: CTL propositions of system’s actions property for both T-APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie.
The outcome of Charlie model checker for this property is true for both nets as is shown
in Figure 7.20.
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(a) System’s actions property result for ambient garage
(b) System’s actions property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.20: Results of system’s actions property for both T-APN nets.
The property being true for both the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room, ensures that there is a pattern of actions that is followed when an interaction
between a user and the system occurs. This pattern consists of the user’s action, which
is made first, then the system’s response always follows and eventually an action that
refills the system’s database is carried out, which is characterised as an ‘internal’ action
of the system. This pattern is very strict when the property is examined for T-APN
models that consist of only one building block. But, this pattern of actions becomes
weaker when it comes to large T-APN nets with several building and tokens (resources).
This happens due to the fact that the sequence of enabled transitions changes as regards
the ‘internal’ functioning of the system. The pattern of actions between the user and
the system remains always the same, but in large composite T-APN nets after every
system’s response two actions are enabled, the ‘internal’ action that refills the database
of the system and the next action of the user. Hence, the pattern of actions can differ
if the next transition that will fire is that of the user’s action. Otherwise, the pattern
remains exactly the same in every step. Knowing that there always exists a weak or
strict pattern, this makes the examination of the T-APN nets more consistent since all
the enabled transitions after the firing of either a user’s action, a system’s action or an
‘internal’ action can be predicted.
This means that a user’s action always precedes an advice (system’s action), an ad-
vice always precedes an ‘internal’ action or a user’s new action before another sequence
of actions starts. This property also denotes that the interaction between the user and
the system is not affected by the internal functioning of the developed T-APN nets for
ambient garage and ambient conference room. This happens due to the fact that the
user and the system can interact with each other without using internal actions. Inter-
nal actions are needed only if one or more states of the T-APN nets are revisited, which
means that the database of the system must be refilled with the proper information
(resources) about the user’s action.
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7.1.2 General Properties
In this section, we present the results of the last category of properties that investigates
the general functioning of the ambient systems, i.e., the general properties. More
specifically, the general properties deal with the analysis of features that are related
to the general functioning of the ambient systems such as the completion of user’s
final goal, the termination of system’s operation, the number of available resources, the
renewal of database resources, etc.
Contrary to the ambient properties, the general properties are organised into only
two subcategories, the general guidance properties and the common general properties.
The categorisation of the general properties is conducted using the same criteria as
those used for the categorisation of the ambient properties in 7.1.1, but in this case
there is no category of general information properties. This occurs because none of the
examined functioning features of the ambient systems plays more important role in the
Ambient Information Systems than it does in the Ambient Guidance Systems.
The description of the general properties is made in the same way as that of the
description of the ambient properties, starting with the expression of the properties
in English, then continuing with the properties expressed in Computation Tree Logic
(CTL) and finally ending with the interpretation of the results into meaningful out-
comes about the examined T-APN models of the chosen case studies.
7.1.2.1 General Guidance Properties of T-APNs
General guidance properties focus on the investigation of two particular features of
the ambient systems’ functioning, the advices that can be provided by the system
throughout its operation and the possibility of returning to a previous state of the
system. The first property examines whether the system can provide the user with all
the possible advices at some point. In other words, it checks the redundancy of the
system’s advices. On the other hand, the second property examines whether the user
can revisit a state of the system.
These properties apply mostly to the verification of the Ambient Guidance Systems,
as their functioning depends both on the advices given to the users with respect to
their actions and on the users’ ability to redo some actions during the operation of
these systems. For example, if at least one of the possible advices of the ambient
garage cannot be given to the user, then this could misdirect him resulting in the
non completion of his goal. Furthermore, the ability of redoing actions is of high
importance for the functioning of the ambient garage as the user should be able to
go back to a previously visited place of the garage when the system redirects him
after a wrong action. On the other hand, these properties are not so important for
the Ambient Information Systems and especially for the ambient conference room,
since the users always follow the procedure and the system always provides the proper
advices to them. Furthermore, the users of the system are not allowed to redo actions.
The ambient conference room permits the return to a previous state, only when an
unauthorised user (intruder) enters and then leaves the room representing in that way
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that the system can go back to a ‘normal’ condition where the conference process can
be continued in order to conclude to a final decision about the reviewed papers.
Although, it is known from the modelling of the ambient conference room that it
always provides the users with the correct advices and that the user cannot redo certain
actions, the general guidance properties can be used to confirm that indeed the system
can potentially give all the possible advices to the user and that an unauthorised user
eventually leaves the room and the process continues from the point that was ‘paused’.
7.1.2.1.1 Examining Redundancy of Advices
This property checks if there exists any advice in the set of all possible advices of the
system that is never provided to the user. To examine the redundancy of the system’s
advices, the property is expressed as follows:
“None of the advices from the set of possible advices is redundant.”
The CTL proposition of the above property is presented for both T-APN nets in
Figure 7.21.
(a) CTL proposition of advices redundancy property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of advices redundancy property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.21: CTL propositions of redundancy of advices property for both T-APN
nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie
model checker. The results for both T-APN models are presented in Figure 7.22.
(a) Redundancy of advices property result for ambient garage
(b) Redundancy of advices property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.22: Results of redundancy of advices property for both T-APN nets.
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The property being true for the ambient garage, means that each of the advices
might be the right advice for some user at some point of the execution. For example,
during the operation of the ambient garage, the advice go left or right might be the
proper one for a user with respect to his current position.
On the other hand, the property being true for the ambient conference room con-
firms that at some point of the system’s execution all the tasks or phases of the confer-
ence are completed or about to be completed. The completion of the tasks or phases
is confirmed by providing the right advices to the users. For example, there exists a
state where an advice is given to the user notifying him about a conflict with a paper
or another state where an advice is given to notify the user about the papers that have
not been reviewed.
Hence, the results of this property show that none of the advices used for the
operation of each of the two systems is redundant.
7.1.2.1.2 Returning to Previous States
This property checks whether a state that has already been visited once by a user during
the operation of an ambient system, can be revisited at some point in the future. For
the examination of the user’s return to previous states, the property is expressed as
follows:
‘The user can return to one of the previously visited states.”
The CTL proposition of the above property for the examined T-APN nets is pre-
sented in Figure 7.23.
(a) CTL proposition of returning to previous states property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of returning to previous states property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.23: CTL propositions of returning to previous states property for both
T-APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are examined by Charlie model
checker. The results of the property for both T-APN nets are shown in Figure 7.24.
The property being true for the ambient garage means that the users can redo some
of their actions throughout the operation of the system. For example, a user can go
from place p1 to the parking bay A1 and go back to p1 either because he parked his car
to A1 and now he wants to leave the garage or because he went to the wrong parking
bay (A1) and now he wants to correct his mistake by moving back to p1 in order to
head towards the correct parking bay (A2).
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(a) Returning to previous states property result for ambient garage
(b) Returning to previous states property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.24: Results of returning to previous states property for both T-APN
nets.
On the other hand, the property being true for the ambient conference room implies
that the system can return to the state where it was before an unauthorised user enters
to a restricted area. For instance, an unauthorised user (intruder) enters the restricted
are of the personal display of a reviewer while he is at the home page forcing the system
to switch off that display and stop the reviewing process. Then, after the intruder has
left the restricted area or the room, the display returns to its previous state, which is
the home page allowing the reviewer to continue the process.
The results of this property indicate that some states of the systems can be ‘re-
visited’ during the operation of the ambient garage and the ambient conference room
respectively.
7.1.2.2 Common General Properties of T-APNs
Common general properties examine those components and features of the ambient
systems that are linked to the number of the available resources, the advices provided
in relation to the database of the systems, the termination of the systems, the users’
goal, the database functioning, etc. All these components and features dominate the
functioning of the ambient systems as they define all the essential information needed
in order to enable the systems’ working.
7.1.2.2.1 Relating Advice With Database Resources
This property checks whether there exists an advice that is not determined with respect
to the information that is kept in the database of the examined system. For the inves-
tigation of the relation between the advices and the database resources, the property
is expressed as follows:
“Advices are ‘announced’ on the display with respect to what the database indicates
about every user.”
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The CTL propositions of the above property for the examined T-APN models are
presented in Figure 7.25.
(a) CTL proposition of relating advices with database resources property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of relating advices with database resources property for ambient conference
room
Figure 7.25: CTL propositions of system’s actions property for both T-APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie
model checker. The results of this property are shown in Figure 7.26.
(a) Relating advices with database resources property result for ambient garage
(b) Relating advices with database resources property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.26: Results of relating advices with database resources property for both
T-APN nets.
The property being true for both the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room, means that all the advices of both systems are determined by the resources kept
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in the database of the system. For example, during the operation of the ambient garage,
every advice can be displayed as long as the respective information about the users is
provided by the database of the system. This is depicted in the result of Figure 7.26(a)
with an empty database place, which implies that the resources that were available
in the database place for a specific action of a user have been consumed enabling the
display of the advice on the output devices. Similarly for the ambient conference room,
where the property being true verifies that all the advices are both determined with
respect to the information about the users that is held into the database of the system
and displayed as long as the database permits that.
It should be mentioned that the results of this property indicate that the advices of
an ambient system are determined and displayed according to the information of the
database of that particular system and according to the action taken by a user making
the system context-aware.
7.1.2.2.2 Refilling the Database Resources
This property examines if the information of the database is kept to the system for ever
without being removed or changed. This enables the system to provide the user with
the same advice (information) whenever he executes the same action in the future. For
the examination of this property, the following expression is used:
“The database of the system is ‘refilled’ after every given advice.”
The CTL proposition of the above property for both T-APN models is presented
in Figure 7.27.
(a) CTL proposition of refilling the database resources property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of refilling the database resources property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.27: CTL propositions of refilling the database resources property for
both T-APN nets.
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To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie
model checker providing the results of that property for both T-APN models (see Figure
7.28).
(a) Refilling the database resources property result for ambient garage
(b) Refilling the database resources property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.28: Results of refilling the database resources property for both T-APN
nets.
The property being true for both the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room, means that after every advice of these systems the database resources kept in
the database places of the nets are ‘renewed’ by executing the internal actions of the
systems. For instance, in the ambient garage, after the advice go forward, the respective
database place (db p1 2) is refilled with the appropriate resources, which is represented
by the presence of tokens in that particular place. Another example of this property,
for the ambient conference room, is when the first reviewer has completed the log-
in process successfully. After the notification of the user about the successful log-in,
the database resources that are related the user’s credentials (f user credentials) are
refilled.
7.1.2.2.3 Examining the Quantity of the Resources
The following two properties deal with the quantity of the system resources by examin-
ing the minimum and the maximum number of resources that are allowed throughout
the system operation.
The first property examines the maximum number of resources that are permitted
during the execution of the examined systems.
For the verification of this property, the following expression is used:
“The number of the resources or agents of the system cannot exceed a certain
predefined constant number.”
The CTL proposition of the above property for the examined T-APN nets is pre-
sented in Figure 7.29.
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(a) CTL proposition of upper bound of system resources property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of upper bound of system resources property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.29: CTL propositions of upper bound of system resources property for
both T-APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie
model checker resulting in the outcomes shown in Figure 7.30.
(a) Upper bound of system resources property result for ambient garage
(b) Upper bound of system resources property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.30: Results of upper bound of system resources property for both T-APN
nets.
The property being true for the ambient garage, means that the number of the
users that move around the garage cannot exceed that of two. This happens due to the
fact the examined T-APN model of the ambient garage uses two tokens to represent
the different users that interact with the system.
The property is also true for the ambient conference room, which indicates that the
number of the users, tasks, papers or roles that are used for the representation of the
system’s functioning cannot exceed that of two. This results from the fact the initial
marking of the examined T-APN model of the ambient conference room consists of two
tokens to depict the users, the tasks, etc.
Thus, from what is mentioned above, it can be concluded that the maximum num-
ber is equal to two and is determined by the initial marking of the system and the
structural boundedness of the examined T-APN nets. Furthermore, that number can-
not be increased arbitrarily leading to infinite resources for the system. This CTL
property confirms the result of the k-boundedness that was presented in section 7.2.2.1.
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Contrary to the above property, the following one examines the lower number of
resources that are permitted during the execution of the examined systems.
For the verification of this property, the following expression is used:
“The number of the resources or agents of the system cannot be depleted throughout
the user’s actions.”
The CTL propositions of the above property for the T-APN models of the ambient
garage and the ambient conference room are presented in Figure 7.31.
(a) CTL proposition of lower bound of system resources property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of lower bound of system resources property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.31: CTL propositions of lower bound of system resources property for
both T-APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL proposition are used as input to Charlie
model checker. The outcome of the model checking for this property is true for both
nets, as is shown in Figure 7.30.
(a) Lower bound of system resources property result for ambient garage
(b) Lower bound of system resources property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.32: Results of lower bound of system resources property for both T-APN
nets.
The property being true for the ambient garage, means that the number of the
users that move around the garage cannot be reduced and suddenly be depleted. This
happens due to the fact the examined T-APN net of the ambient garage needs a constant
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number of users to interact with the system in order to work correctly and according
to the specification.
The property is also true for the ambient conference room, which indicates that the
number of the users, tasks, papers or roles cannot be depleted. Otherwise, there exist
no users to review the papers or paper to be reviewed, etc. This results from the fact
the initial marking of the T-APN net of the ambient conference room consists of two
tokens to depict the users, the tasks, etc.
Hence, from what is mentioned above, it can be concluded that the number of
resources or agents is greater than zero for both nets and it is equal to zero only when
the resources have been removed from particular places of the net but never from the
whole net. Thus, the resources cannot be depleted, which also results from the fact that
the property of no output place is false (see 7.2.1.4), which means that there exist no
place in both nets that has a post-transition that can consume all the tokens (resources)
of the two nets.
7.1.2.2.4 Reaching User’s Goal
The following property checks whether the users of the examined systems can poten-
tially achieve their goals.
For the verification of this property, the following expression is used:
“Every user eventually reaches his goal.”
The CTL propositions of the above property for both T-APN models are shown in
Figure 7.33.
(a) CTL proposition of reaching goal property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of reaching goal property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.33: CTL propositions of reaching goal property for both T-APN nets.
To examine this property, the above CTL propositions are used in Charlie model
checker providing the outcome of that property for both models, as is shown in Figure
7.34.
The property being true for the ambient garage, means that every user eventually
reaches his goal, which is to park his car to the allocated parking bay. The property
is also true for the ambient conference room, which denotes that every user according
to his role can either participate in the decision about the reviewed papers or see the
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final decision at the end of the conference. For example, a user that is member of
the committee participates in the final decision if he is not in conflict with the paper.
Otherwise, the decision is made by the other members of the committee since he has
to exit the room. Finally, a participant who has no eligibility to join the committee for
the final decision, he can see that decision when it is released.
(a) Reaching goal property result for ambient garage
(b) Reaching goal property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.34: Results of reaching goal property for both T-APN nets.
The result of this property ensures that all the users can reach their goals at some
point regardless of whether they are looping for long time. The only way for a user to
not reach his goal is by looping for ever, which means that the user does not want to
cooperate with the system and that his only intention is to sabotage the system’s or
the other users’ actions. This case is not considered in the modelling of the T-APN
models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference room, as it assumed that the
users can ignore advices but eventually follow them.
7.1.2.2.5 Reaching Terminal State
The following property checks whether the users can reach the terminal state of the
system through at least one sequence of actions (i.e., paths). The terminal state of a
system indicates the case where the environment stops to interact with the users after
having assisted them to achieve their goals.
For the verification of this property, the following expression is used:
“There always exists a way to get to the terminal state, where the system eventually
stops interacting with the users.”
The CTL propositions of the above property for both T-APN models are presented
in Figure 7.35.
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(a) CTL proposition of reaching terminal state property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of reaching terminal state property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.35: CTL propositions of reaching terminal state property for both T-
APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie
model checker resulting the outcome of that property for both nets, as is shown in
Figure 7.36.
(a) Reaching terminal state property result for ambient garage
(b) Reaching terminal state property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.36: Results of reaching terminal state property for both T-APN nets.
The property being true for both ambient systems means that since all the users
can potentially reach the terminal states of the systems, they finally stop to run after
having ‘served’ all the requests of the users.
This result can be translated for the ambient garage into the users’ exit from the
garage after having parked their cars to the allocated parking bays. Regarding the
ambient conference room, the result of the property denotes that finally a decision
about the reviewed papers is reached and that it is announced to all the participants
after during the last phase of the procedure.
Finally, a useful observation that derives from this property is that eventually both
systems terminate resulting in the conclusion that the state space of the models of those
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systems is finite. This will be discussed further in 7.3 by providing and examining the
reachability graphs of the two nets.
7.1.2.2.6 Interacting With Users
The following property checks whether the examined ambient systems can interact
concurrently with users of different privileges and eligibility during their operation.
For the investigation of this property, the following expression is used:
“System should be prepared to interact with both authorised and unauthorised users at
any point of its execution.”
The CTL proposition of the above property for the examined T-APN models is
shown in Figure 7.37.
(a) CTL proposition of interacting with users property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of interacting with users property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.37: CTL propositions of interacting with users property for both T-APN
nets.
To examine this property, the above CTL proposition are used as input to Charlie
model checker. The outcome of which for this property is shown in Figure 7.38.
(a) Interacting with users property result for ambient garage
(b) Interacting with users property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.38: Results of reaching terminal state property for both T-APN nets.
The property being true for both ambient systems, means that these systems can
interact concurrently with both authorised and unauthorised users at some point of
their execution.
For example, the ambient garage interacts with a car that mistakenly parks to a
parking bay that is not allocated to it and another car that at the same time moves
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to its allocated parking bay by following the advices of the garage. In this example,
the first car is considered as the unauthorised user and the latter one as the authorised
user. Regarding the ambient conference room, the result denotes that a reviewer can
interact with the system by continuing his task while the system prompts an intruder
to leave the area of the private display of another reviewer.
The ambient systems being able to interact with both authorised and unauthorised
users ensures that these systems can overcome unwanted situations that are created by
the unauthorised users and at the same time operates normally helping the authorised
users with their goals.
7.1.2.2.7 Dealing With Improper Actions
Dealing with improper actions property checks whether an ambient system can react
to improper actions and if it encourages the users to conform to the operating rules.
For the examination of this property, the following expression is used:
“Unauthorised actions are not always followed by appropriate warning advices.”
The CTL propositions of the above property for the examined T-APN models are
presented in Figure 7.39.
(a) CTL proposition of dealing with improper actions property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of dealing with improper actions property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.39: CTL propositions of dealing with improper actions property for both
T-APN nets.
To check this property, the above CTL propositions are used as input to Charlie
model checker resulting in the outcomes shown in Figure 7.40.
The property being false for both ambient systems denotes that for every improper
action that takes place in those systems, there always exists an advice that prompts
the user to ‘behave’ properly by making an action that will get him back to a normal
state.
For example, the ambient garage interacts with a user that mistakenly parks his
car to the parking bay A1 by prompting him to go back and find the correct parking
bay. The same happens with another user that parks to the wrong parking bay (A2).
Once again the user is warned to go back.
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(a) Dealing with improper actions property result for ambient garage
(b) Dealing with improper actions property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.40: Results of dealing with improper actions property for both T-APN
nets.
Regarding the ambient conference room, the result denotes that the action of an
intruder to get into a restricted area, like the private displays area, is always followed
by the response of the system to switch off the display of the respective area forcing
the intruder to leave.
At this point, it should be mentioned that the ambient conference room deals with
improper actions only when an intruder appears. On the other hand, in the ambient
garage, every action that does not comply with the system’s advice can be considered as
an improper action since the user does not follow the correct direction and the system
has to redirect him.
Finally, this property shows that the ambient systems are not only able to interact
with unauthorised users but they can also deal with their improper action immediately
and successfully by providing the correct advice and prompting the user to follow it.
7.2 Qualitative Analysis
The qualitative analysis examines all those properties of the T-APN models that are
related to both the static (structure) and dynamic (behaviour) aspect of the nets, but
without considering the time aspect [28].
To present the qualitative properties and the meaning of their verification results,
we provide the informal definition of these properties as is described in [11] and we
interpret their verification results is into meaningful expressions about the systems’
functioning.
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7.2.1 Structural Properties
The qualitative analysis of the input models shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.10 starts with
the discussion about the structural properties, which refer to the examination of the
‘topology’ of the examined nets, and in particular to the way under which their nodes1
are connected. The verification results of the structural properties that are discussed
below, were produced by Charlie verification tool [11] and are presented in Figure A1
of the Appendix.
7.2.1.1 No Input Transition (FT0) Property of T-APN nets
No input transition examines whether the transitions of a net have pre-places or not.
No input transition property of a net is expressed in [11] as follows:
“There exists no transition without pre-places.”
An interpretation of the no input transition property for the ambient systems could
denote that the number of the resources or agents of the models are always finite.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room against this property, it turns that it is true for both nets. The property being
true for the ambient garage implies that the resources/agents are limited, which means
that the number of users that can be in the garage is limited and bounded to a given
predefined number. Likewise, the property being true for the net of ambient conference
room guarantees that the number of users, reviewed papers and roles are limited to a
specific number. This means that new resources cannot be arbitrarily added during
the operation of the two systems, e.g. new roles.
Generally, the result of this property indicates, for both models, that the capacity
of the systems is bounded implying that they can serve up to a specific number of users
or deal with a particular workload of tasks.
7.2.1.2 No Output Transition (TF0) Property of T-APN nets
No output transition examines whether the transitions of a net have post-places or not.
No output transition property of a net is expressed in [11] as follows:
“There exists no transition without post-places.”
An interpretation of the no output transition property for the ambient systems could
denote that none of the resources of the models will eventually be depleted.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room against this property, it turns that the property is true for both nets. The
property being true for the ambient garage implies that a user cannot disappear while
moving from place to place, which means that the number of cars in the garage is
1Nodes refer to all the places and transitions of a net.
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constant throughout the operation of the garage. The property being true for the net
of ambient conference room guarantees that the number of users, reviewed papers and
roles cannot be changed or reduced during the conference room session. It should be
mentioned that the number of tokens in the intermediate states of the two systems
can fluctuate for functioning reasons but without being depleted from an action that
is taken in these models.
In general, this property indicates that the resources of the systems are always
present and available during their operation.
7.2.1.3 No Input Place Property (FP0) of T-APN nets
No input place examines whether the places of a net have pre-transitions or not. No
input place property of a net is expressed in [11] as follows:
“There exists no place without pre-transitions.”
An interpretation of the no input place property for the ambient systems could be that
there exists a limit to the resources or agents of the systems or that the systems have
a starting state with limited number of resources or agents.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room against this property, it turns that the property is false for both nets. The
property being false for the ambient garage implies that there exists a starting point
(entrance) for the system that defines the number of cars that can use the garage and
that this number is always limited throughout the operation of the garage. Similarly
for the net of ambient conference room, where the ‘negative’ result of the property
denotes that there exists a starting point (participants) for the system that defines the
number of authorised users that can participate in the conference and that this number
is always limited to an upper bound (initial number of tokens) during the conference
room session.
At this point, it should be noted that the limit on the number of tokens (resources)
in both T-APN nets is ensured by the non presence of pre-transitions as regards their
‘starting’ points (root nets). Hence, no additional tokens (resources) can be generated
arbitrarily throughout the operation of these nets. Finally, through this property, we
could check from another angle the limitation on the resources of the examined systems.
7.2.1.4 No Output Place Property (PF0) of T-APN nets
No output place examines whether the places of a net have post transitions or not. No
output place property of a net is expressed in [11] as follows:
“There exists no place without post-transitions.”
An interpretation of the no output place property for the ambient systems could be that
there exists a state in these systems where all the resources or agents are eventually
gathered causing their termination.
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Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room against this property, it turns that the property is false for both nets. The
property being false for the ambient garage implies that there exists a terminal state
(exit) in the system where eventually no more actions (transitions) can be executed,
as that state has at least one place with no post-transitions. Similarly for the net of
ambient conference room, where the result of the property denotes that there exists
a terminal state (participants see decision on public display) for the system where
eventually no more actions (transitions) can be executed, since that state has at least
one place with no post-transitions according to the result.
The interpretation of the result of the no output place property as terminal state
with no further enabled actions to be performed is deduced by the fact that the nets
of the examined ambient systems have at least one place with no post-transitions, so
all the tokens of each net will eventually end up to that place according to the specific
structure of the T-APN nets. Finally, this property can be used to check if there exist
places without post-transitions indicating whether there could be a terminal state in
the examined model that consists of those places.
7.2.2 Behavioural Properties
The analysis of the examined models continues with the behavioural properties of the
nets. These properties focus on the dynamic aspect of the systems by examining the
structure of the nets in relation to their initial marking. The verification outputs of
the following behavioural properties were produced by Charlie verification tool and are
shown in Figure A1 in the Appendix.
7.2.2.1 k-Boundedness (k-B) of T-APN nets
The k-boundedness property checks if all the places of an examined net are bounded up
to a number k, which means that the number of resources can not exceed that number
k. The property of k-boundedness is expressed, in [11] as follows:
“A Petri net is k-bounded if all its places are k-bounded.”
An interpretation of the k-boundedness property for examined ambient systems could
be that the number of resources or agents, in these systems, is bounded to a constant
number k throughout their operation.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room against this property, it turns that the property is true for both nets when k
equals 2. The property being true for the ambient garage when k equals 2, implies
that the maximum number of users (cars) is equal to two for every state of the system,
which means that the maximum number of cars that can be detected by every sensor
of the garage is two. Similarly for the net of ambient conference room, where k equals
2 indicates that the maximum number of reviewers, reviewed papers or roles is equal
to two during the sessions of the conference. The result of this property also denotes
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that the resources or tasks of the system are finite and that the conference cannot be
suddenly overloaded with new users, papers, etc. In other words, this means that the
system has limited capacity and can serve or deal with a specific number of resources
or agents.
At this point, it should be mentioned that the examined T-APN nets are 2-bounded
due to the fact that we use two tokens of different colours for their dynamic represen-
tation. Finally, the k-boundedness of these net results from their structure, which is
‘inherited’ from the specific structure of the associated composite APN nets.
7.2.2.2 Dynamic Conflict Freeness (DCF) of T-APN nets
This property checks if there exist two or more transitions in a net such that the
execution of one automatically excludes the execution of the others. Dynamic conflict
freeness of a net is expressed in [11] as follows:
“A net has no dynamic conflicts if no state exists, in which two
transitions are enabled, which could disable each other by firing.”
An interpretation of this property for the general ambient systems could be that there
are no two actions in these systems that exclude each other when they are executed.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room against this property, it turns that both nets are not dynamically conflict free. The
property being false for the ambient garage implies that the users can have different
available options at some points of the garage operation, which options cannot be
concurrently executed since these actions share same resources. For example, a user
could have the option to turn left or right, but when he chooses one of them, the other
becomes unavailable.
Similarly for the net of ambient conference room, which is also not dynamically
conflict free. The result of the property indicates that the system provides different
options to the users. According to the examined model and its structure the existing
conflicts in the conference room represent either the change of roles of the users, the
conflict between the roles of the users and the reviewed papers or the presence of an
‘intruder’ in the room.
It should be noted that this property is related to the static conflict freeness ex-
amined above and, according to the rules used in Charlie verifier, it follows that
SCF ⇒ DCF . Finally, the result of the dynamic conflict freeness for both models
complies with the specifications of the examined systems as they enable the users to
have the choice of different options at particular states of the systems’ operation.
7.2.2.3 Dead States (DSt) of T-APN nets
This property checks if there exists a marking in the examined net during which all the
transitions are disabled.
“A net has a dead state if no transition can be enabled any more.”
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An interpretation of this property for general ambient systems could be that there
exists a state in the examined systems, during which they terminate either normally or
not.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room for dead states, it turns that both nets have only one dead state. The fact that
the ambient garage has one dead state implies that it stands for the terminal state of
the system where all the users (cars) have exited the garage and no more actions are
available, either for the users or for the system. Similarly for the net of the ambient
conference room, where the only dead state refers to the terminal state of the system,
which indicates that the participants have left the room after having seen the final
decision about the reviewed papers first. Therefore, the results for both models show
that they terminate normally as there exists only one dead state in each model, which
corresponds to the terminal state.
The importance of this property lies in the fact that possible erroneous states of
the examined models can be detected through it. This happens if the number of dead
states is different from what is expected with respect to the specification. Finally, a
dead state does not always imply that something goes wrong with the modelling of the
ambient systems as it could represent a normal situation, such as their termination.
7.2.2.4 Dead Transition (DTr) of T-APN nets
This property checks whether a transition in a net is enabled at any reachable marking.
A dead transition is expressed in [11] as follows:
“There exists no transition that is disabled in all reachable markings.”
An interpretation of this property for general ambient systems could be that there
exists an action in all states of the system that cannot be executed.
Examining the T-APN models of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room for dead states, it turns that both nets have no dead transitions. The fact that
the ambient garage has no dead transitions implies that all the actions of the system are
available at least once during its operation, which means that every advice of the system
and every action of the users takes places at least one time respectively. Consequently,
it can be concluded that no advice or action is unavailable throughout the system
operation. Similarly for the ambient conference room, where the non-presence of dead
transitions implies that all the advices, tasks and roles are used at least once during
the conference session indicating that none of the actions that are related to them is
unavailable.
7.3 Further Verification Analysis
Having argued about the outcomes of all the properties of the above categories, the de-
scription of some other verification features like the reachability graph and the paths of
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the examined T-APN nets are presented. All these elements contribute to the thorough
and exhaustive verification of the ambient systems, which started with the examination
and the discussion of the four different categories of properties above.
7.3.1 Reachability Graph of T-APNs
In this section, the state space of the ambient systems is examined through the reach-
ability graphs of the T-APN nets of the ambient garage and the ambient conference
room, which are presented in Figures 7.41 and 7.42 respectively.
Figure 7.41: Reachability graph of ambient garage produced by Charlie [11].
It should be noted that the reachability graphs have been created considering the
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maximum concurrency for the examined T-APN nets, but only for visualisation pur-
poses. As has already been mentioned, the verification of all the properties of the
models is based on sequential analysis. The reachability graph of the ambient garage,
in Figure 7.41, consists of 52 states that represent the different markings that are pro-
duced by following the firing rules of the T-APN net and 87 edges that stand for the
performed actions (firing transitions). Finally, the reachability graph of the ambient
conference room, shown below, contains 82 states and 130 edges.
Figure 7.42: Reachability graph of ambient conference room in Charlie [11].
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As it can be noticed from the Figures 7.41 and 7.42, both T-APN nets have finite
state space, which denotes that the examined nets do not deal with the problem of the
state space explosion [18] that is usually met to large systems with intricate behaviour.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that behavioural properties like liveness, reversibility
and dead states can be examined using the given reachability graphs. For example, the
reachability graphs of the two T-APN nets show that these nets are not live since there
exists a terminal state in each graph. Moreover, both nets are not reversible as there
is no connection (edge) between any state (including the terminal state) and the initial
state of the reachability graphs that would make the nets to run eternally. Finally, it
can be observed that each graph contains a dead state, which is the terminal one.
7.3.2 Paths of T-APNs
To examine the paths of a T-APN net, the generated reachability graph is considered.
Using paths, we can analyse the goals of the users by exploring the sequence of actions
that is needed in order to be accomplished. Furthermore, the paths can be used for the
examination of the user’s behaviour in general by checking whether that user follows
or ignores the advices. This is conducted by checking whether there exist repetitions
of actions in the examined paths or not. Each time, these paths start from the initial
state (initial marking) of the net and end to a state that is related to a specific target
which could be any sub-goal or the final goal of the user.
To examine the above cases, two different scenarios are considered. The first sce-
nario demonstrates the case where a user reaches his goal by always following the
advices of the system. Evaluating this scenario, it is shown that the shortest way for a
user to achieve his goal is by complying with the advices. The second scenario repre-
sents the case where a user reaches his goal by partially ignoring the system’s advices.
Assessing this scenario, it is revealed that ignoring some advices, the user has to ‘loop’
(revisit a state) at some point if he wants to achieve his goal.
7.3.2.1 Reaching Goal By Following Advices
The path analysis of the first case scenario considers all those cases where a user
always follows the advice of the system. The aim of the path analysis, in this case,
is to examine whether the paths produced by Charlie are the optimal ones. The path
analysis is applied to both the ambient garage and the ambient conference room. For
the path analysis, the creation of a filter file that will be used as input to Charlie is
required. This file consists of the target state that represents the examined goal.
To perform the paths analysis for the ambient garage in respect of the first case
scenario, only the following goal is taken into consideration, as this main goal of the
users:
“Each car (user) parks to the allocated parking bay.”
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The expressions of all the target state used for the path analysis of the above goal
are presented in Figure 7.43.
(a) First user parks to bay A1 following the advices
(b) Second user parks to bay A2 following the advices
Figure 7.43: Expressions of users’ goals for the path analysis of the ambient
garage.
From the above figure, it can be noticed that two different expression have been
created for the path analysis due to the fact that the model of the garage operates with
two users. Hence, the paths of both users should be examined.
Firstly, we examine the case where the first user of the garage parks to his allocated
parking bay (A1) following the given advices of the system. According to Charlie, the
length of this path is equal to 4, which is the shortest possible path to the parking bay
A1, since the path analyser is set to find the shortest path. This outcome can also be
confirmed by applying the transition sequence that is produced by the path analyser
(see Figure 7.44) to the T-APN net of Figure 6.8.
Figure 7.44: Transition sequence of first user parking to bay A1 following the
advices.
The figure above shows the initial marking of the T-APN net of the ambient garage
and the sequence of transitions that are executed in order to reach the target state. The
transition sequence consists of four transitions that represent the interaction between
the user and the system. The transition sequence contains two actions for each side.
The first action of the user is the access granted, where the user moves towards p1 after
having gained access to the garage. The next action is a system action, the Tem p1 1.
This action results in the advice which notifies the user about his next action. Then,
the user takes the advice and moves from p1 to the parking bay A1, as is shown by the
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transition p1toA1. Finally the system informs the user, executing Tem A1 1, that he
has parked correctly.
Finally, examining this case for the second user, it turns that the length of the
shortest path to the parking bay A2 is equal to 6. The result of the path analyser
is shown in Figure 7.45) and it can be confirmed by applying the produced transition
sequence to the T-APN net of the ambient garage, as for the case of the first user.
Figure 7.45: Transition sequence of second user parking to bay A2 following the
advices.
The transition sequence of Figure 7.45 consists of six transitions that represent the
interaction between the second user and the system. The transition sequence contains
three actions for each side. The first action of the second user, as for the first one, is
represented by the execution of the access granted transition, where the user moves
towards p1 after having gained access to the garage. The next action is a system action,
the Tem p1 2. This action advices the next move of the user to be forward. The user
takes the advice and moves from the place p1 towards the place p2 as is indicated by
the transition p1top2. Then the system executes the Tem p2 2 notifying the user to
turn right. The user follows the advice once again turning right and moving towards
the parking bay A2. Finally the system informs the user, executing Tem A2 2, that
he is allowed to park.
Now, for the path analysis of the ambient conference room, the following goals are
considered:
(a) “A user participates in all the phases contributing to the final decision.”
(b) “A user is replaced in the second phase of the conference procedure.”
(c) “A user participates only in the first phase.”
The goals mentioned above are all the possible goals for a user that follows the
advice of the ambient conference room. To analyse the above goals, the expressions of
the target states used are presented in Figure 7.46.
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(a) The user participates in all phases
(b) The user is replaced in the second phase
(c) The user participates only in the first phase
Figure 7.46: Expressions of users’ goals for the path analysis of the ambient
conference room.
Firstly, we start with case (a), where the user participates in all the phases of the
conference following the given advices of the system. According to Charlie, the length
of this path is equal to 14, which is the shortest possible path to the final decision if the
user is not in conflict with any of the reviewed papers. The correctness of the outcome
can be confirmed manually by applying the transition sequence of Figure 7.47) to the
T-APN net of Figure 6.10.
Figure 7.47: Transition sequence of user participating in all the phases of the
conference.
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The output of Charlie above shows the initial marking of the T-APN net of the
Ambient Conference Room and the sequence of transitions that are executed in or-
der to reach the target state. The transition sequence consists of fourteen transitions
that represent the interaction between the user and the system. The transition se-
quence contains seven actions for each side. The first action of the user is to swipe
his card (swipe card) to enter into the room. Afterwards, the system checks if the
user is eligible for that action and informs the user that the access has been granted
(Tem en room). After having entered the room, the reviewer sits in front of his private
display and tries to log in (sit and enter credentials). The system notifies the user for
his successful log in and allows him to see the home page (Tem home page 1). Next,
the user starts reviewing the papers and gives a score to them (score papers). The
system gets that score and sends back an acknowledgement saying that the score has
been submitted on time (Tem papers scored 2). At this point, the reviewer logs out
(log out) and waits the system to inform him about whether he should participate in
the second phase. The system checks the database and identifies the user as an au-
thorised member of the committee (Tem given role 1), who can proceed to the next
phase. Starting the second phase, the user participates in the committee session as
an authorised spokesperson (in committee). During the committee session, the user
is informed about possible conflicts with the reviewed papers in order to achieve a
unimpeachable decision about those papers. The system checks again its database and
notifies that there is no conflict between the user and the papers (Tem com session 2).
By the end of the committee session, a final decision about the reviewed papers is taken
(make decision). The system records the outcome of that phase (Tem fin decision)
confirming in this way the final decision. Finally, during the last phase, the committee
announces the final decision to all the participants (announcing decision 2) and the
system prompts the participants to see the outcome on the public display and then exit
the room (Tem see display 2) closing the conference.
Examining the second case, it turns that the length of the shortest path to the final
decision while the user is in conflict with the reviewed papers is equal to 16. The result
of the path analyser is shown in Figure 7.48) and it can be applied to the T-APN net
of the ambient conference room as for the first case.
The transition sequence of Figure 7.48 consists of sixteen transitions that repre-
sent the interaction between the second user and the system. The transition sequence
contains eight actions for each side. In this case, the transition sequence is exactly
the same as that of the first case till the point where the user is member of the com-
mittee and is informed that he is in conflict with at least one of the reviewed papers
(Tem com session 1). Then, the user has to leave the session (to be replaced) and the
system advises him not to return before the final decision about those papers is made
(Tem return). Thereafter the user returns to the session (return after decision) and
participates to the final decision about the rest of the papers.
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Figure 7.48: Transition sequence of user being replaced during the second phase.
The final decision about all the papers is confirmed by the system (Tem fin decision1)
and the decision is released to all the participants by the committee (announcing deci-
sion 1). Finally, the users are informed that the final decision is available on the public
display and that after seeing it they can leave the room (Tem see display 2).
Finally, examining the last case, the length of the shortest path for a user to the
final decision is equal to 12. This happens because the path analysis of this case is
examined independently from the all the other users, who could participate to all the
phases of the conference. It should be noted that the shortest path of this case would be
longer if it was examined in relation to the other users that take part in all the phases
of the conference, but this is out of the scope of the path analysis for the ambient
conference room The result of the path analyser is shown in Figure 7.49) and it can be
applied to the T-APN net of the ambient conference room as with the first two cases.
Figure 7.49: Transition sequence of user participating only in the first phase.
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The transition sequence of Figure 7.49 consists of twelve transitions that represent
the interaction between user and the system. The transition sequence contains six
actions for each side. In this case, the transition sequence is exactly the same as those
of the first two case till the point where the user log out and the system prompts him
to leave (Tem given role 2). Then, the user leaves (reviewer leaves) the room and
the system informs him that access is not permitted to him any more (no access) till
the end of the conference. Afterwards, when the final decision is released the user can
enter the room again (announcing decision). Finally, after the announcement of the
decision the system induces the user not to leave without having seen the final decision
(Tem see display 1), closing in that way the conference.
Having checked the paths produced by the examination of the goals of the users
that always comply with the rules, it results that the shortest possible path is always
produced for the completion of each of these goals.
7.3.2.2 Reaching Goal By Ignoring Advices
The following paragraphs describe the cases in which the users partially ignore the
advices of the ambient systems acting improperly till the point where they start to
comply with the advices again in order to achieve their goals. Examining those cases
for both T-APN model, we intent to show that the users cannot avoid revisiting some
states at some point in order to accomplish their goal. Furthermore, it is proved that the
generated paths of the cases are longer than the respective paths of the cases examined
in section 7.3.2.1.
To demonstrate the consequences of partially ignoring the advices for the ambient
garage, the following scenario is used:
“Each car (user) parks to the allocated parking bay after ignoring advices only once.”
The above scenario is applied to the ambient garage for both the first and the
second user of the T-APN net, as it happens with the respective scenario in 7.3.2.1.
Using the target states of Figure 7.50 as input to the path analyser of Charlie for
the cases of the first and the second user, the length of the two generated paths is 8
and 10 respectively.
(a) First user reaches goal ignoring advices
(b) Second user reaches goal ignoring advices
Figure 7.50: Expressions of users’ goals ignoring advices of the ambient garage.
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In the first case of Figure 7.50(a), the car enters the garage (access granted) being
advised to turn left (Tem p1 1). Thereafter, the user instead of following that advice,
he gets to p2 by going forward (p1top2). Then, the system prompts the user to go back
(Tem p2 1) to p1 in order to park to the allocated parking bay A1. At this point, the
user decides to follow the advices till the completion of his goal. Thus, he gets back to
p1 (p2top1), where he is advised to turn right (Tem p1 2 1). Turning right, the user
heads towards the parking bay A1 (p1toA1) achieving his goal. Finally, the system
informs the user that he can park to A1 (Tem A1 1).
The result of the path analyser for the path described above is presented in Figure
7.51 as a parikh vector. The parikh vector records how many times every transition is
executed during the path [31]. The parikh vector expresses the transition sequence of
the path but in unordered way.
Figure 7.51: Parikh vector of the first user achieving goal after having ignored an
advice.
Checking the produced parikh vector of the first case, it can be noticed that the
user visits place p1 twice. This derives from the execution of the transitions p1top2
and p2top1, which implies that the user is looping. Finally, as regards the length of the
path for this case, it turns that is longer than the path of Figure 7.44 since the first is
equal to 8 and the latter equal to 4.
In the second case of Figure 7.50(b), the car enters the garage (access granted)
being advised to go forward (Tem p1 2), the user instead of following that advice, he
gets to A1 by turning left (p1toA1). Then, the system prompts the user to go back
to p1 (Tem A1 2) in order to park to the allocated parking bay A2. From this point,
the user follows all the given advices till the completion of his goal. Thus, he gets
back to p1 (A1top1), where he is advised to turn left (Tem p1 1 2). Turning left, the
user heads towards the place p2 (p1top2), where the system prompts him to turn right
(Tem p2 2) in order to get to the parking bay A2. The user turn right following the
advice and gets to A2 (p2toA2) reaching his goal. Finally, the system informs the user
that he has parked to A2 successfully (Tem A2 2).
The result of the path analyser for the path described above is presented in Figure
7.52 in the form of parikh vector, as in the first case. Checking the produced parikh
vector of the second case, it can be noticed that the user visits place p1 twice. This
derives from the execution of the transitions p1toA1 and A1top1, which implies that
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the user is looping. Finally, the length of the path for this case, it turns to be longer
than the path of Figure 7.45 as the first is equal to 10 and the latter equal to 6.
Figure 7.52: Parikh vector of the second user achieving goal after having ignored
an advice.
For the examination of the ambient conference room with regard to the length of
the produced path after ignoring advices and the looping of the user, only one case
is examined. This occurs due to the fact that in the ambient conference room the
authorised users always follow the advice and the only situation where a user does not
follow the advices of the system is when an intruder is in the room. Thus, using a
scenario that consists of an intruder and a user that participates only in the first phase
of the conference could be a representative example. As a consequence, the following
scenario is used for the path analysis:
“A user that participates only in the first phase is interrupted by an intruder.”
The target state for this scenario is shown in Figure 7.53. The length of the path
produced by the path analyser of Charlie for this case is equal to 16.
Figure 7.53: Expression of target state of the scenario for the ambient conference
room.
Examining the target state of Figure 7.53, the generated path consists of sixteen
actions. The first action of the user is to swipe his card (swipe card) to enter into
the room. Afterwards, the system checks if the user is eligible for that action and
informs the user that the access has been granted (Tem en room). After having en-
tered the room, the reviewer sits in front of his private display and tries to log in
(sit and enter credentials). The system notifies the user for his successful log in and
allows him to see the home page (Tem home page 1). At this point, an intruder
appears interrupting the session and ignoring in that way the advice of the system
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(intruder enters PC area). Then the system switches off the private displays and
notifies the authorised users about its action (Tem PC area 1). After a while, the in-
truder leaves the area of the private displays and the room (intruder leaves PC area).
The system detects that the intruder has left the area and turns the appropriate private
displays back on (Tem home page1) to the home page, where the session has stopped
when the intruder entered the room and the restricted area. From that point, the
process is not interrupted any more and the user follows the given advices exactly as
it happens with the third case of section 7.3.2.1.
The result of the path analyser for the path described above is presented in Figure
7.54 as a parikh vector.
Figure 7.54: Parikh vector of user achieving goal after being interrupted by an
intruder.
Checking the produced parikh vector of this case, it can be noticed that the
state home page is visited twice. This derives from the execution of the transitions
intruder enters PC area and intruder leaves PC area, which start from home page
and end to the home page respectively, implying that the user is looping. This can
also be verified if we look at the T-APN net of the ambient conference room in Figure
6.10 and check the pre- and post-places of these two transitions of the net. Then, it
results that these two transitions create a loop (bidirectional step). Finally, as regards
the length of the path for this case, it turns to be longer than the path of Figure 7.49
as the first is equal to 16 and the latter equal to 12.
Having examined the cases where a user always follows the advices or partially
ignores the advices of the system, it can be concluded that the shortest path is always
provided when the user follows the advice. In all the other cases, the generated paths
are not the optimal ones and are not so cost effective for the users since more actions
take place and more time is needed for the generation of the path. In conclusion, when
a user ignores some advices, he has to loop if he wants to complete his goal.
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7.3.3 Fault-Tolerance of T-APNs
In the previous sections of this chapter, we examined all those cases where the systems
were responding correctly to the users’ actions. On the contrary, in the fault-tolerance
analysis, we assume that the systems can provide wrong advices to the users. This could
happen by modifying our models by adding some extra tokens to the database places
making in that way one of the systems’ sensors faulty. To analyse how the behaviour of
a defective sensor affects the goals of the users and the functioning of the systems, we
examine one property for each case. These properties are expressed as CTL formulas
and are examined through the model checker of Charlie verification tool, as with all
the other model checking properties1.
The first property of the fault-tolerance analysis is related to the accomplishment
of the user’s goal after a wrong advice from the system. This property is expressed as
follows:
“A user can reach his final goal even after a wrong advice of the system.”
The CTL proposition for the above expression is shown in Figure 7.55 for both the
ambient garage and the ambient conference room.
(a) CTL proposition of reaching goal after wrong advice property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of reaching goal after wrong advice property for ambient conference room
Figure 7.55: CTL propositions of the reaching goal after wrong advice property
for both T-APN nets.
Inserting these CTL propositions into the model checker of Charlie, we get the
results shown in Figure 7.56.
The first property of the fault-tolerance for the ambient systems that is related
to the accomplishment of the user’s goal after a wrong advice of the systems is true
for both T-APN models. This property provides useful information mostly about the
ambient garage as its functioning is based on the sensors. On the other hand, the result
of this property for the ambient conference room is less important as the system uses
sensors only in the areas of the private displays.
1Due to the fact that the examination of these properties considers the faulty behaviour
of the systems, we present them in a different section and not in the same with all the other
model checking properties, which rely on the correct behaviour of the systems.
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(a)Reaching goal after wrong advice property result for ambient garage
(b)Reaching goal after wrong advice property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.56: Results of Reaching goal after wrong advice property for both T-
APN nets.
Interpreting the result of the first property for each of the examined ambient sys-
tems, it can be concluded that a user can eventually reach his final goal after a wrong
advice of the system. Specifically, in the ambient garage, when a user receives a wrong
advice about his next action and follows it by mistake, he can accomplish his goal in
the future as the system redirects him through the sensors and the output devices that
work correctly.
The result of this property for the ambient conference room indicates that despite
the fact that a sensor may not work properly prompting the system to provide incorrect
advice to the intruder, the authorised users can eventually complete their tasks after
the intruder leaves the room or the area of the private displays. This happens due to
the fact that the system stops the running session when an unauthorised user enters
the room or those areas.
The last property of the fault-tolerance analysis examines whether a defective sensor
that caused the wrong advice of the system could work correctly in the future prompting
the environment to provide the user with the proper advice for exactly the same action.
This property is expressed as follows:
“The system can potentially give a correct advice after a wrong one for the same
action of the user.”
The above expression is translated into the CTL propositions of Figure 7.57 for the
examined T-APN models.
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(a) CTL proposition of giving correct advice after a wrong one property for ambient garage
(b) CTL proposition of giving correct advice after a wrong one property for ambient conference
room
Figure 7.57: CTL propositions of giving correct advice after a wrong one property
for both T-APN nets.
Checking these CTL propositions for both T-APN models using the model checker
of Charlie, we get the results shown in Figure 7.58.
(a)Giving correct advice after a wrong one property result for ambient garage
(b)Giving correct advice after a wrong one property result for ambient conference room
Figure 7.58: Results of giving correct advice after a wrong one property for both
T-APN nets.
The result of this property being true for the ambient garage means that the en-
vironment can provide the user with a correct advice after having given a wrong one.
This can happen when the user repeats the same action being detected by the same
sensor.
Likewise, the result of this property for the ambient conference room indicates that
the environment can provide the intruder with the proper advice after having given
the wrong one first. This case takes place only if the intruder repeats the same action
while he is in the room or the area of the private displays.
Having analysed these fault-tolerance properties, it can be concluded that the ex-
amined T-APN models of the ambient systems support the return of the environment
to a reliable and stable condition after its misbehaviour.
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7.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we addressed the verification of the produced T-APN models of the
ambient garage and the ambient conference room respectively. The discussion about
the verification has been organised into three general areas, qualitative analysis, model
checking of the models and further verification analysis.
In the model checking, we discussed all those properties that are related to the key
features and the general functioning of the ambient systems, as they were presented in
sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.5. From the verification results of these properties, it has been
concluded that the produced T-APN models are correct with respect to the specification
of the ambient systems. This derives from the fact that the models were verified
successfully against properties that were expressing the interactivity of the systems
with the users with respect to their detection, notification, initiative, restriction, etc.
providing the desired outcomes each time.
In the qualitative analysis, we presented all those properties of the T-APN models
that are related to both the static (structure) and dynamic (behaviour) aspect of the
nets by examining fundamental properties of Petri nets. Interpreting the verification
results of both the structural and the behavioural properties of the examined T-APN
models, it has been concluded that the nets of the examined ambient systems do not
face any unexpected deadlock case and terminate normally as the only dead state that is
detected through the analysis is that of the systems’ termination. Furthermore, useful
observations has been made regarding the properties that are related to the number
of the resources or agents that the systems can deal with. The verification results
indicated that the capacity of the systems is limited and that only specific number of
resources or agents can be handled during their operation. Moreover, the qualitative
analysis showed that all the actions of these systems can potentially take place at least
one time during their operation implying in that way that all these action contribute
to the functioning of the systems.
In further verification analysis, we examined the state space of T-APN models and
the impact of the users behaviour on the completion of their goals. This analysis
was conducted through examination of the produced concurrent reachability graphs of
the T-APN models and the generation of paths respectively. In the first case, it was
shown that the state space of the examined models of the ambient systems is finite,
which implies that these models do not face state explosion problem. Moreover, the
investigation of the concurrent reachability graphs of the T-APN models confirmed the
verification results of properties like, connectedness, liveness and reversibility. In the
latter case, we examined the consequences of following and ignoring the advices of the
system in regard to the completion of the users’ goal by comparing the length of the
paths of the two cases. From this comparison, it resulted that the users that always
follow the advices of the system reach their goals in less states than the case where
they ignore at least one advice. From, the path analysis has been concluded that the
system in both T-APN models has been modelled in order to provide always the correct
advice and the shortest path to the goal. Finally, we examined two cases where the
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system provides wrong advices to the users due to a defective sensor of the system. In
those two cases, firstly we checked whether the users can reach their final goal after
having taken a wrong advice by the system or not and secondly we examined if the
defective sensor can provide a correct advice after having given a wrong one first. The
verification results of these cases showed that the user can reach his goal regardless of
the malfunction in one of the sensors and that the defective sensor can provide correct
advices to the user for the same action in the future respectively making in that way
the system stable and reliable again.
In conclusion, the verification of the T-APNs showed that the models of the ambient
systems that were produced through the step-modelling approach, the application of
APNs and their translation into T-APNs are correct with respect to the specification
and also comply with the theory of the T-APNs. It could also be deduced that the
APN models of the case studies are correct as well since their transformation into T-
APNs resulted in the creation of the behaviourally equivalent examined models. The
only difference is that some of the qualitative properties might have different verification
results due to the slightly different structure of the nets and the presence of the inhibitor
arcs.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis addressed the issue of modelling and verification of ambient systems us-
ing Petri nets. The main focus of this work was to introduce an efficient modelling
approach that would be capable of modelling the interactive behaviour of ambient
systems faithfully.
To achieve that, we first examined the available literature about the ambient sys-
tems in order to identify all those components and key features that influence the
interactivity of these systems. Throughout this research, it was noticed that different
definitions, which have common points of reference, have been given to this kind of
systems up to date. For that reason, we introduced a generic definition of the ambi-
ent systems that incorporates the main points that are mentioned in those definitions.
Based on that definition, we created a taxonomy that classifies the general ambient
systems into two categories, the Ambient Guidance Systems and the Ambient Informa-
tion Systems. The taxonomy of the ambient systems into one of the above categories is
conducted considering as criteria factors and features that affect the interaction of the
environment with the users. Consequently, we chose two representative case studies,
one for each category of the taxonomy, in order to analyse the behaviour of these sys-
tems through the modelling of the systems’ features and components that determine
their interactivity in each case.
Thereafter, to model the interactive behaviour of the ambient systems, we defined
a subclass of Coloured Petri Nets that provides coloured inhibitor nets, the Ambient
Petri Nets. This class was introduced in order to capture and express the structure
and the concurrent and interactive behaviour of ambient systems by providing models
that reflect the key principles and features of these systems.
Having defined the class of Ambient Petri Nets that would be used for the modelling
of ambient systems, we continued with the introduction of the step-modelling approach
that is based both on the nature of the ambient systems to interact with the users
step by step and on the modularity and compositionality of APNs. In particular, the
rationale behind the step-modelling approach is that a small APN net of specific struc-
ture (basic step net) can be used as the fundamental building block for the behavioural
representation of the ambient systems. This building block captures a single action of
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a user and the response of the environment to that action. To build the full model of
an ambient system out of that building block, we had to glue it several times. Thus,
we defined two composition operators: the forward composition operator that extends
an APN net by a building block each time that is used and the backward composition
operator that creates cyclic APN nets or APN nets with cyclic subnets.
Having applied those compositions and having followed the requirements of the
specification, we obtained the APN models of the ambient systems of the chosen case
studies, which represent all the potential actions that can be taken either by a user
or by the system in order to interact with each other. The main characteristic of
these models is the presence of colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs that are used to ‘restrict’
the users from acting before getting informed by the system. The presence of these
inhibitor arcs gives a more realistic aspect of the system interactivity to the models, as
every user’s action in an ambient system is followed by the immediate response of the
environment for that action.
After the completion of the APN models of the case studies, we wanted to verify
their correctness using Charlie verification tool. Due to the fact that Charlie and
most of the existing verification tools do not support the analysis of inhibitor nets like
APNs, we had to transform the APN models into verifiable models with no inhibitor
arcs. To tackle this problem, we defined another subclass of Coloured Petri Nets,
the T-APN class, which provides non inhibitor nets. Furthermore, we introduced a
construction that enables the conversion of the APN nets to the respective T-APN
nets. This construction was used to obtain the T-APN models of the case studies out
of the APN models that had been developed earlier. But, to use the obtained T-APN
models for the verification of the ambient systems, we had to prove first that the T-
APN nets produced by the construction are behaviourally equivalent to the associated
APN nets. This would be proved by showing that their concurrent reachability graphs
are isomorphic. Afterwards, proving that indeed the concurrent reachability graphs of
two nets that are associated through the construction are isomorphic, it enabled us to
use the obtained T-APN models of the case studies in the verification process.
Finally, the verification of the T-APN models resulted in remarkable observations
about the ambient systems. From the observations about the interactive behaviour of
these systems, it can be concluded that the ambient environments of both categories
always provide the correct advice to the users and that the user is the only one who
is able to ‘misbehave’ during the interaction with the systems. Furthermore, that
misbehaviour (or initiative) of a user always has an impact on the completion of his
goal. For example, in the ambient garage, this impact could be translated as longer
distance to get to the allocated parking bay. Moreover, we extended the verification
process by examining the T-APN models against the case where the ambient systems
were able to provide wrong advices to the users due to the malfunctioning of a sensor of
the systems. This case has been not examined in the above verification process as the
users were the only ones who could misbehave. Through the analysis of this case, we
observed that the ambient systems can return to a reliable condition after having given
a wrong advice helping in that way the users to complete their tasks or goals. Finally,
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the verification of the T-APN models of the case studies against all the examined
properties showed that the models are correct with respect to the specification of the
systems.
At this point, we discuss the scalability of the proposed modelling approach with
respect to Charlie verification tool. More specifically, we examine how the extension of
the developed T-APN models of the case studies could affect the capability of Charlie
to cope with the verification of these models when they host a large number of users.
To check how Charlie responds to that case, we modified the developed T-APN models
gradually in order to represent the interaction of the systems with a different range of
users.
We start the discussion about scalability with the model of the ambient garage,
which was extended gradually in order to be able to ‘serve’ up to several different
users. The modification of the model took place by adding all those building blocks and
tokens needed in order to represent the additional parking spots and users respectively.
Then, importing the modified models into Charlie each time, we observed that due
to the addition of the building blocks and the tokens, the state space was increased
dramatically after a certain number of users resulting in a time consuming verification
process that provided reachability graphs of thousand or million states. This fact made
the model checking and the path analysis of the different models of the garage very
cumbersome as the time that was demanded for the verification of a single property
was significant. On the contrary, it should be mentioned that Charlie dealt effectively
with the verification of the modified models of the ambient garage when the number
of users was up to fifty five providing the respective results within a reasonable time1.
In this case, the almost immediate collection of the results facilitated and enabled the
examination of the system properties as the verification process of the models was cost
effective in terms of time.
Now, we continue with the model of the ambient conference room, which was mod-
ified for the sake of the scalability discussion, as with the T-APN model of the ambient
garage. The main difference between the modification of the T-APN model of the am-
bient conference room and that of the T-APN model of the ambient garage is that in
the first one we did not have to add more building blocks to represent the additional
users, tasks or roles needed. All these were incorporated in the modified versions of the
model by adding the appropriate number of tokens, database and response places each
time. This happens due to the fact that additional tasks or roles can be represented by
the already existing building blocks. After the modification of the model, we inserted
the modified versions into Charlie for their verification realising that the state space
was increased each time as in the case of the ambient garage, but not so significantly.
1Note that Charlie provided the verification result of a property within seconds when the
users were up to 11. After that value, the result was produced within a couple of minutes.
Finally, when the model had more than fifty five users, Charlie needed more than ten minutes
to verify each examined property.
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Furthermore, verifying the model for different number of tokens, it was observed that
Charlie was able to provide the verification results (e.g. model checking and path anal-
ysis of the models) effectively and within a reasonable time when the number of these
tokens were up to one hundred and forty. On the other hand, the verification of the
model for number of tokens greater than that mentioned above was extremely time
consuming and totally not cost effective as sometimes Charlie could not even produce
the respective reachability graphs or provide the verification results due to problems
related to high consumption of memory, which made it crash1.
From all the above, it can be concluded that the APN class, and by extension the
T-APN class accommodate very well the modelling of the interactivity of real ambi-
ent systems by producing correct models with nice graphical representation through
the use of fundamental building blocks, compositions and construction. Thus, the
step-modelling approach that is proposed in this thesis can be used for the faithful
modelling and reasoning of general ambient systems. Furthermore, it can be noted
that Charlie supports effectively the verification of scalable T-APN models of both
Ambient Guidance Systems and Ambient Information Systems, but up to a certain
number of users. In more detail, Charlie can analyse models with a small number of
users in the case of the first category of ambient systems, but this not the case for the
latter category of these systems where Charlie can reliably verify models that host a
quite large number of users. Finally, it should be mentioned that the building block of
the step-modelling approach can be used for the modelling of ambient systems focusing
on different abstraction levels of the interactivity of these systems.
8.1 Future Work
This thesis proposed a modelling approach that is based on the modularity and the
compositionality of the nets of the APN class and is used for the modelling of the
ambient systems’ interactivity. The introduction of this modelling approach brings up
new directions for further research. Some of which are briefly described in the following
paragraphs.
Firstly, we could examine the applicability of the proposed step-modelling approach
to the modelling of other aspects of the ambient systems or even to the modelling of
other kinds of systems that may not incorporate interactive behaviour by adjusting the
use of the building blocks to the needs or the features of those systems.
1Apart from the size of the examined model, memory consumption problems and time of
getting the results depend also on how powerful is the machine on which Charlie operates. For
the analysis of the produced T-APN models of this work, a MacBook Pro with 2.4 GHz Intel
Core i5 processor and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory was used. For example, a machine that
has a better specification could enable Charlie to analyse bigger T-APN models.
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Another direction that could be investigated is the extension of Charlie verification
tool in order to support the verification of inhibitor nets like APNs. Despite the fact that
the verification of inhibitor nets is a challenging and demanding task, the development
of such an extension would be of great interest and could open new perspectives for
the domain of modelling and verification due to the fact that the transformation of
inhibitor nets to non-inhibitor nets would be redundant as all the inhibitor nets would
be verifiable.
As regards the enhancement of the step-modelling approach, we could consider the
addition of the modularity and the compositionality of the T-APNs by introducing
the composition and the reverse construction of the T-APN nets that could compose
modular T-APN nets and convert the T-APN nets to APN nets respectively. The
introduction of these two could strengthen the relation between the two classes. Finally,
interesting observations could emerge through the conversion of non-inhibitor nets to
inhibitor nets and vice versa.
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Appendix
The following figure shows the verification results that are used for the elaboration of
this work.
(a) Graphical representation
(b) Tabular representation
Figure A1: Charlie output representations for structural and behaviour properties
of both T-APN nets.
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Appendix
Proving Theorem
The following paragraphs describe the equations and lemmas needed for the proof of
theorem 1 in chapter 6.
Equations
For the proof of the isomorphism of the concurrent reachability graphs of N and
ϕ(N), we define the following equations:
CRG(N) = ([M0〉N,∆,M0) is a step transition system over T, where (M1, U,M2) ∈
∆ iff M1[U〉NM2.
CRG(ϕ(N)) = ([M ′0〉ϕ(N),∆′,M ′0) is a step transition system over T, where (M1, U,M2) ∈
∆′ iff M1[U〉ϕ(N)M2.
First, we define a mapping ψ : [M0〉N → [M ′0〉ϕ(N) as follows:
ψ(M) =
∑
(p,g)∈P̂
ψ(M)((p, g)) ·m(p,g) (1)
where
∑
denotes the multiset sum, m(p,g) is a multiset over P̂ containing only one
element (p, g) (see definition 1) and
ψ(M)((p, g)) =

M((p, g)) if p ∈ P \ {p0c} ∧ g ∈ ClID,
1−M((p, g)) if p = p0c ∧ g ∈ ClID,
1−M((p, f−1(g))) if (p ∈ (PC ∩ PI) ∧ (∃t∈TSTEP \{} :
Post(t)(p) = 0 ∧ Post ′(t)(p) = 1∧
M((pt, f
−1(g))) > 0) ∧ g ∈ ClSPEC
)
∨(p ∈ (PC ∩ PI) ∧ (∃t′∈TEM :
Post(t′)(p) = 0 ∧ Post ′(t′)(p) = 1)∧
(∃t∈TSTEP \{} : p = cpt(pt)∧
M((pt, f
−1(g))) > 0) ∧ g ∈ ClSPEC
)
∨(p = p0c ∧ g ∈ ClSPEC),
0 otherwise.
(2)
Transition Neighbourhoods of APNs
Definition 23. Neighbourhood of a transition of a composite step APN net N is called
the set of all the places of the net N that are directly connected to that transition.
From (? ? ?) (see p. 95), it follows that every transition of a composite step APN
net N belongs to either emptying, retrieve or step transitions.
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Lemma 4. Every emptying transition of a composite step APN net N has a set of pre-
and post-places that consists of a control place and a database place and one response
place of the same basic step net of N respectively.
Proof. From basic step net and composite step nets (definitions 6 and 13 respectively),
it follows that ∀t ∈ TEM we have got Pre(t) = {pc, pd} and Post(t) = {pr}.
An example of the above case is transition t5 and places p7, p8 and p10 of Figure
6.1.
Lemma 5. Every retrieve transition of a composite step APN net N has a set of pre-
and post-places that consists of a response place and a database place of the same basic
step net of N respectively.
Proof. From basic step net and composite step nets (definitions 6 and 13 respectively),
it follows that ∀t ∈ TR we have got Pre(t) = {pr} and Post(t) = {pd}.
An example of that case is transition t6 and places p10 and p8 of Figure 6.1.
Lemma 6. Every step transition of a composite step APN net N has a set of pre-
and post-places that consists of a step (starting) place and a step (finishing) place and
a control place of the same basic step net of N respectively. In addition, every step
transition has a special set of ‘pre-places’ that consists of all the possible inhibitor
places of that transition.
Proof. From basic step net and composite step nets (definitions 6 and 13 respectively),
it follows that ∀t ∈ TSTEP we have got Pre(t) = {ps} and Post(t) = {pf , pc} with ps
and pf being the starting and finishing step places of the basic step net where the step
transition belongs to. Furthermore, from definitions 8 and 12 (compositions), it turns
that inhibitor arcs are added connecting the step transition with one or more inhibitor
places depending on the compositions that have been applied.
For example, in Figure 6.1, p2 is the only pre-place, p3 and p14 are the inhibitor
places and p6 and p7 are the post-places of transition t4 respectively.
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Transition Neighbourhoods of T-APNs
From (? ? ?) and definition 21(ii) it follows that all the transitions of ϕ(N) also
belong to either the retrieve, the emptying or the step transitions.
Lemma 7. Every emptying transition of a T-APN net ϕ(N) that is associated with a
composite step APN net N has a set of pre- and post-places that consists of the control
place and a database place and the control place and a response place of that transition
respectively.
Proof. From basic step net (definition 6), composite step nets (definition 13), construc-
tion (definition 21) and structural equivalence of the two nets, i.e., N and ϕ(N), it
follows that an emptying transition has as pre-places the control place and a database
place of the respective basic step net, as it happens in N. Regarding the post-places of
that emptying transition, it follows that they consist of the control place and a response
place of the same basic step net.
For example, p7, p8 and p7, p10 are the pre- and post-places of the emptying transi-
tion t5 respectively, as is shown in Figure 6.2.
Lemma 8. Every retrieve transition of a T-APN net ϕ(N) that is associated with a
composite step APN net N has a set of pre- and post-places that consists of a response
place and a database place of that transition respectively.
Proof. From basic step net (definition 6), composite step nets (definition 13), con-
struction (definition 21) and structural equivalence of the two nets, i.e., N and ϕ(N), it
follows that a retrieve transition has as only pre-place a response place of the associated
basic step net of N. Regarding the post-places of that emptying transition, it follows
that they consist of only one database place, which is associated to the respective
database place of N.
An example of the above case is retrieve transition t6 and places p10 and p8 of
Figure 6.2.
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Definition 24. The starting place of a bidirectional step (psb) is defined as the step
place of the bidirectional step that has the most control places in total before and after
the application of the backward composition.
Lemma 9. Every step transition of ϕ(N) has a set of pre-places that consists of a step
place and one or more possible ‘control places’ (inhibitor places in N) of that transition,
depending on whether that transition and its pre step place belong to a bidirectional
step or not. Furthermore, the set of post-places of that step transition contains a step
place and one or more control places depending on whether the post step place of that
transition belongs to a bidirectional step or not, regardless of the transition belonging
to that bidirectional step or not.
Proof. For the proof of the pre-places of a step transition, we examine two cases. Thus,
from definitions 12, 21 and (??), we get the following:
First pre case: If the pre step place of the step transition is a starting place of a
bidirectional step (psb)
1 and the step transition belongs to a bidirectional step,
then the set of pre-places includes more than one control place. For example,
in Figure 6.2, p3 and p14 are the two pre control places of transitions t4. The
bidirectional step in this example includes transitions t4 and t9, and the pre step
place in question is p2.
Second pre case: If the pre step place of the step transition is not a starting place
of a bidirectional step (psb) and the step transition either belongs to a bidirec-
tional step or not, then the set of pre-places includes only one control place. For
1The starting place (ps) of a composite step net should not be confused with the starting
place of a bidirectional step. However, the starting place (ps) of one of the composite step nets
which participate in the backward composition always coincides with the starting place of the
bidirectional step.
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instance, in Figure 6.2, p0 and p7 are the only pre control places of transitions t1
and t9 respectively. The bidirectional step of this example is the same as that of
the first pre case, and the pre-places in question are p1 and p6 respectively.
For the proof of the post-places of a step transition, two cases are also examined.
From definitions 6, 8, 12 and 21, we get the following:
First post case: If the post step place of the step transition is a starting place of a
bidirectional step (psb) and the transition either belongs to a bidirectional step
or not, then the set of post-places includes more than one control place. For
example, in Figure 6.2, p3 and p14 are the two post control places of transitions
t9 and t1 respectively. The bidirectional step in this example includes transitions
t4 and t9, and the post step place in question is p2.
Second post case: If the post step place of the step transition is not a starting place
of a bidirectional step (psb) and the transition either belongs to a bidirectional
step or not, then the set of post-places includes only one control place. For
instance, in Figure 6.2, p7 is the only post control place of transition t4. The
bidirectional step of this example is the same as that of the first case, and the
post-place in question is p6.
Theorem Proof
In this section, we provide the proof of theorem 1 in chapter 6.
Proof. We need to prove that:
(i) ψ is a bijection,
(ii) ψ(M0) = M
′
0,
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(iii) ∀M1,M2 ∈ [M0〉N, ∀U ∈ 2T˜ : M1[U〉NM2 ⇐⇒ ψ(M1)[U〉ϕ(N)ψ(M2).
To show the above, it is enough to prove the following:
(A) ψ(M0) = M
′
0,
(B) ∀M1,M2 ∈ [M0〉N, ∀U ∈ 2T˜ : M1[U〉NM2 ⇒ ψ(M1)[U〉ϕ(N)ψ(M2).
(C) ∀M1,M2 ∈ [M0〉N,∀U ∈ 2T˜ : ψ(M1)[U〉ϕ(N)ψ(M2)⇒M1[U〉NM2.
Point (A) follows from the construction (definition 21(xi)).
Now we prove point (B):
Let U = {(t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)} ∈ 2T˜ . Let’s assume that we can go from M1 to M2
through U in the CRG of the composite step APN net N. So U is enabled at M1 and
M2 is reachable from M1 by executing U , which is denoted by M1[U〉NM2.
U is enabled at M1 for the composite step APN net means that P˜re(U) ≤M1 and
M1 + P˜ost(U) ≤ K hold. P˜re(U) ≤ M1 implies that the pre-places of the transitions
of the enabled step U host adequate number and proper colour of tokens for this step
to fire. Furthermore, from M1 + P˜ost(U) ≤ K, it follows that the number of tokens of
the post-places of the transitions of the enabled step U will not exceed their capacities
when depositing tokens after the firing of U .
From APN theory we know that an enabled step U is a set of enabled structured
transitions and that a composite step APN net has a specific structure regarding the
connection of the places and the transitions (see definition 6). From these two, we
could say that every transition of the enabled step U has specific pre-places, which
host adequate number and proper colour of tokens for the firing of that particular
transition since it belongs to the enabled step U . Thus, from lemmas 4, 5 and 6,
it follows that every transition has a specific neighbourhood of pre-, post-places and
inhibitor places.
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Applying definition 21, we construct a T-APN net ϕ(N) that is associated with the
composite step APN net N and these two nets are structurally equivalent, which means
that N and ϕ(N) are almost the same, and the only structural difference
lies in the additional direct arcs of ϕ(N) to compensate the lack of colour-
sensitive inhibitor arcs. By the construction, for every place and transition
of N there exists the respective place and transition in ϕ(N) (i.e. P ′ = P
and T ′ = T ). Furthermore, for every pre and post direct arc of N, there
exists a respective direct arc in the same direction in ϕ(N). Moreover,
every inhibitor arc of N is replaced by a direct arc and new direct arcs are
also added in ϕ(N) through the construction (definition 21(iii)).
The two nets being structurally equivalent results in the conclusion that the pre-
and post-places of the transitions of step U in ϕ(N) consist of the related pre- and post-
places of the respective transitions of the enabled step U in N plus the ‘new’ pre- and
post-places that are ‘created’ by the replacement of the inhibitor arcs and the addition
of the new direct arcs (definition 21(iii)).
The neighbourhoods of the transitions of ϕ(N) with respect to the neighbourhoods
of the respective transitions of N are presented in lemmas 7, 8 and 9 and depend on
which set the examined transitions of ϕ(N) belong to.
From the theories of both APN and T-APN nets it follows that nets N and ϕ(N)
are colour safe, which means that they allow at most one token of a given colour per
place. Also, from the construction it follows that the transitions of the two nets work
under the same colour mode, i.e. CT (t) = C(t) (definition 21(vii)) and that all the
places of ϕ(N) retain the same colours of tokens as those of the respective places of N
except for the control places that can carry both identity and special colours of tokens,
as described in definition 21(vi).
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Finally from the construction it follows that the capacities of the associated places
of the two nets are the same for tokens with identity colours and 1 for tokens with
special colours (definition 21(ix)). This means that the maximum number of identity
tokens that could reside in the places of ϕ(N) is the same as that in N and that the
number of special tokens that could reside in the appropriate places is 1 per colour per
place. It also follows from the construction that the guard function used on the TG
transitions of the T-APN net depends on the set of binding pairs which is built through
the bijective function f (definition 21(x)). This means that the guard evaluates to true
for the pairs of colours that belong to the set of binding pairs. If tokens of these pairs
of colours reside in the pre-places of a transition of ϕ(N), then they can be consumed
as a pair (one coloured token from each pre-place). On the contrary, the guard of a
transition that belongs to the TNG transitions is always true, regardless of the colours
of tokens that reside in the pre-places of the transition (definition 21(x)).
After this preliminary discussion, we have to show that for the associated marking
of M1, i.e. ψ(M1), the step U is enabled in ϕ(N) and that the reachable marking after
the firing of U is the associated marking of M2, the ψ(M2).
To prove that U is enabled at ψ(M1) for the T-APN net ϕ(N), we have to examine
whether the following conditions hold:
• P̂re(U) ≤ ψ(M1)
• ψ(M1) + P̂ost(U) ≤ K ′
• ∀ (ti, ci) ∈ U, with i = 1, . . . , n, Gd((ti, ci)) = true.
We now investigate whether the above conditions hold for a singleton structured
transition (t, c) ∈ U . As has already been mentioned, the structured transition (t, c)
can be either a retrieve, emptying or step transition (see (? ? ?)). Consequently, we
examine these three different cases for the enabledness of (t, c).
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Case 1: The structured transition (t, c) is a step transition, i.e., t ∈ TSTEP in N.
We know from our assumption that step U is enabled at M1. This means that
all the transitions of U are enabled at M1, which in its turn implies that all the
step transitions of U are enabled at M1 as well and that each of the pre-places
and the inhibitor places of these transitions carry the appropriate colour and
number of tokens. We also know from the above discussion that N has a specific
structure since it is a composite step APN net and that every step transition of a
composite step APN net has specific pre-places and at least one inhibitor place.
As (t, c) is enabled in N, this means that the pre step place of t carries a token of
colour g ∈ ClID, which should coincide with the colour mode of t, i.e. g = c as
P˜re(U) ≤M1 in N. The number of tokens in the step place derives from the fact
that t is enabled, so the step place should have at least one token and the fact
that APN nets are colour safe nets, which means that only one token of a specific
colour can be hosted in each place of the net. Since the transition is enabled,
consequently we know that the inhibitor places of t hold no tokens of colour c
((U ×M) ∩ I˜ = ∅).
Now, we consider the constructed T-APN net ϕ(N) that is associated with N.
From what has been mentioned above, we know that ϕ(N) is structurally equiva-
lent to N, so for every place, transition and direct arc of N there exists a respective
one in ϕ(N). Furthermore, we know that every inhibitor arc is replaced by a di-
rect arc converting the inhibitor place to a control pre-place (definition 21(iii)).
Replacing the inhibitor arcs by direct ones implies that in order to fire the asso-
ciated transition t of ϕ(N) in mode c, a token must be consumed from both the
associated places of the inhibitor places and the associated place of the step place
of N. The associated places of the inhibitor places of N are structured using both
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identity and special colours and all the other places of ϕ(N) are structured in the
same way as in N according to the construction (definition 21(viii), (xi)) and the
definition of the P̂ ost mapping (see p. 87). In addition, all the new direct arcs in
ϕ(N), and only them, carry special colours and are connected to control places
(definition 21(viii)). As c ∈ ClID, we know that f(c) ∈ ClSPEC , which implies
that the associated places of the inhibitor ones can potentially take a token of
colour f(c) in ϕ(N) (definition of P̂ ost mapping and definition 21(viii), (xi)).
Furthermore, if a = (p, t) is a replacement arc in ϕ(N) of an inhibitor arc that
was used in N to control the behaviour of (t, c), then we have, from the construc-
tion (definition 21(viii) and (x)) that f(c) ∈ Ins(a) and (c, f(c)) ∈ Bt (and in
consequence Gd((t, c)) = true).
Now, in order to prove the first point for the transition of (t, c) in ϕ(N), we have
to calculate the marking ψ(M1) for the pre-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) using the fact
that (t, c) is enabled at M1 in N, and check if the calculated marking is enough
for the firing of the structured transition (t, c) in ϕ(N). To calculate the marking
ψ(M1), we use (1) and (2). In this case, from (1), the first and third point of
(2) and the neighbourhoods of the step transitions (lemmas 6 and 9), it follows
that we retain the token of colour c for the pre step place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) and
we get a token of colour f(c) for every associated place of the inhibitor places in
ϕ(N) instead of being empty of tokens of colour c as it happens with the inhibitor
places of (t, c) in N. In addition, as is said in the preliminary discussion, arcs
joining pre-places of t with t have appropriate inscriptions that enable them to
carry the tokens from all the pre-places: the arcs that are not changed by the
transformation are inscribed with identity colours, while the arcs that replace
the inhibitor arcs are inscribed with special colours (definition 21(viii)). Hence,
from (†) (see p. 86), we have P̂re(t, c) ≤ ψ(M1), for t ∈ TSTEP .
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For the proof of the second point, we use the differences between the neighbour-
hoods of (t, c) in N and (t, c) in ϕ(N) (lemmas 6 and 9). Since (t, c) in ϕ(N)
is the associated step transition of (t, c) in N (definition 21(ii),(vii)), we know
that the post-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) are the ‘same’ as for (t, c) in N with possibly
some additional post-places (e.g. transition t9 and places p2, p14 in Figure 6.1 and
transition t9 and places p2, p14 and p3 in Figure 6.2 respectively). So, we investi-
gate the marking of the post-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) in relation to the marking of
the respective places in N, which means that the marking of these places should
be examined both before and after the firing of the respective transitions. As
(t, c) in N is enabled at M1, it follows that M1 + P˜ost(U) ≤ K is satisfied. This
implies that the capacity of the post-places of (t, c) in N is not violated after
the firing of the transition in mode c and that these post-places do not host any
token of colour c before the firing since N is colour safe. Now, using the marking
relation for the ‘same’ post-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) that consist of a step place
and a control place, it turns from the first point of (2) that these post-places do
not carry any token of colour c (as c ∈ ClID) and none of the post-places is the
root control place (p0c) of the ‘starting place’ of ϕ(N) (e.g. post-place p2 and p14
of transition t9 in Figure 6.2). Regarding the additional post-places of (t, c) in
ϕ(N), we know from definition 21(iii), (viii) that they are linked with the tran-
sition through ‘new’ direct post arcs that carry special tokens. This means that
after the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N), they should host at least one token of colour f(c)
according to (††) (assuming enabledness). But, to ensure that the capacity of
the additional post-places will not be violated after the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N), we
examine whether their marking already includes tokens of colour f(c) before the
firing of the transition. From the neighbourhood of (t, c) in ϕ(N) and definition
21(iii), it follows that these additional post-places are control places (e.g. post-
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place p3 of transition t9 in Figure 6.2). We also know from the neighbourhood
of (t, c) in N (lemma 6) and definition 21(iii) that the respective places in N are
neither pre-places nor post-places of (t, c) in N as there are no arcs between the
places and the transition (e.g. place p3 and transition t9 in Figure 6.1). From the
root net (definition 7), the compositions of the composite APN net N (definitions
8 and 12), the colour safeness of N and the special structure of the composite
step nets, it follows that only one step place and its control inhibitor place of the
same composite step net, out of all the step places and control inhibitor places of
N can host a token of colour c each time. This results from the fact the different
colours of tokens of N are used as unique IDs. This implies that these places,
in N, do not carry any token of colour c as (t, c) is enabled in mode c at M1, so
the token of colour c is occupied by pre step place of the enabled step transition
of N. Consequently, from (2) and the proof of the first point for (t, c) in ϕ(N)
(P̂re(t, c) ≤ ψ(M1)), it follows that the additional post control places do not
host any tokens of colour c or f(c) before the firing of the transition. This can
be explained by the structural equivalence of the two nets and by showing how
the colour safeness of N is ‘passed’ to the net ϕ(N). From the fact that N is
colour-safe, which implies that at most one token of a given colour is allowed
per place and the fact that the marking relation (2) gives always 0 or 1 for the
colours of tokens of ϕ(N), considering as input of that function the marking of
the respective places of N, it results that ϕ(N) also allows at most one token of
a given colour (identity or special) per place. Thus ϕ(N) is colour-safe. Having
shown that none of the post-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) carries tokens of either colour
c of f(c) before the firing of the transition, we continue with the examination of
the marking of the post-places after the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N). Knowing that
(t, c) in N has adequate resources for its firing as P˜re(U) ≤M1 and according to
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(∗) (see p. 38), it follows that a token of colour c is consumed from the pre step
place of the transition and that the inhibitor place of (t, c) in N has no token
of colour c. Having also proved, in the previous point, that all the pre-places
of (t, c) in ϕ(N) have adequate resources for the firing of the transition, from
the first and third point of (2) and (†) (see p. 86), it follows that a token of
colour c is consumed from the pre step place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) and that a token
of colour f(c) is consumed from the control places (associated inhibitor places in
N) for the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N) respectively (assuming enabledness). After the
firing of (t, c) in N, a token of colour c is deposited to every post-place of the
transition (w.r.t (∗∗) in p. 38). From the first point of (2) and (††) (see p. 87),
it follows that if (t, c) in ϕ(N) fires, the ‘same’ post-places of the transition can
host tokens of colour c. On the contrary, the additional post control places of
(t, c) in ϕ(N) can host tokens of colour f(c) (point three of (2) and (††)). Due to
the fact that all the above post-place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) had no tokens of colour c
or f(c) before the firing of the transition and the fact that ϕ(N) ‘inherited’ the
colour safeness from N, it follows that the firing of (t, c) deposits only one token
of colour c into each of the ‘same’ post-places and only one token of colour f(c)
into each of the additional post-places of ϕ(N) (w.r.t (††) in p. 87). Moreover,
from definition 21(ix), it follows that the capacities of the associated places are
linked. So, according to definition 21(ix), the capacity of the ‘same’ post-places
of ϕ(N) is equal to the capacity of the respective places of N and the capacity of
the additional post-places the equal to 1 per colour per place. Consequently, in
both cases the capacity of the post-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) is not violated. In the
first case, this derives from the fact that the capacity of the respective places of
N is not violated as (t, c) is enabled at M1, the fact that the ‘same’ post-places
have the same capacities in both nets and the fact that the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N)
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deposits only one token of colour c in the post-place of the transition. On the
other hand, in the second case the capacity of the additional post-places of (t, c)
in ϕ(N) is not violated since it is equal to 1 for each place and according to (††)
only one token of colour f(c) is deposited to the additional post-places. Hence,
from all the above, it follows that the second point is satisfied for t ∈ TSTEP .
Finally, for the third point, the guard of (t, c) in ϕ(N) evaluates to true since the
tokens that are deposited into the pre-places belong to the set of binding pairs
and the colours of these tokens comply with the arc inscriptions as was described
in the previous paragraphs.
Case 2: The structured transition (t, c) is a retrieve transition, i.e., t ∈ TR in N.
From definition 21(ii),(vii), it follows that (t, c) in ϕ(N) is a retrieve transition
that works in mode c, as it happens with (t, c) in N. From the neighbourhoods
of (t, c) in N and (t, c) in ϕ(N) (lemmas 5 and 8 respectively) and the structural
equivalence of the two nets, it follows that these two transitions have the ‘same’
pre- and post-places, i.e a response place and a database place respectively. We
know that (t, c) in N is enabled at M1, so its pre response place carries a token
of colour c, as g = c from the enabledness of (t, c) in N. From the first point of
(2), it follows that the only pre response place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) hosts a token of
colour c ∈ ClID as well. Hence, from (†) and definition 21(iii), (viii), we have
that the first point of the enabledness is satisfied for t ∈ TR in ϕ(N).
For the second point, we first check the marking of the post-places of (t, c) in
ϕ(N) in relation to the marking of the respective places in N before the firing of
(t, c) in ϕ(N). Afterwards, we examine whether a possible firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N)
violates the capacity of its post-places after depositing the respective tokens into
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these places. As was mentioned earlier, (t, c) in N and (t, c) in ϕ(N) have the
‘same’ neighbourhoods (lemmas 5 and 8) and, by extension, the ‘same’ post-
places, i.e., database places. From definition 21(vi), it follows that the post
database place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) is structured with the same colours of tokens
as those of the respective database place in N. Checking the marking of that
post-place before the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N), from the first point of (2), it follows
that it has no tokens of colour c as the respective database place of (t, c) in N
holds no token of colour c. At this point, we examine the marking of the database
place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) after the firing of the transition. From the enabledness
of (t, c) in N and (∗), it follows that a tokens of colour c is consumed from the
pre-place of the transition during its execution. For (t, c) in ϕ(N), from the proof
of the first point, (†) and definition 21(viii), it follows that a token of colour c is
consumed from the pre response place of the transition during its firing (assuming
enabledness). From (∗∗) and colour safeness of N, we know that after the firing
of (t, c) in N, a token of colour c is deposited to the post database place. In
addition, from (††), it follows that after the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N) at least one
token of colour c is deposited in the post database place of the transition. But,
from the first point of (2) and the fact that ϕ(N) ‘inherits’ the colour safeness
from N through (2) (as was discussed in Case 1 ), it turns that only one token of
colour c is deposited into the post-place of (t, c) in ϕ(N). Furthermore, we know
that M1 + P˜ost(U) ≤ K is satisfied since (t, c) is enabled in N, so capacity is
not violated. Moreover, from definition 21(ix) and colour safeness of ϕ(N) and
as c ∈ ClID, it follows that since the capacities of the associated database places
are equal and the post database place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) hosts only one token of
colour c, the capacity of the database place is not violated proving in that way
that the second point is also satisfied for t ∈ TR in ϕ(N).
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Finally, for the third point of the enabledness, it follows from the guards of T-
APNs (definition 5.1) and definition 21(ii), (x) that every retrieve transition of
ϕ(N) belongs to the set of transitions TNG, which implies that the guard is always
true for (t, c) in ϕ(N). Therefore, the retrieve transition (t, c) in ϕ(N) is enabled
as the third point is also satisfied.
Case 3: The structured transition (t, c) is an emptying transition, i.e., t ∈ TEM in N.
From definition 21(ii), (vii), it follows that (t, c) in ϕ(N) is an emptying transition
that works in mode c, as it happens with (t, c) in N. From the neighbourhoods
of (t, c) in N and (t, c) in ϕ(N) (lemmas 4 and 7), it follows that these two
transitions have the ‘same’ pre-places, i.e control place and database place, but
slightly different post-places. Actually, they have the ‘same’ post response place,
but the pre control place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) is also post-place of the transition. We
know that (t, c) is enabled at M1 in N, so the pre database and control places
of (t, c) in N carry a token of colour c each, with g = c. From the first point
of (2), it follows that the pre database and control places of (t, c) in ϕ(N) also
host a token of colour c each, since c ∈ ClID. Hence, from (†) and definition
21(iii), (viii), it follows that the first point of the enabledness is satisfied for the
structured transition (t, c) in ϕ(N).
For the second point, we first check the marking of the post-places of (t, c) in ϕ(N)
in relation to the marking of the respective places in N before the firing of (t, c) in
ϕ(N). Afterwards, we examine whether a possible firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N) violates
the capacity of its post-places after depositing the respective tokens into these
places. As was mentioned above, (t, c) in N and (t, c) in ϕ(N) have ‘same’ post-
places (i.e., response places), but (t, c) in ϕ(N) has an additional post-place (i.e.,
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the pre control place) as is described in the proof of the first point. Regarding
the ‘same’ post-places of the two nets, from definition 21(vi), it follows that the
post response place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) is structured with the same colours of tokens
as those of the respective response place in N. Therefore, checking the marking
of that post-place before the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N), from the first point of (2),
it follows that it has no tokens of colour c since the respective response place
of (t, c) in N holds no token of colour c. Examining now the marking of the
additional post place before the firing of the transition, from the first point of
(2), it follows that the marking of the additional post control place before the
firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N) contains no tokens of colour f(c) as that place is treated
as pre-place of the transition, which already holds a token of colour c ∈ ClID. At
this point, we examine the marking of the ‘same’ post-place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) after
the firing of the transition. From the enabledness of (t, c) in N and (∗), it follows
that a tokens of colour c is consumed from the pre-place of the transition during
its execution. Similarly for (t, c) in ϕ(N), from the proof of the first point, (†)
and definition 21(viii), it follows that a token of colour c is consumed from both
the control place and database place of the transition during its firing (assuming
enabledness). From (∗∗) and colour safeness of N, we know that after the firing of
(t, c) in N, a token of colour c is deposited to the post response place. In addition,
from (††), it follows that after the firing of (t, c) in ϕ(N) at least one token of
colour c and f(c) is deposited in the post response place and the post control
place of the transition respectively. But, from the first and third point of (2) and
the fact that ϕ(N) ‘inherits’ the colour safeness from N through (2), it turns that
only one token of colour c and f(c) is deposited in the respective post-places of
(t, c) in ϕ(N). Furthermore, we know that M1 + P˜ost(U) ≤ K is satisfied since
(t, c) is enabled in N, so capacity is not violated. Moreover, as c ∈ ClID, from
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definition 21(ix) and colour safeness of ϕ(N), it follows that since the capacities
of the associated response places are the same and the post response place of
(t, c) in ϕ(N) hosts only one token of colour c, the capacity of the response place
is not violated. Moreover, from definition 21(ix) and colour safeness of ϕ(N), it
follows that the capacity of the post control place of (t, c) in ϕ(N) is equal to 1
for every special colour and that this place hosts only one token of colour f(c)
after the firing of the transition, which means that the capacity is not violated.
Therefore, it has been shown that the second point is also satisfied for t ∈ TEM
in ϕ(N).
Finally, as (t, c) in ϕ(N) is an emptying transition, from the guards of T-APNs
(definition 5.1) and definition 21(ii), (x), it follows that every emptying transition
of ϕ(N) belongs to the set of transitions TNG, which implies that the guard of (t, c)
is always true. Consequently, the emptying transition (t, c) in ϕ(N) is enabled
since the third point is always satisfied.
From what is mentioned in the three above cases, it can be concluded that the
associated transition of (t, c) in N, which is enabled at M1, is also enabled at the
associated marking ψ(M1) in ϕ(N). From the enabledness and firing of step U in
N, it follows that the transitions of U do not consume shared resources and do not
deposit tokens of the same colours to the same post-places violating the capacity and
the colour safeness of N. Thus, from the assumption that U is enabled at M1 in N,
it can be deduced that the transitions of that step can be executed both individually
and concurrently as all the enabledness conditions of U in N are satisfied. Based on
that, it has been shown that a transition of step U in ϕ(N) is enabled and can be
executed at ψ(M1) individually, as is described by the three above cases. As is known,
from the construction (definition 21(ii),(vii)) and, by extension, from the structural
equivalence, the step U in ϕ(N) consists of the respective transitions of U in N, which
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implies that these transitions have the same or similar neighbourhoods to those in N
and work under the same colour modes. At this point, it is examined whether these
transitions can be executed concurrently considering the fact that this can be done in
N.
To prove the concurrent firing of the transitions of U in ϕ(N), we have to show
that these transitions are not in conflict (i.e., share common resources) and that there
is no violation of the capacity after depositing of tokens into the post-places of the
transitions.
We start the proof of the concurrent execution of the transitions of U in ϕ(N)
by examining the resources of the pre-places of these transitions. From the specific
structure of the composite step nets and the compositions of the APNs (see definitions
8 and 12), it follows that two or more transitions can be in conflict (see definition 4) only
when they share a pre step place and its respective inhibitor places or a control place.
Hence, the transitions of U in N that can be in conflict, sharing resources, are only
the step transitions and the emptying transitions of the step U . This means that there
exist two cases for all these places: either they are shared by transitions of U in N or
not. As all the transitions of U in N can fire concurrently, this implies that either they
do not share pre-places and inhibitor places or they have places in common but without
sharing the resources of those places (i.e., tokens). For example, two transitions that
share pre-places, inhibitor places or both can fire concurrently if they fire in different
colour modes (i.e., consume different colours of tokens or expect that tokens of certain
colours are not present there).
Not sharing pre-places: Now, let’s examine the case where the transitions of U in
N do not share pre-places or inhibitor places. From the construction (definition
21) and the structural equivalence of the nets, it results that the transitions of U
in ϕ(N) host the adequate resources and can fire concurrently as they are not in
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conflict with each other (assuming enabledness). In fact, the concurrent firing of
these transitions, in this case, is based on the individual firing that was examined
in the three above cases.
Sharing pre-places: In the second case, the transitions of U in N fire concurrently
while sharing pre-places, inhibitor places or both, which implies that these tran-
sitions do not consume tokens of the same colours. This results from the fact
that N is colour safe, which means that only one token of each colour can re-
side in each of the shared pre-places or can be consumed during the firing of the
transitions. From the colour safeness of N, it follows that all the transitions of
U that fire concurrently and share common places work under different colour
modes and consume the tokens that correspond to their colour modes when they
fire.
From the neighbourhoods of transitions and points one and three of (2), it follows
that for every empty inhibitor place, the respective control place in ϕ(N) hosts
the appropriate colour and number of tokens (i.e., one token of each permitted
special colour) and that for every shared pre-place in N, the respective shared pre-
place in ϕ(N) carries the appropriate colour and number of tokens. Actually, this
derives from the colour safeness of N, which is passed to ϕ(N) through definition
21(xi) and (2) as they define that only zero or one token of each (identity or
special) colour can be hosted in the places of ϕ(N). Hence, from the structural
equivalence, (2) and (†), it turns that the common pre-places of the transitions
of U in ϕ(N) carry the adequate number and the proper colour of tokens (i.e.,
only one token of each colour) and that the respective transitions are enabled
under different colour modes.
Having shown that the pre-places of the transitions of U in ϕ(N) carry the ade-
quate resources in order to be enabled for concurrent firing, we examine whether that
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concurrent firing violates the capacity after depositing of tokens into the post-places
of the transitions. Regarding the depositing of tokens to the post-places after the con-
current firing of the transitions of U in N, it follows that the following cases should be
examined: the post-places are shared by the transition of U in N or not.
Not sharing post-places: In this case, the transitions of step U in N do not share
post-places. Thus, after the firing, they deposit the tokens to separate post-
places without violating the capacity restriction as U is enabled at M1 in N (e.g.
transitions t3 and t9 and transitions t2 and t9 in Figure 6.1). From definitions 8,
12 and 21 and structural equivalence, it follows that since the transitions of U in
N do not share any post-place, then the associated transitions of U in ϕ(N) will
not share any old post-places1 as well, but they might share ‘new’ post-places2
(e.g. transitions t3 and t9 with no shared post-places (either old post-places or
‘new’ post-places) and transitions t2 and t9 with a shared ‘new’ post-place in
Figure 6.2 respectively). From definition 21(iii) and structural equivalence, it
follows that the only post-places of the transitions of U in ϕ(N) that might be
shared when the associated transitions of U in N do not share any post-place
are the ‘new’ post-places, namely the ‘new’ post control places of the transitions.
This implies that there exist two cases for the ‘new’ post-places of the transitions
of U in ϕ(N), either they are shared or not.
Not sharing ‘new’ post control places: If the ‘new’ post control places are
not shared, this means that none of the post-places of the transitions of U
in ϕ(N) is shared. Therefore, from (2), the fact at all the transitions of U in
ϕ(N) are enabled and can fire individually at ψ(M1) (as was proved in the
1Old post-places refer to the associated post places of ϕ(N) that are ‘inherited’ from N
though the construction.
2‘New’ post-places refer to the additional post-places that derive from the construction.
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three different cases of transitions described earlier) and (††), it follows that
the transitions of U in ϕ(N) can fire concurrently depositing the consumed
tokens to the respective post-places without violating the capacity (e.g.
concurrent firing of transition t3 and t9 in Figure 6.2).
Sharing ‘new’ post control places: If the ‘new’ post control places are shared
by the transitions of U in ϕ(N), we have to examine if the capacity of these
shared places is violated when the transitions that share those places fire
concurrently (assuming enabledness). From the compositions of N (defi-
nitions 8 and 12) and the construction (definition 21), it follows that the
situation of sharing ‘new’ post control places and not sharing old post-
places takes place between step transitions (TSTEP ) and emptying transi-
tions (TEM ) in ϕ(N) (e.g. transitions t5 and t7 and transitions t2 and t9 in
Figure 6.2 respectively).
From definitions 8 and 12, the specific structure of composite step net and
definition 21(iii), it follows that a step transition and an emptying transition
share a ‘new’ post control place in ϕ(N) only if the post step place of the step
transition is the same with the step place that is ‘monitored’ by the ‘new’
post control place of the emptying transition with the step place having at
least one post-transition (e.g. p2 is post step place of step transition t9, is
‘monitored’ by the ‘new’ post-place p3 of emptying transition t2 and has a
post-transition (t4)). Furthermore, from specific structure of composite step
net and definition 21(iii), it also follows that the emptying transitions of the
same composite step net can share a ‘new’ post control place (e.g emptying
transitions t5 and t7 share the ‘new’ post control place p7 in Figure 6.2).
From the specific structure of composite step nets, the colour safeness of N
and the presence of the colour-sensitive inhibitor arcs that derives from the
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application of definitions 8 and 12, it follows that the step transitions and
emptying transition in N cannot fire in the same colour mode concurrently.
It also follows, that the emptying transition of the same composite step net
in N cannot fire under the same colour mode concurrently (e.g. assuming
enabledness, transitions t5 and t7 in Figure 6.1 fire concurrently only under
different colour modes).
It can also be concluded that since the transitions in N fire in different
colour mode and the ‘new’ post-places in ϕ(N) (definition 21(iii)) are not
post-places of the fired transitions in N, from definition 21(vii) and (2), it
follows that they will not carry any tokens of colours that are the same with
those of the colour modes of the fired transitions in ϕ(N) as the transitions
of U in ϕ(N) have the same colour modes with the associated transition
of U in N. Consequently, from the enabledness of U in N, the structural
equivalence and the fact that the colour safeness of N is ‘passed’ through
definition 21(xi) and (2) to ϕ(N), it follows that since the step and empty-
ing transition of U in N can fire concurrently under different colour modes,
then the respective step and emptying transitions in ϕ(N) can also fire con-
currently in the same colour modes (definition 21(vii)) depositing (through
(††)) tokens of different colours in the shared ‘new’ post control places,
without violating their capacities.
Thus, since the capacity is not violated for both the old post-places that
are not shared and the ‘new’ post control places that are shared, it turns
that in this case the second condition of the enabledness is satisfied for the
concurrent firing of the transition of U in ϕ(N).
Sharing post-places: In this case, the transitions of U in N share the post-places.
According to definitions 8, 12 and the specific structure of the composite step
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nets, the only post-places that can be shared by transitions in N are the step
places (e.g. place p2 is shared by transitions t1 and t9 in Figure 6.1). From
the structural equivalence and definition 21(iii), it follows that it turns that the
post-places that might be shared by the transitions of U in ϕ(N) during their
concurrent firing are the post step places and the ‘new’ post control places (e.g.
transitions t1 and t9 share the post-places p2, p3 and p14 in Figure 6.2). The case
of the shared ‘new’ post control places has been examined above, so the only case
that should be examined is that of the shared post step places.
As U is enabled at M1 in N and N is colour-safe, it turns that the capacity is
not violated after the concurrent firing of the transitions of U in N, which means
that the transitions that share post step places deposit tokens of different colours
into them (w.r.t (∗∗)). From the neighbourhoods of transitions of U of both nets
and the structural equivalence of the nets, it follows that the post step places
are shared by the associated step transitions of N and ϕ(N) (e.g. post step place
place p2 is shared by transitions t1 and t9 in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively).
Since the shared post step places have the same pre-transitions in both nets,
from definition 21(vii), it follows that these pre-transitions fire under the same
colour modes in both nets. Furthermore, from structural equivalence, definition
21(vi), (xi) and (2), it can be concluded that the shared post step places in ϕ(N)
hold no tokens of colours that are the same with the colours of the colour modes
of their pre-transitions as happens with the associated post step places in N.
Hence, from definition 21(vii), (ix), the structural equivalence of the nets, (††)
and (2), it follows that after the firing of the step transitions of U the shared
post step places of these transitions of the step U in ϕ(N) host tokens of different
colours and the number of these coloured tokens is equal to 1 per colour per
place, satisfying in that way that the capacity of the shared post step places is
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not violated. So, ψ(M1) + P̂ost(U) ≤ K ′ holds as it is satisfied for both the
shared post step places and the shared ‘new’ post control places.
As a consequence, from what is mentioned in the above cases, it turns that the
transitions of U in ϕ(N) can be executed concurrently. This follows from the fact that
there exist the adequate resources for their firing and that the capacity is not violated
after the firing of U in ϕ(N).
Now, the reachable markings of the two nets are calculated using the formulas
M2 = M1 − P˜re(U) + P˜ost(U) and ψ(M2) = ψ(M1)− P̂re(U) + P̂ost(U) respectively.
Calculating locally the marking M2 after the firing of a (t, c) in N, it follows that the
pre-places of t have no tokens of colour c and that the post-places will host tokens of
colour c. Now, calculating the marking ψ(M2) after the firing of the respective (t, c)
in ϕ(N), the post-places will host either a token of colour c or f(c) depending on the
occasion. At this point, we examine how M2 and ψ(M2) are related with respect to the
conditions of marking relation mentioned in (2). We expect the post step, response and
database places of both nets to get a token of colour c after the firing of the transitions
of the respective enabled steps and indeed they get a token of colour c according to the
post firing rules of the two nets ((∗∗) and (††)). The post control places, in N, take
the colour c and the respective ones, in ϕ(N), take either the same colour as that of
the inhibitor places or the complementary colour of c, the f(c), depending on which of
the step transitions has fired in each case. But in every case it can be noticed that the
markings M2 and ψ(M2) are related locally by either definition 21(xi) or (2) and this
relation can be generalised using (1). Thereafter, it can be concluded that ψ(M2) is
the associated reachable marking of the reachable marking M2 of N after the firing of
the associated transitions of the two nets.
Point (C) can be proved in a similar way.
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